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Abstract
One of the ultimate goals of computer vision is to equip machines with visual intelligence:
the ability to understand a scene at the level that is indistinguishable from human’s. This
not only requires detecting the 2D or 3D locations of objects, but also recognizing their
semantic categories, or even higher level interactions. Thanks to decades of vision research
as well as recent developments in deep learning, we are closer to this goal than ever. But
to keep closing the gap, more research is needed on two themes. One, current models are
still far from perfect, so we need a mechanism to keep proposing new, better models to
improve performance. Two, while we are pushing for performance, it is also important to
do careful analysis and diagnosis of existing models, to make sure we are indeed moving
in the right direction.
In this dissertation, I study either of the two research themes for various steps in
the visual intelligence pipeline. The first part of the dissertation focuses on category-
level understanding of 2D images, which is arguably the most critical step in the visual
intelligence pipeline as it bridges vision and language. The theme is on automating the
process of model improvement: in particular, the architecture of neural networks. The
second part extends the visual intelligence pipeline along the language side, and focuses
on the more challenging language-level understanding of 2D images. The theme also shifts
to diagnosis, by examining existing models, proposing interpretable models, or building
diagnostic datasets. The third part continues in the diagnosis theme, this time extending
along the vision side, focusing on how incorporating 3D scene knowledge may facilitate
the evaluation of image recognition models.
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1.1 Visual Intelligence Pipeline
Computer vision is a large research field with a wide range of problems to solve, including
tracking, correspondence, reconstruction, etc. However, personally I have always been
most fascinated by what is called high-level vision: the set of problems that involves
semantic understanding of the image or scene content. Only after such capabilities are
achieved can machines seamlessly interact with humans, and may truly be called (visually)
“intelligent”.
The most basic form of visual intelligence is category-level understanding of 2D im-
ages. Specifically, this requires correctly assigning a semantic category, such as “person”
or “giraffe”, to the entirety or part of an image. When a semantic category is assigned to
the entire image, the task is often called image classification or image recognition. When a
semantic category is assigned to each pixel in the image, the task is often called seman-
tic segmentation or scene parsing. Thanks to the relative ease of collecting 2D images
and annotating semantic labels (through the internet and crowdsourcing), these tasks
have standard benchmark datasets, and are intensively studied. In fact, it was indeed
category-level image understanding that ignited the current wave of deep learning [134].
But I argue that going from 2D images to semantic categories is only one step within
the complete visual intelligence pipeline. For one, the semantic categories alone do not
1
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Figure 1.1. The visual intelligence pipeline considered in this dissertation. 3D scenes and objects
create 2D images through rendering and projection. 2D images are then recognized in the form of
semantic categories, or the more advanced level through natural language.
fully describe the image, such as the attributes of objects and the relations between objects.
For example, the image in Figure 1.1 is much better understood and described by “A
boy is feeding the giraffe on the right” than simply “person” and “giraffe”. The word
“boy” implies that the machine understood the age attribute of the “person” category, and
the phrase “giraffe on the right” suggests that the machine has mastered the capability
of referring to an unambiguous object. In this dissertation, I call this the language-level
understanding, which is one step further than category-level.
In the other direction, though the 2D images already contain extremely rich information,
it is important to bear in mind that the world is fundamentally in 3D. The 2D images are
(merely) the results of rendering and projection of 3D scenes and objects. Studying 2D
image understanding is of course still valid and important, but as I will show later in this
dissertation, having access to the 3D information will bring unique benefits, especially in
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terms of diagnosis and evaluation.
Putting everything together, the visual intelligence pipeline considered in this dis-
sertation starts from 3D scenes and objects, which produce 2D images, which then get
recognized into semantic categories, or the more advanced level of language-level under-
standing. This pipeline is visualized in Figure 1.1. In the next section, I will describe the
specific problems that I try to tackle, and how they situate within this big picture.
1.2 Outline
This dissertation consists of three parts, each corresponding to different steps in the visual
intelligence pipeline with different emphasis.
1.2.1 Automating Structure Learning for 2D Image Recognition
Part I of the dissertation focuses on category-level understanding of 2D images, i.e. arrow
2⃝ in Figure 1.1. As aforementioned, this is the central topic of the recent wave of deep
learning research. Specifically, significant performance jumps are usually attributed to
better and better convolutional neural network architectures [89], [104], [134], [232], [245],
[269]. However, these widely-used neural architectures designed by human experts only
correspond to a tiny subset of all possible architectures. Can we utilize smart algorithms to
let machines explore the uncharted territories in the neural architecture design space, and
find architectures that outperform existing ones? This research direction, usually termed
AutoML [109] or Neural Architecture Search (NAS) [297], is essentially the automation of
the structure learning problem in the context of artificial neural networks. My research
focuses on two aspects of this research direction: acceleration and generalization.
Early NAS methods are usually extremely costly. In order to find a high-quality neural
architecture for 2D image recognition, the computation power required is around 2,000
GPU days. In Chapter 2 [154] I will describe an algorithm that brings this computation
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cost down to around 150 GPU days while delivering an even better neural architecture. It
was arguably the very first successful attempt at the acceleration aspect of modern NAS
research.
In Chapter 3 [150], I will describe my efforts to generalize NAS beyond image classifica-
tion problems to dense image prediction problems (such as semantic segmentation), where
the goal is to assign a label to every pixel in the 2D image. This type of problems possesses
unique challenges, in terms of designing search space and managing search cost. I will
describe how these challenges are addressed, resulting in a new architecture for semantic
segmentation that outperforms the previous state-of-the-art by a large margin.
Whether image classification or semantic segmentation, the structure learning was
always conducted in a supervised fashion, in the sense that both the raw data and the
annotated labels are required to find an architecture. In Chapter 4 [151] I defy this standard
practice by generalizing NAS to the unsupervised setting. I will present the perhaps
surprising finding that neural architectures discovered in an unsupervised fashion are just
as good as those discovered in a supervised way.
1.2.2 Diagnosing Language-Level Understanding for 2D Images
Part II of this dissertation concerns language-level understanding of 2D images, i.e. arrow
2⃝ and 3⃝ in Figure 1.1. Obviously, language-level understanding is a much more challeng-
ing problem than category-level, as it requires higher level, more detailed understanding.
Although automation is still a valid topic, the emphasis here will shift to diagnosis. The
general philosophy here is that in order to be convinced that the trained models have truly
understood the image and the task, only looking at the output is not enough. Ideally, the
model should be explainable, and should produce intermediate results that are meaningful
and interpretable. I studied a variety of tasks that requires language-level understanding
of 2D images.
In Chapter 5 [153] the task being considered is image captioning, i.e. generating a
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sentence that describe the content of the image. Specifically, I analyze the attention
mechanism in neural image captioning [272], which is a popular technique that not only
generates the output (i.e. the words), but also provides where the model relies on when
making this decision. There were qualitative studies that show these attention regions
align with humans, but this phenomenon was never evaluated quantitatively. In this work,
I define the concept of “attention correctness” and give a quantitative answer to the degree
that these attention maps agree with humans.
In Chapter 6 [152] I consider a different task that is referring expression comprehension.
The goal is to correctly select part of the image based on a referring expression, e.g., “the
giraffe on the right”. Instead of processing the image and the phrase separately, I will
describe a model that facilitates exchange between these two modalities, which not only
improves performance on various benchmark datasets, but also has the benefit of revealing
the intermediate reasoning process, much like attention maps.
The study on referring expressions continues in Chapter 7 [158]. The benchmark
datasets for referring expressions were collected with minimal restrictions, which means
they are probably biased and do not exhaustively examine the model’s reasoning ability.
To overcome this limitation, I propose to instead rely on synthetic data, where the distri-
bution over referring expressions can be explicitly controlled. Using this more balanced
benchmark, I am able to thoroughly examine the strength and weakness of existing models,
as well as proposing a new model with better modularity, explainability, and performance.
The main reason diagnosis is hard is because neural networks are usually considered
“black boxes” and neural embeddings are hard to interpret. In Chapter 8 [256], I no longer
use neural embeddings as the means to communicate between vision and language, but
use the symbolic scene graph representation [114] instead. In order for the scene graph
representation to be useful, one indispensable component is a parser that turns sentences
into this graph representation. This chapter describes such a high-quality parser, and how
it can be used to facilitate tasks such as image retrieval.
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1.2.3 Diagnosing 2D Image Recognition with 3D Objects
Part III of the dissertation continues in the diagnosis theme. The focus here is how 3D
information of the scene and objects may facilitate the evaluation and diagnosis of trained
image recognition models. Therefore, this part corresponds to arrow 1⃝ and 2⃝ in Figure 1.1.
Unfortunately, the 2D images collected from the internet usually do not come with the
corresponding 3D information (for example, you do not expect the image in Figure 1.1 to
come with the giraffe’s precise 3D location, pose, and texture). For this reason, in this part
I will rely on synthetic (but usually realistic) 3D environments to produce 2D images.
Researchers have long been aware that it is possible to slightly perturb pixel values to
fail 2D image recognition [243]. However, these perturbations are usually high-frequency
and difficult to encounter in real life. Instead, if 3D scenes and objects can be perturbed in
a way that is much easier to achieve (for example, rotating the object slightly; increasing
the lighting slightly) but still fail image recognition, then it is a much more worrisome
phenomenon. In Chapter 9 [287], I show that such examples indeed exist, by incorporating
rendering into the visual perception pipeline. This kind of diagnosis reveals previously
underexplored weaknesses in trained image recognition models.
The finding above highlights a confusing paradox: trained image recognition models
usually achieve very high performance on benchmark datasets (which may even surpass
human performance), but at the same time, they have these blind spots that are fairly
ubiquitous, which prove that these models are fragile and probably not ready to be
deployed in sensitive applications. My answer to this paradox is that we need to consider
an alternative evaluation protocol, which emphasizes worst-case scenarios over average-
case scenarios. Using a similar experimental setup as Chapter 9, in Chapter 10 [229], I
will describe a new evaluation protocol of such property, which can effectively prevent
performance estimates from being overly optimistic.
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Part I




Progressive Neural Architecture Search
This chapter describes a method that accelerates the Neural Architecture Search process.
2.1 Introduction
There has been a lot of recent interest in automatically learning good neural net archi-
tectures. Some of this work is summarized in Section 2.2, but at a high level, current
techniques usually fall into one of two categories: evolutionary algorithms (see e.g. [178],
[210], [268]) or reinforcement learning (see e.g., [12], [21], [293], [297], [298]). When using
evolutionary algorithms (EA), each neural network structure is encoded as a string, and
random mutations and recombinations of the strings are performed during the search
process; each string (model) is then trained and evaluated on a validation set, and the
top performing models generate “children”. When using reinforcement learning (RL),
the agent performs a sequence of actions, which specifies the structure of the model; this
model is then trained and its validation performance is returned as the reward, which
is used to update the RNN controller. Although both EA and RL methods have been
able to learn network structures that outperform manually designed architectures, they
require significant computational resources. For example, the RL method in [298] trains
and evaluates 20,000 neural networks across 500 P100 GPUs over 4 days.
In this chapter, we describe a method that is able to learn a CNN which matches
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previous state of the art in terms of accuracy, while requiring 5 times fewer model eval-
uations during the architecture search. Our starting point is the structured search space
proposed by [298], in which the search algorithm is tasked with searching for a good
convolutional “cell”, as opposed to a full CNN. A cell contains B “blocks”, where a block
is a combination operator (such as addition) applied to two inputs (tensors), each of which
can be transformed (e.g., using convolution) before being combined. This cell structure is
then stacked a certain number of times, depending on the size of the training set, and the
desired running time of the final CNN (see Section 2.3 for details). This modular design
also allows easy architecture transfer from one dataset to another, as we will show in
experimental results.
We propose to use heuristic search to search the space of cell structures, starting with
simple (shallow) models and progressing to complex ones, pruning out unpromising
structures as we go. At iteration b of the algorithm, we have a set of K candidate cells
(each of size b blocks), which we train and evaluate on a dataset of interest. Since this
process is expensive, we also learn a model or surrogate function which can predict the
performance of a structure without needing to train it. We expand the K candidates of size
b into K′ ≫ K children, each of size b + 1. We apply our surrogate function to rank all
of the K′ children, pick the top K, and then train and evaluate them. We continue in this
way until b = B, which is the maximum number of blocks we want to use in our cell. See
Section 2.4 for details.
Our progressive (simple to complex) approach has several advantages over other
techniques that directly search in the space of fully-specified structures. First, the simple
structures train faster, so we get some initial results to train the surrogate quickly. Second,
we only ask the surrogate to predict the quality of structures that are slightly different
(larger) from the ones it has seen (c.f., trust-region methods). Third, we factorize the search
space into a product of smaller search spaces, allowing us to potentially search models
with many more blocks. In Section 2.5 we show that our approach is 5 times more efficient
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than the RL method of [298] in terms of number of models evaluated, and 8 times faster in
terms of total compute. We also show that the structures we discover achieve state of the
art classification accuracies on CIFAR-10 and ImageNet.1
2.2 Related Work
This chapter is based on the “neural architecture search” (NAS) method proposed in
[297], [298]. In the original paper [297], they use the REINFORCE algorithm [260] to
estimate the parameters of a recurrent neural network (RNN), which represents a policy to
generate a sequence of symbols (actions) specifying the structure of the CNN; the reward
function is the classification accuracy on the validation set of a CNN generated from
this sequence. [298] extended this by using a more structured search space, in which the
CNN was defined in terms of a series of stacked “cells”. (They also replaced REINFORCE
with proximal policy optimization (PPO) [218].) This method was able to learn CNNs
which outperformed almost all previous methods in terms of accuracy vs speed on image
classification (using CIFAR-10 [133] and ImageNet [47]) and object detection (using COCO
[148]).
There are several other papers that use RL to learn network structures. [293] use the
same model search space as NAS, but replace policy gradient with Q-learning. [12] also
use Q-learning, but without exploiting cell structure. [21] use policy gradient to train
an RNN, but the actions are now to widen an existing layer, or to deepen the network
by adding an extra layer. This requires specifying an initial model and then gradually
learning how to transform it. The same approach, of applying “network morphisms” to
modify a network, was used in [58], but in the context of hill climbing search, rather than
RL. [202] use parameter sharing among child models to substantially accelerate the search
1 The code and checkpoint for the PNAS model trained on ImageNet can be downloaded from the Tensor-
Flow models repository at http://github.com/tensorflow/models/. Also see https://github.




An alternative to RL is to use evolutionary algorithms (EA; “neuro-evolution” [239]).
Early work (e.g., [240]) used EA to learn both the structure and the parameters of the
network, but more recent methods, such as [156], [178], [208], [210], [268], just use EA to
search the structures, and use SGD to estimate the parameters.
RL and EA are local search methods that search through the space of fully-specified
graph structures. An alternative approach, which we adopt, is to use heuristic search,
in which we search through the space of structures in a progressive way, from simple
to complex. There are several pieces of prior work that explore this approach. [187] use
Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS), but at each node in the search tree, it uses random
selection to choose which branch to expand, which is very inefficient. Sequential Model
Based Optimization (SMBO) [108] improves on MCTS by learning a predictive model,
which can be used to decide which nodes to expand. This technique has been applied to
neural net structure search in [187], but they used a flat CNN search space, rather than
our hierarchical cell-based space. Consequently, their resulting CNNs do not perform very
well. Other related works include [176], who focus on MLP rather than CNNs; [240], who
used an incremental approach in the context of evolutionary algorithms; [297] who used a
schedule of increasing number of layers; and [83] who search through the space of latent
factor models specified by a grammar. Finally, [43], [103] grow CNNs sequentially using
boosting.
Several other papers learn a surrogate function to predict the performance of a can-
didate structure, either “zero shot” (without training it) (see e.g., [17]), or after training
it for a small number of epochs and extrapolating the learning curve (see e.g., [13], [51]).
However, most of these methods have been applied to fixed sized structures, and would
not work with our progressive search approach.
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2.3 Architecture Search Space
In this section we describe the neural network architecture search space used in our work.
We build on the hierarchical approach proposed in [298], in which we first learn a cell
structure, and then stack this cell a desired number of times, in order to create the final
CNN.
2.3.1 Cell Topologies
A cell is a fully convolutional network that maps an H ×W × F tensor to another H′ ×
W ′ × F′ tensor. If we use stride 1 convolution, then H′ = H and W ′ = W; if we use stride
2, then H′ = H/2 and W ′ = W/2. We employ a common heuristic to double the number
of filters (feature maps) whenever the spatial activation is halved, so F′ = F for stride 1,
and F′ = 2F for stride 2.
The cell can be represented by a DAG consisting of B blocks. Each block is a mapping
from 2 input tensors to 1 output tensor. We can specify a block b in a cell c as a 5-tuple,
(I1, I2, O1, O2, C), where I1, I2 ∈ Ib specifies the inputs to the block, O1, O2 ∈ O specifies
the operation to apply to input Ii, and C ∈ C specifies how to combine O1 and O2 to
generate the feature map (tensor) corresponding to the output of this block, which we
denote by Hcb.
The set of possible inputs, Ib, is the set of all previous blocks in this cell, {Hc1, . . . , Hcb−1},
plus the output of the previous cell, Hc−1B , plus the output of the previous-previous cell,
Hc−2B .
The operator space O is the following set of 8 functions, each of which operates on a
single tensor2:
2 The depthwise-separable convolutions are in fact two repetitions of ReLU-SepConv-BatchNorm; 1x1
convolutions are also inserted when tensor sizes mismatch.
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• 3x3 depthwise-separable convolution
• 5x5 depthwise-separable convolution
• 7x7 depthwise-separable convolution
• 1x7 followed by 7x1 convolution
• identity
• 3x3 average pooling
• 3x3 max pooling
• 3x3 dilated convolution
This is less than the 13 operators used in [298], since we removed the ones that their RL
method discovered were never used.
For the space of possible combination operators C, [298] considerd both elementwise ad-
dition and concatenation. However, they discovered that the RL method never chose to use
concatenation, so to reduce our search space, we always use addition as the combination
operator. Thus in our work, a block can be specified by a 4-tuple.
We now quantify the size of the search space to highlight the magnitude of the search
problem. Let the space of possible structures for the b’th block be Bb; this has size |Bb| =
|Ib|2 × |O|2 × |C|, where |Ib| = (2 + b− 1), |O| = 8 and |C| = 1. For b = 1, we have
I1 = {Hc−1B , H
c−2
B }, which are the final outputs of the previous two cells, so there are
|B1| = 256 possible block structures.
If we allow cells of up to B = 5 blocks, the total number of cell structures is given by
|B1:5| = 22 × 82 × 32 × 82 × 42 × 82 × 52 × 82 × 62 × 82 = 5.6× 1014. However, there are
certain symmetries in this space that allow us to prune it to a more reasonable size. For
example, there are only 136 unique cells composed of 1 block. The total number of unique
cells is ∼ 1012. This is much smaller than the search space used in [298], which has size
1028, but it is still an extremely large space to search, and requires efficient optimization
methods.
2.3.2 From Cell to CNN
To evaluate a cell, we have to convert it into a CNN. To do this, we stack a predefined
























































Figure 2.1. Left: The best cell structure found by our Progressive Neural Architecture Search,
consisting of 5 blocks. Right: We employ a similar strategy as [298] when constructing CNNs from
cells on CIFAR-10 and ImageNet. Note that we learn a single cell type instead of distinguishing
between Normal and Reduction cell.
either stride 1 or stride 2, as shown in Figure 2.1 (right). The number of stride-1 cells
between stride-2 cells is then adjusted accordingly with up to N number of repeats. At the
top of the network, we use global average pooling, followed by a softmax classification
layer. We then train the stacked model on the relevant dataset.
In the case of CIFAR-10, we use 32× 32 images. In the case of ImageNet, we consider
two settings, one with high resolution images of size 331× 331, and one with smaller
images of size 224× 224. The latter results in less accurate models, but they are faster. For
ImageNet, we also add an initial 3× 3 convolutional filter layer with stride 2 at the start of
the network, to further reduce the cost.
The overall CNN construction process is identical to [298], except we only use one cell
type (we do not distinguish between Normal and Reduction cells, but instead emulate a
Reduction cell by using a Normal cell with stride 2), and the cell search space is slightly
smaller (since we use fewer operators and combiners).
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Algorithm 2.1: Progressive Neural Architecture Search (PNAS).
Inputs: B (max num blocks), E (max num epochs), F (num filters in first layer),
K (beam size), N (num times to unroll cell), trainSet, valSet.
S1 = B1 // Set of candidate structures with one block
M1 = cell-to-CNN(S1, N, F) // Construct CNNs from cell specifications
C1 = train-CNN(M1, E, trainSet) // Train proxy CNNs
A1 = eval-CNN(C1, valSet) // Validation accuracies
π = fit(S1, A1) // Train the reward predictor from scratch
for b = 2 : B do
S ′b = expand-cell(Sb−1) // Expand current candidate cells by one more block
Â′b = predict(S ′b, π) // Predict accuracies using reward predictor
Sb = top-K(S ′b, Â′b, K) // Most promising cells according to prediction
Mb = cell-to-CNN(Sb, N, F)
Cb = train-CNN(Mb, E, trainSet)
Ab = eval-CNN(Cb, valSet)
π = update-predictor(Sb, Ab, π) // Finetune reward predictor with new data
end for
Return top-K(SB, AB, 1)
2.4 Method
2.4.1 Progressive Neural Architecture Search
Many previous approaches directly search in the space of full cells, or worse, full CNNs.
For example, NAS uses a 50-step RNN3 as a controller to generate cell specifications.
In [268] a fixed-length binary string encoding of CNN architecture is defined and used
in model evolution/mutation. While this is a more direct approach, we argue that it
is difficult to directly navigate in an exponentially large search space, especially at the
beginning where there is no knowledge of what makes a good model.
As an alternative, we propose to search the space in a progressive order, simplest
models first. In particular, we start by constructing all possible cell structures from B1 (i.e.,
composed of 1 block), and add them to a queue. We train and evaluate all the models
in the queue (in parallel), and then expand each one by adding all of the possible block
structures from B2; this gives us a set of |B1| × |B2| = 256× 576 = 147, 456 candidate cells
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Figure 2.2. Illustration of the PNAS search pro-
cedure when the maximum number of blocks is
B = 3. Here Sb represents the set of candidate
cells with b blocks. We start by considering all
cells with 1 block, S1 = B1; we train and evaluate
all of these cells, and update the predictor. At it-
eration 2, we expand each of the cells in S1 to get
all cells with 2 blocks, S ′2 = B1:2; we predict their
scores, pick the top K to get S2, train and evaluate
them, and update the predictor. At iteration 3, we
expand each of the cells in S2, to get a subset of
cells with 3 blocks, S ′3 ⊆ B1:3; we predict their
scores, pick the top K to get S3, train and eval-
uate them, and return the winner. Bb = |Bb| is
the number of possible blocks at level b and K is
the beam size (number of models we train and
evaluate per level of the search tree).
of depth 2. Since we cannot afford to train and evaluate all of these child networks, we
refer to a learned predictor function (described in Section 2.4.2); it is trained based on the
measured performance of the cells we have visited so far. (Our predictor takes negligible
time to train and apply.) We then use the predictor to evaluate all the candidate cells, and
pick the K most promising ones. We add these to the queue, and repeat the process, until
we find cells with a sufficient number B of blocks. See Algorithm 2.1 for the pseudocode,
and Figure 2.2 for an illustration.
2.4.2 Performance Prediction with Surrogate Model
As explained above, we need a mechanism to predict the final performance of a cell before
we actually train it. There are at least three desired properties of such a predictor:
• Handle variable-sized inputs: We need the predictor to work for variable-length input
strings. In particular, it should be able to predict the performance of any cell with
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b + 1 blocks, even if it has only been trained on cells with up to b blocks.
• Correlated with true performance: we do not necessarily need to achieve low mean
squared error, but we do want the predictor to rank models in roughly the same
order as their true performance values.
• Sample efficiency: We want to train and evaluate as few cells as possible, which means
the training data for the predictor will be scarce.
The requirement that the predictor be able to handle variable-sized strings immediately
suggests the use of an RNN, and indeed this is one of the methods we try. In particular,
we use an LSTM that reads a sequence of length 4b (representing I1, I2, O1 and O2 for
each block), and the input at each step is a one-hot vector of size |Ib| or |O|, followed by
embedding lookup. We use a shared embedding of dimension D for the tokens I1, I2 ∈ I ,
and another shared embedding for O1, O2 ∈ O. The final LSTM hidden state goes through
a fully-connected layer and sigmoid to regress the validation accuracy. We also try a
simpler MLP baseline in which we convert the cell to a fixed length vector as follows: we
embed each token into an D-dimensional vector, concatenate the embeddings for each
block to get an 4D-dimensional vector, and then average over blocks. Both models are
trained using L1 loss.
When training the predictor, one approach is to update the parameters of the predictor
using the new data using a few steps of SGD. However, since the sample size is very small,
we fit an ensemble of 5 predictors, each fit (from scratch) to 4/5 of all the data available at
each step of the search process. We observed empirically that this reduced the variance of
the predictions.
In the future, we plan to investigate other kinds of predictors, such as Gaussian pro-
cesses with string kernels (see e.g., [11]), which may be more sample efficient to train and
produce predictions with uncertainty estimates.
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2.5 Experiments and Results
2.5.1 Experimental Details
Our experimental setting follows [298]. In particular, we conduct most of our experiments
on CIFAR-10 [133]. CIFAR-10 has 50,000 training images and 10,000 test images. We use
5000 images from the training set as a validation set. All images are whitened, and 32× 32
patches are cropped from images upsampled to 40× 40. Random horizontal flip is also
used. After finding a good model on CIFAR-10, we evaluate its quality on ImageNet
classification in Section 2.5.5.
For the MLP accuracy predictor, the embedding size is 100, and we use 2 fully connected
layers, each with 100 hidden units. For the RNN accuracy predictor, we use an LSTM,
and the hidden state size and embedding size are both 100. The embeddings use uniform
initialization in range [-0.1, 0.1]. The bias term in the final fully connected layer is initialized
to 1.8 (0.86 after sigmoid) to account for the mean observed accuracy of all b = 1 models.
We use the Adam optimizer [125] with learning rate 0.01 for the b = 1 level and 0.002 for
all following levels.
Our training procedure for the CNNs follows the one used in [298]. During the search
we evaluate K = 256 networks at each stage (136 for stage 1, since there are only 136
unique cells with 1 block), we use a maximum cell depth of B = 5 blocks, we use F = 24
filters in the first convolutional cell, we unroll the cells for N = 2 times, and each child
network is trained for 20 epochs using initial learning rate of 0.01 with cosine decay [162].
2.5.2 Performance of the Surrogate Predictors
In this section, we compare the performance of different surrogate predictors. Note
that at step b of PNAS, we train the predictor on the observed performance of cells with
up to b blocks, but we apply it to cells with b + 1 blocks. We therefore consider predictive
accuracy both for cells with sizes that have been seen before (but which have not been
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trained on), and for cells which are one block larger than the training data.
More precisely, let Ub,1:R be a set of randomly chosen cells with b blocks, where R =
10, 000. (For b = 1, there are only 136 unique cells.) We convert each of these to CNNs,
and train them for E = 20 epochs. (Thus in total we train ∼ (B− 1)× R = 40, 000 models
for 20 epochs each.) We now use this random dataset to evaluate the performance of the
predictors using the pseudocode in Algorithm 2.2, where A(H) returns the true validation
set accuracies of the models in some set H. In particular, for each size b = 1 : B, and for
each trial t = 1 : T (we use T = 20), we do the following: randomly select K = 256 models
(each of size b) from Ub,1:R to generate a training set Sb,t,1:K; fit the predictor on the training
set; evaluate the predictor on the training set; and finally evaluate the predictor on the set
of all unseen random models of size b + 1.
The top row of Figure 2.3 shows a scatterplot of the true accuracies of the models in
the training sets, A(Sb,1:T,1:K), vs the predicted accuracies, Âb,1:T,1:K (so there are T × K =
20× 256 = 5120 points in each plot, at least for b > 1). The bottom row plots the true
accuracies on the set of larger models, A(Ub+1,1:R), vs the predicted accuracies Ãb+1,1:R
(so there are R = 10K points in each plot). We see that the predictor performs well on
models from the training set, but not so well when predicting larger models. However,
performance does increase as the predictor is trained on more (and larger) cells.
Figure 2.3 shows the results using an ensemble of MLPs. The scatter plots for the
other predictors look similar. We can summarize each scatterplot using the Spearman rank
Algorithm 2.2: Evaluating performance of a predictor on a random dataset.
for b = 1 : B− 1 do
for t = 1 : T do
Sb,t,1:K = random sample of K models from Ub,1:R
πb,t = fit(Sb,t,1:K, A(Sb,t,1:K)) // Train or finetune predictor
Âb,t,1:K = predict(πb,t, Sb,t,1:K) // Predict on same b




Figure 2.3. Accuracy of MLP-ensemble predictor. Top row: true vs predicted accuracies on models
from the training set over different trials. Bottom row: true vs predicted accuracies on models from
the set of all unseen larger models. Denoted is the mean rank correlation from individual trials.
correlation coefficient. Let ρ̂b = rank-correlation(Âb,1:T,1:K, A(Sb,1:T,1:K)) and ρ̃b+1 = rank-
correlation(Ãb+1,1:R, A(Ub+1,1:R)). Table 2.1 summarizes these statistics across different
levels. We see that for predicting the training set, the RNN does better than the MLP,
but for predicting the performance on unseen larger models (which is the setting we care
about in practice), the MLP seems to do slightly better. This will be corroborated by our
end-to-end test in Section 2.5.3, and is likely due to overfitting. We also see that for the
extrapolation task, ensembling seems to help.
2.5.3 Search Efficiency
In this section, we compare the efficiency of PNAS to two other methods: random search
and the NAS method. To perform the comparison, we run PNAS for B = 5, and at
each iteration b, we record the set Sb of K = 256 models of size b that it picks, and
evaluate them on the CIFAR-10 validation set (after training for 20 epochs each). We then
compute the validation accuracy of the top M models for M ∈ {1, 5, 25}. To capture the
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b = 1 b = 2 b = 3 b = 4
Method ρ̂1 ρ̃2 ρ̂2 ρ̃3 ρ̂3 ρ̃4 ρ̂4 ρ̃5
MLP 0.938 0.113 0.857 0.450 0.714 0.469 0.641 0.444
RNN 0.970 0.198 0.996 0.424 0.693 0.401 0.787 0.413
MLP-ensemble 0.975 0.164 0.786 0.532 0.634 0.504 0.645 0.468
RNN-ensemble 0.972 0.164 0.906 0.418 0.801 0.465 0.579 0.424
Table 2.1. Spearman rank correlations of different predictors on the training set, ρ̂b, and when
extrapolating to unseen larger models, ρ̃b+1. See text for details.
variance in performance of a given model due to randomness of the parameter initialization
and optimization procedure, we repeat this process 5 times. We plot the mean and
standard error of this statistic in Figure 2.4. We see that the mean performance of the top
M ∈ {1, 5, 25} models steadily increases, as we search for larger models. Furthermore,
performance is better when using an MLP-ensemble (shown in Figure 2.4) instead of an
RNN-ensemble (see Appendix A), which is consistent with Table 2.1.
For our random search baseline, we uniformly sample 6000 cells of size B = 5 blocks
from the random set of models U5,1:R described in Section 2.5.2. Figure 2.4 shows that
PNAS significantly outperforms this baseline.
Finally, we compare to NAS. Each trial sequentially searches 6000 cells of size B = 5
blocks. At each iteration t, we define Ht to be the set of all cells visited so far by the RL
agent. We compute the validation accuracy of the top M models in Ht, and plot the mean
and standard error of this statistic in Figure 2.4. We see that the mean performance steadily
increases, but at a slower rate than PNAS.
To quantify the speedup factor compared to NAS, we compute the number of models
that are trained and evaluated until the mean performance of PNAS and NAS are equal
(note that PNAS produces models of size B after evaluating |B1|+ (B− 1)× K models,
which is 1160 for B = 5). The results are shown in Table 2.2. We see that PNAS is up to 5
times faster in terms of the number of models it trains and evaluates.
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Figure 2.4. Comparing the relative efficiency of NAS, PNAS and random search under the same
search space. We plot mean accuracy (across 5 trials) on CIFAR-10 validation set of the top M
models, for M ∈ {1, 5, 25}, found by each method vs number of models which are trained and
evaluated. Each model is trained for 20 epochs. Error bars and the colored regions denote standard
deviation of the mean.
Comparing the number of models explored during architecture search is one measure
of efficiency. However, some methods, such as NAS, employ a secondary reranking stage
to determine the best model; PNAS does not perform a reranking stage but uses the top
model from the search directly. A more fair comparison is therefore to count the total
number of examples processed through SGD throughout the search. Let M1 be the number
of models trained during search, and let E1 be the number of examples used to train
each model.4 The total number of examples is therefore M1E1. However, for methods
with the additional reranking stage, the top M2 models from the search procedure are
trained using E2 examples each, before returning the best. This results in a total cost of
M1E1 + M2E2. For NAS and PNAS, E1 = 900K for NAS and PNAS since they use 20
epochs on a training set of size 45K. The number of models searched to achieve equal top-1
4 The number of examples is equal to the number of SGD steps times the batch size. Alternatively, it can
be measured in terms of number of epoch (passes through the data), but since different papers use different
sized training sets, we avoid this measure. In either case, we assume the number of examples is the same for
every model, since none of the methods we evaluate use early stopping.
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B Top Accuracy # PNAS # NAS Speedup (# models) Speedup (# examples)
5 1 0.9183 1160 5808 5.0 8.2
5 5 0.9161 1160 4100 3.5 6.8
5 25 0.9136 1160 3654 3.2 6.4
Table 2.2. Relative efficiency of PNAS (using MLP-ensemble predictor) and NAS under the same
search space. B is the size of the cell, “Top” is the number of top models we pick, “Accuracy” is
their average validation accuracy, “# PNAS” is the number of models evaluated by PNAS, “# NAS”
is the number of models evaluated by NAS to achieve the desired accuracy. Speedup measured by
number of examples is greater than speedup in terms of number of models, because NAS has an
additional reranking stage, that trains the top 250 models for 300 epochs each before picking the
best one.
accuracy is M1 = 1160 for PNAS and M1 = 5808 for NAS. For the second stage, NAS
trains the top M2 = 250 models for E2 = 300 epochs before picking the best.5 Thus we see
that PNAS is about 8 times faster than NAS when taking into account the total cost.
2.5.4 Results on CIFAR-10 Image Classification
We now discuss the performance of our final model, and compare it to the results of other
methods in the literature. Let PNASNet-5 denote the best CNN we discovered on CIFAR
using PNAS, also visualized in Figure 2.1 (left). After we have selected the cell structure,
we try various N and F values such that the number of model parameters is around 3M,
train them each for 300 epochs using initial learning rate of 0.025 with cosine decay, and
pick the best combination based on the validation set. Using this best combination of N
and F, we train it for 600 epochs on the union of training set and validation set. During
training we also used auxiliary classifier located at 2/3 of the maximum depth weighted
by 0.4, and drop each path with probability 0.4 for regularization.
The results are shown in Table 2.3. We see that PNAS can find a model with the same
5 This additional stage is quite important for NAS, as the NASNet-A cell was originally ranked 70th
among the top 250.
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Model B N F Error Params M1 E1 M2 E2 Cost
NASNet-A [298] 5 6 32 3.41 3.3M 20000 0.9M 250 13.5M 21.4-29.3B
NASNet-B [298] 5 4 N/A 3.73 2.6M 20000 0.9M 250 13.5M 21.4-29.3B
NASNet-C [298] 5 4 N/A 3.59 3.1M 20000 0.9M 250 13.5M 21.4-29.3B
Hier-EA [156] 5 2 64 3.75±0.12 15.7M 7000 5.12M 0 0 35.8B6
AmoebaNet-B [208] 5 6 36 3.37±0.04 2.8M 27000 2.25M 100 27M 63.5B7
AmoebaNet-A [208] 5 6 36 3.34±0.06 3.2M 20000 1.13M 100 27M 25.2B8
PNASNet-5 5 3 48 3.41±0.09 3.2M 1160 0.9M 0 0 1.0B
Table 2.3. Performance of different CNNs on CIFAR test set. All model comparisons employ a
comparable number of parameters and exclude cutout data augmentation [49]. “Error” is the top-1
misclassification rate on the CIFAR-10 test set. (Error rates have the form µ± σ, where µ is the
average over multiple trials and σ is the standard deviation. In PNAS we use 15 trials.) “Params” is
the number of model parameters. “Cost” is the total number of examples processed through SGD
(M1E1 + M2E2) before the architecture search terminates. The number of filters F for NASNet-{B,
C} cannot be determined (hence N/A), and the actual E1, E2 may be larger than the values in this
table (hence the range in cost), according to the original authors.
accuracy as NAS, but using 21 times less compute. PNAS also outperforms the Hierarchical
EA method of [156], while using 36 times less compute. Though the the EA method called
“AmoebaNets” [208] currently give the highest accuracies (at the time of writing), it also
requires the most compute, taking 63 times more resources than PNAS. However, these
comparisons must be taken with a grain of salt, since the methods are searching through
different spaces. By contrast, in Section 2.5.3, we fix the search space for NAS and PNAS,
to make the speedup comparison fair.
6 In Hierarchical EA, the search phase trains 7K models (each for 4 times to reduce variance) for 5000
steps of batch size 256. Thus, the total computational cost is 7K × 5000 × 256 × 4 = 35.8B.
7 The total computational cost for AmoebaNet consists of an architecture search and a reranking phase.
The architecture search phase trains over 27K models each for 50 epochs. Each epoch consists of 45K
examples. The reranking phase searches over 100 models each trained for 600 epochs. Thus, the architecture
search is 27K × 50 × 45K = 60.8B examples. The reranking phase consists of 100 × 600 × 45K = 2.7B
examples. The total computational cost is 60.8B + 2.7B = 63.5B.
8 The search phase trains 20K models each for 25 epochs. The rest of the computation is the same as
AmoebaNet-B.
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Model Params Mult-Adds Top-1 Top-5
MobileNet-224 [95] 4.2M 569M 70.6 89.5
ShuffleNet (2x) [290] 5M 524M 70.9 89.8
NASNet-A (N = 4, F = 44) [298] 5.3M 564M 74.0 91.6
AmoebaNet-B (N = 3, F = 62) [208] 5.3M 555M 74.0 91.5
AmoebaNet-A (N = 4, F = 50) [208] 5.1M 555M 74.5 92.0
AmoebaNet-C (N = 4, F = 50) [208] 6.4M 570M 75.7 92.4
PNASNet-5 (N = 3, F = 54) 5.1M 588M 74.2 91.9
Table 2.4. ImageNet classification results in the Mobile setting.
2.5.5 Results on ImageNet Image Classification
We further demonstrate the usefulness of our learned cell by applying it to ImageNet
classification. Our experiments reveal that CIFAR accuracy and ImageNet accuracy are
strongly correlated (ρ = 0.727; see Appendix A).
To compare the performance of PNASNet-5 to the results in other papers, we conduct
experiments under two settings:
• Mobile: Here we restrain the representation power of the CNN. Input image size is
224× 224, and the number of multiply-add operations is under 600M.
• Large: Here we compare PNASNet-5 against the state-of-the-art models on ImageNet.
Input image size is 331× 331.
In both experiments we use RMSProp optimizer, label smoothing of 0.1, auxiliary
classifier located at 2/3 of the maximum depth weighted by 0.4, weight decay of 4e-5,
and dropout of 0.5 in the final softmax layer. In the Mobile setting, we use distributed
synchronous SGD with 50 P100 workers. On each worker, batch size is 32, initial learning
rate is 0.04, and is decayed every 2.2 epochs with rate 0.97. In the Large setting, we use 100
P100 workers. On each worker, batch size is 16, initial learning rate is 0.015, and is decayed
every 2.4 epochs with rate 0.97. During training, we drop each path with probability 0.4.
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Model Image Size Params Mult-Adds Top-1 Top-5
ResNeXt-101 (64x4d) [269] 320× 320 83.6M 31.5B 80.9 95.6
PolyNet [291] 331× 331 92M 34.7B 81.3 95.8
Dual-Path-Net-131 [37] 320× 320 79.5M 32.0B 81.5 95.8
Squeeze-Excite-Net [96] 320× 320 145.8M 42.3B 82.7 96.2
NASNet-A (N = 6, F = 168) [298] 331× 331 88.9M 23.8B 82.7 96.2
AmoebaNet-B (N = 6, F = 190) [208] 331× 331 84.0M 22.3B 82.3 96.1
AmoebaNet-A (N = 6, F = 190) [208] 331× 331 86.7M 23.1B 82.8 96.1
AmoebaNet-C (N = 6, F = 228) [208] 331× 331 155.3M 41.1B 83.1 96.3
PNASNet-5 (N = 4, F = 216) 331× 331 86.1M 25.0B 82.9 96.2
Table 2.5. ImageNet classification results in the Large setting.
The results of the Mobile setting are summarized in Table 2.4. PNASNet-5 achieves
slightly better performance than NASNet-A (74.2% top-1 accuracy for PNAS vs 74.0%
for NASNet-A). Both methods significantly surpass the previous state-of-the-art, which
includes the manually designed MobileNet [95] (70.6%) and ShuffleNet [290] (70.9%).
AmoebaNet-C performs the best, but note that this is a different model than their best-
performing CIFAR-10 model. Table 2.5 shows that under the Large setting, PNASNet-5
achieves higher performance (82.9% top-1; 96.2% top-5) than previous state-of-the-art
approaches, including SENet [96], NASNet-A, and AmoebaNets under the same model
capacity.
2.6 Discussion and Future Work
The main contribution of this work is to show how we can accelerate the search for good
CNN structures by using progressive search through the space of increasingly complex
graphs, combined with a learned prediction function to efficiently identify the most
promising models to explore. The resulting models achieve the same level of performance
as previous work but with a fraction of the computational cost.
There are many possible directions for future work, including: the use of better surro-
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gate predictors, such as Gaussian processes with string kernels; the use of model-based
early stopping, such as [13], so we can stop the training of “unpromising” models before
reaching E1 epochs; the use of “warm starting”, to initialize the training of a larger b + 1-
sized model from its smaller parent; the use of Bayesian optimization, in which we use
an acquisition function, such as expected improvement or upper confidence bound, to
rank the candidate models, rather than greedily picking the top K (see e.g., [222], [233]);
adaptively varying the number of models K evaluated at each step (e.g., reducing it over




Architecture Search for Semantic Image
Segmentation
This chapter aims at generalizing Neural Architecture Search to handle semantic image
segmentation, or more generally, dense image prediction problems.
3.1 Introduction
Deep neural networks have been proved successful across a large variety of artificial
intelligence tasks, including image recognition [89], [134], speech recognition [91], machine
translation [242], [261] etc. While better optimizers [125] and better normalization tech-
niques [111], [262] certainly played an important role, a lot of the progress comes from the
design of neural network architectures. In computer vision, this holds true for both image
classification [89], [96], [104], [134], [232], [244]–[246], [269] and dense image prediction
[29], [64], [161], [188], [193], [213].
More recently, in the spirit of AutoML and democratizing AI, there has been significant
interest in designing neural network architectures automatically, instead of relying heavily
on expert experience and knowledge. Importantly, in the past year, Neural Architec-
ture Search (NAS) has successfully identified architectures that exceed human-designed
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Auto Search
Model Cell Network Dataset Days Task
ResNet [89] ✗ ✗ - - Cls
DenseNet [104] ✗ ✗ - - Cls
DeepLabv3+ [32] ✗ ✗ - - Seg
NASNet [298] ✓ ✗ CIFAR-10 2000 Cls
AmoebaNet [208] ✓ ✗ CIFAR-10 2000 Cls
PNASNet [154] ✓ ✗ CIFAR-10 150 Cls
DARTS [157] ✓ ✗ CIFAR-10 4 Cls
DPC [28] ✓ ✗ Cityscapes 2600 Seg
Auto-DeepLab ✓ ✓ Cityscapes 3 Seg
Table 3.1. Comparing our work against other CNN architectures with two-level hierarchy. The
main differences include: (1) we directly search CNN architecture for semantic segmentation, (2)
we search the network level architecture as well as the cell level one, and (3) our efficient search
only requires 3 P100 GPU days.
architectures on large-scale image classification problems [154], [208], [298].
Image classification is a good starting point for NAS, because it is the most fundamental
and well-studied high-level recognition task. In addition, there exists benchmark datasets
(e.g., CIFAR-10) with relatively small images, resulting in less computation and faster
training. However, image classification should not be the end point for NAS, and the
current success shows promise to extend into more demanding domains. In this chapter,
we study Neural Architecture Search for semantic image segmentation, an important
computer vision task that assigns a label like “person” or “bicycle” to each pixel in the
input image.
Naively porting ideas from image classification would not suffice for semantic segmen-
tation. In image classification, NAS typically applies transfer learning from low resolution
images to high resolution images [298], whereas optimal architectures for semantic seg-
mentation must inherently operate on high resolution imagery. This suggests the need for:
(1) a more relaxed and general search space to capture the architectural variations brought
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by the higher resolution, and (2) a more efficient architecture search technique as higher
resolution requires heavier computation.
We notice that modern CNN designs [89], [104], [269] usually follow a two-level
hierarchy, where the outer network level controls the spatial resolution changes, and the
inner cell level governs the specific layer-wise computations. The vast majority of current
works on NAS [154], [157], [202], [208], [298] follow this two-level hierarchical design, but
only automatically search the inner cell level while hand-designing the outer network
level. This limited search space becomes problematic for dense image prediction, which is
sensitive to the spatial resolution changes. Therefore in our work, we propose a trellis-like
network level search space that augments the commonly-used cell level search space first
proposed in [298] to form a hierarchical architecture search space. Our goal is to jointly
learn a good combination of repeatable cell structure and network structure specifically
for semantic image segmentation.
In terms of the architecture search method, reinforcement learning [297], [298] and
evolutionary algorithms [208], [210] tend to be computationally intensive even on the
low resolution CIFAR-10 dataset, therefore probably not suitable for semantic image
segmentation. We draw inspiration from the differentiable formulation of NAS [157], [227],
and develop a continuous relaxation of the discrete architectures that exactly matches the
hierarchical architecture search space. The hierarchical architecture search is conducted
via stochastic gradient descent. When the search terminates, the best cell architecture is
decoded greedily, and the best network architecture is decoded efficiently using the Viterbi
algorithm. We directly search architecture on 321× 321 image crops from Cityscapes [42].
The search is very efficient and only takes about 3 days on one P100 GPU.
We report experimental results on multiple semantic segmentation benchmarks, includ-
ing Cityscapes [42], PASCAL VOC 2012 [60], and ADE20K [294]. Without ImageNet [214]
pretraining, our best model significantly outperforms FRRN-B [204] by 8.6% and GridNet
[67] by 10.9% on Cityscapes test set, and performs comparably with other ImageNet-
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pretrained state-of-the-art models [19], [28], [32], [264], [292] when also exploiting the
coarse annotations on Cityscapes. Notably, our best model (without pretraining) attains
the same performance as DeepLabv3+ [32] (with pretraining) while being 2.23 times faster
in Multi-Adds. Additionally, our light-weight model attains the performance only 1.2%
lower than DeepLabv3+ [32], while requiring 76.7% fewer parameters and being 4.65
times faster in Multi-Adds. Finally, on PASCAL VOC 2012 and ADE20K, our best model
outperforms several state-of-the-art models [146], [264], [266], [292], [294] while using
strictly less data for pretraining.
To summarize, the contribution of this chapter is four-fold:
• Ours is one of the first attempts to extend NAS beyond image classification to dense
image prediction.
• We propose a network level architecture search space that augments and comple-
ments the much-studied cell level one, and consider the more challenging joint search
of network level and cell level architectures.
• We develop a differentiable, continuous formulation that conducts the two-level
hierarchical architecture search efficiently in 3 GPU days.
• Without ImageNet pretraining, our model significantly outperforms FRRN-B and
GridNet, and attains comparable performance with other ImageNet-pretrained state-
of-the-art models on Cityscapes. On PASCAL VOC 2012 and ADE20K, our best
model also outperforms several state-of-the-art models.
3.2 Related Work
Semantic Image Segmentation Convolutional neural networks [142] deployed in a fully
convolutional manner (FCNs [161], [220]) have achieved remarkable performance on
several semantic segmentation benchmarks. Within the state-of-the-art systems, there
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are two essential components: multi-scale context module and neural network design.
It has been known that context information is crucial for pixel labeling tasks. Therefore,
PSPNet [292] performs spatial pyramid pooling [81], [87], [141] at several grid scales
(including image-level pooling [159]), while DeepLab [30], [31] applies several parallel
atrous convolution [29], [77], [94], [196], [220] with different rates. On the other hand,
the improvement of neural network design has significantly driven the performance
from AlexNet [134], VGG [232], Inception [111], [244], [246], ResNet [89] to more recent
architectures, such as Wide ResNet [286], ResNeXt [269], DenseNet [104] and Xception
[39]. In addition to adopting those networks as backbones for semantic segmentation, one
could employ the encoder-decoder structures which efficiently captures the long-range
context information while keeping the detailed object boundaries. Nevertheless, most of
the models require initialization from the ImageNet [214] pretrained checkpoints except
FRRN [204] and GridNet [67] for the task of semantic segmentation. Specifically, FRRN
[204] employs a two-stream system, where full-resolution information is carried in one
stream and context information in the other pooling stream. GridNet, building on top of a
similar idea, contains multiple streams with different resolutions. In this work, we apply
neural architecture search for network backbones specific for semantic segmentation. We
further show state-of-the-art performance without ImageNet pretraining, and significantly
outperforms FRRN [204] and GridNet [67] on Cityscapes [42].
Neural Architecture Search Method Neural Architecture Search aims at automatically
designing neural network architectures, hence minimizing human hours and efforts. While
some works [82], [115], [157], [297] search RNN cells for language tasks, more works search
good CNN architectures for image classification.
Several papers used reinforcement learning (either policy gradients [21], [247], [297],
[298] or Q-learning [12], [293]) to train a recurrent neural network that represents a policy
to generate a sequence of symbols specifying the CNN architecture. An alternative to
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RL is to use evolutionary algorithms (EA), that “evolves” architectures by mutating the
best architectures found so far [156], [178], [208], [210], [268]. However, these RL and EA
methods tend to require massive computation during the search, usually thousands of
GPU days. PNAS [154] proposed a progressive search strategy that markedly reduced
the search cost while maintaining the quality of the searched architecture. NAO [164]
embedded architectures into a latent space and performed optimization before decoding.
Additionally, several works [1], [157], [202] utilized architectural sharing among sampled
models instead of training each of them individually, thereby further reduced the search
cost. Our work follows the differentiable NAS formulation [157], [227] and extends it into
the more general hierarchical setting.
Neural Architecture Search Space Earlier papers, e.g., [210], [297], tried to directly con-
struct the entire network. However, more recent papers [154], [157], [202], [208], [298]
have shifted to searching the repeatable cell structure, while keeping the outer network
level structure fixed by hand. First proposed in [298], this strategy is likely inspired by the
two-level hierarchy commonly used in modern CNNs.
Our work still uses this cell level search space to keep consistent with previous works.
Yet one of our contributions is to propose a new, general-purpose network level search
space, since we wish to jointly search across this two-level hierarchy. Our network level
search space shares a similar outlook as [217], but the important difference is that [217]
kept the entire “fabrics” with no intention to alter the architecture, whereas we associate
an explicit weight for each connection and focus on decoding a single discrete structure.
In addition, [217] was evaluated on segmenting face images into 3 classes [116], whereas
our models are evaluated on large-scale segmentation datasets such as Cityscapes [42],
PASCAL VOC 2012 [60], and ADE20K [294].
The most similar work to ours is [28], which also studied NAS for semantic image
segmentation. However, [28] focused on searching the much smaller Atrous Spatial
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Pyramid Pooling (ASPP) module using random search, whereas we focus on searching the
much more fundamental network backbone architecture using more advanced and more
efficient search methods.
3.3 Architecture Search Space
This section describes our two-level hierarchical architecture search space. For the inner
cell level (Section 3.3.1), we reuse the one adopted in [154], [157], [208], [298] to keep
consistent with previous works. For the outer network level (Section 3.3.2), we propose a
novel search space based on observation and summarization of many popular designs.
3.3.1 Cell Level Search Space
We define a cell to be a small fully convolutional module, typically repeated multiple times
to form the entire neural network. More specifically, a cell is a directed acyclic graph
consisting of B blocks.
Each block is a two-branch structure, mapping from 2 input tensors to 1 output tensor.
Block i in cell l may be specified using a 5-tuple (I1, I2, O1, O2, C), where I1, I2 ∈ I li are
selections of input tensors, O1, O2 ∈ O are selections of layer types applied to the corre-
sponding input tensor, and C ∈ C is the method used to combine the individual outputs
of the two branches to form this block’s output tensor, Hli . The cell’s output tensor H
l is
simply the concatenation of the blocks’ output tensors Hl1, . . . , H
l
B in this order.
The set of possible input tensors, I li , consists of the output of the previous cell Hl−1,
the output of the previous-previous cell Hl−2, and previous blocks’ output in the current
cell {Hl1, . . . , Hli}. Therefore, as we add more blocks in the cell, the next block has more
choices as potential source of input.
The set of possible layer types, O, consists of the following 8 operators, all prevalent in
modern CNNs:
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• 3× 3 depthwise-separable conv
• 5× 5 depthwise-separable conv
• 3× 3 atrous conv with rate 2
• 5× 5 atrous conv with rate 2
• 3× 3 average pooling
• 3× 3 max pooling
• skip connection
• no connection (zero)
For the set of possible combination operators C, we simply let element-wise addition to
be the only choice.
3.3.2 Network Level Search Space
In the image classification NAS framework pioneered by [298], once a cell structure is
found, the entire network is constructed using a pre-defined pattern. Therefore the network
level was not part of the architecture search, hence its search space has never been proposed
nor designed.
This pre-defined pattern is simple and straightforward: a number of “normal cells”
(cells that keep the spatial resolution of the feature tensor) are separated equally by
inserting “reduction cells” (cells that divide the spatial resolution by 2 and multiply the
number of filters by 2). This keep-downsampling strategy is reasonable in the image
classification case, but in dense image prediction it is also important to keep high spatial
resolution, and as a result there are more network level variations [31], [188], [193].
Among the various network architectures for dense image prediction, we notice two
principles that are consistent:
• The spatial resolution of the next layer is either twice as large, or twice as small, or
remains the same.
• The smallest spatial resolution is downsampled by 32.
Following these common practices, we propose the following network level search space.
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Figure 3.1. Left: Our network level search space with L = 12. Gray nodes represent the fixed “stem”
layers, and a path along the blue nodes represents a candidate network level architecture. Right:
During the search, each cell is a densely connected structure as described in Section 3.4.1.1. Every
yellow arrow is associated with the set of values αj→i. The three arrows after concat are associated
with βls
2→s
, βls→s, βl2s→s respectively, as described in Section 3.4.1.2. Best viewed in color.
resolution by a factor of 2. After that, there are a total of L layers with unknown spatial
resolutions, with the maximum being downsampled by 4 and the minimum being down-
sampled by 32. Since each layer may differ in spatial resolution by at most 2, the first layer
after the stem could only be either downsampled by 4 or 8. We illustrate our network level
search space in Figure 3.1. Our goal is then to find a good path in this L-layer trellis.
In Figure 3.2 we show that our search space is general enough to cover many popular
designs. In the future, we have plans to relax this search space even further to include
U-net architectures [147], [213], [228], where layer l may receive input from one more layer
preceding l in addition to l − 1.
We reiterate that our work searches the network level architecture in addition to the cell
level architecture. Therefore our search space is strictly more challenging and general-
purpose than previous works.
3.4 Methods
We begin by introducing a continuous relaxation of the (exponentially many) discrete
architectures that exactly matches the hierarchical architecture search described above. We
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(c) Network level architecture used in Stacked Hourglass [188].
Figure 3.2. Our network level search space is general and includes various existing designs.
a discrete architecture after the search terminates.
3.4.1 Continuous Relaxation of Architectures
3.4.1.1 Cell Architecture
We reuse the continuous relaxation described in [157]. Every block’s output tensor Hli is
















αkj→i = 1 ∀i, j (3.3)
αkj→i ≥ 0 ∀i, j, k (3.4)
In other words, αkj→i are normalized scalars associated with each operator O
k ∈ O, easily
implemented as softmax.
Recall from Section 3.3.1 that Hl−1 and Hl−2 are always included in I li , and that Hl is
the concatenation of Hl1, . . . , H
l
B. Together with Equation (3.1) and Equation (3.2), the cell
level update may be summarized as:
Hl = Cell(Hl−1, Hl−2; α) (3.5)
3.4.1.2 Network Architecture
Within a cell, all tensors are of the same spatial size, which enables the (weighted) sum
in Equation (3.1) and Equation (3.2). However, as clearly illustrated in Figure 3.1, tensors
may take different sizes in the network level. Therefore in order to set up the continuous
relaxation, each layer l will have at most 4 hidden states {4Hl, 8Hl, 16Hl, 32Hl}, with the
upper left superscript indicating the spatial resolution.
We design the network level continuous relaxation to exactly match the search space
described in Section 3.3.2. We associated a scalar with each gray arrow in Figure 3.1, and
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2sHl−1, sHl−2; α) (3.6)
where s = 4, 8, 16, 32 and l = 1, 2, . . . , L. The scalars β are normalized such that
βls→ s2
+ βls→s + β
l
s→2s = 1 ∀s, l (3.7)
βls→ s2
≥ 0 βls→s ≥ 0 βls→2s ≥ 0 ∀s, l (3.8)
also implemented as softmax.
Equation (3.6) shows how the continuous relaxations of the two-level hierarchy are
weaved together. In particular, β controls the outer network level, hence depends on the
spatial size and layer index. Each scalar in β governs an entire set of α, yet α specifies the
same architecture that depends on neither spatial size nor layer index.
As illustrated in Figure 3.1, Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling (ASPP) modules are
attached to each spatial resolution at the L-th layer (atrous rates are adjusted accordingly).
Their outputs are bilinear upsampled to the original resolution before summed to produce
the prediction.
3.4.2 Optimization
The advantage of introducing this continuous relaxation is that the scalars controlling
the connection strength between different hidden states are now part of the differentiable
computation graph. Therefore they can be optimized efficiently using gradient descent.
We adopt the first-order approximation in [157], and partition the training data into two
disjoint sets trainA and trainB. The optimization alternates between:
1. Update network weights w by ∇wLtrainA(w, α, β)
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2. Update architecture α, β by ∇α,βLtrainB(w, α, β)
where the loss function L is the cross entropy calculated on the semantic segmentation
mini-batch. The disjoint set partition is to prevent the architecture from overfitting the
training data.
3.4.3 Decoding Discrete Architectures
Cell Architecture Following [157], we decode the discrete cell architecture by first re-
taining the 2 strongest predecessors for each block (with the strength from hidden state j
to hidden state i being maxk,Ok ̸=zero α
k
j→i; recall from Section 3.3.1 that “zero” means “no
connection”), and then choose the most likely operator by taking the argmax.
Network Architecture Equation (3.7) essentially states that the “outgoing probability” at
each of the blue nodes in Figure 3.1 sums to 1. In fact, the β values can be interpreted as the
“transition probability” between different “states” (spatial resolution) across different “time
steps” (layer number). Quite intuitively, our goal is to find the path with the “maximum
probability” from start to end. This path can be decoded efficiently using the classic Viterbi
algorithm, as in our implementation.
3.5 Experimental Results
Herein, we report our architecture search implementation details as well as the search
results. We then report semantic segmentation results on benchmark datasets with our
best found architecture.
3.5.1 Architecture Search Implementation Details
We consider a total of L = 12 layers in the network, and B = 5 blocks in a cell. The
network level search space has 2.9× 104 unique paths, and the number of cell structures is
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Figure 3.3. Validation accuracy during 40 epochs of architecture search optimization across 10
random trials.
5.6× 1014. So the size of the joint, hierarchical search space is in the order of 1019.
We follow the common practice of doubling the number of filters when halving the
height and width of feature tensor. Every blue node in Figure 3.1 with downsample
rate s has B× F× s4 output filters, where F is the filter multiplier controlling the model
capacity. We set F = 8 during the architecture search. A stride 2 convolution is used for all
s
2 → s connections, both to reduce spatial size and double the number of filters. Bilinear
upsampling followed by 1× 1 convolution is used for all 2s → s connections, both to
increase spatial size and halve the number of filters.
The Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling module used in [31] has 5 branches: one 1× 1
convolution, three 3× 3 convolution with various atrous rates, and pooled image feature.
During the search, we simplify ASPP to have 3 branches instead of 5 by only using one
3× 3 convolution with atrous rate 96s . The number of filters produced by each ASPP branch
is still B× F× s4 .
We conduct architecture search on the Cityscapes dataset [42] for semantic image
segmentation. More specifically, we use 321× 321 random image crops from half-resolution
(512× 1024) images in the train_fine set. We randomly select half of the images in train_fine
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Figure 3.4. The Auto-DeepLab architecture found by our Hierarchical Neural Architecture Search
on Cityscapes. Gray dashed arrows show the connection with maximum β at each node. atr: atrous
convolution. sep: depthwise-separable convolution.
The architecture search optimization is conducted for a total of 40 epochs. The batch
size is 2 due to GPU memory constraint. When learning network weights w, we use SGD
optimizer with momentum 0.9, cosine learning rate that decays from 0.025 to 0.001, and
weight decay 0.0003. The initial values of α, β before softmax are sampled from a standard
Gaussian times 0.001. They are optimized using Adam optimizer [125] with learning
rate 0.003 and weight decay 0.001. We empirically found that if α, β are optimized from
the beginning when w are not well trained, the architecture tends to fall into bad local
optima. Therefore we start optimizing α, β after 20 epochs. The entire architecture search
optimization takes about 3 days on one P100 GPU. Figure 3.3 shows that the validation
accuracy steadily improves throughout this process. We also tried searching for longer
epochs (60, 80, 100), but did not observe benefit.
Figure 3.4 visualizes the best architecture found. In terms of network level architecture,
higher resolution is preferred at both beginning (stays at downsample by 4 for longer)
and end (ends at downsample by 8). We also show the strongest outgoing connection at
each node using gray dashed arrows. We observe a general tendency to downsample in
the first 3/4 layers and upsample in the last 1/4 layers. In terms of cell level architecture,
the conjunction of atrous convolution and depthwise-separable convolution is often used,
suggesting that the importance of context has been learned. Note that atrous convolution
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Method ImageNet F Multi-Adds Params mIOU (%)
Auto-DeepLab-S 20 333.25B 10.15M 79.74
Auto-DeepLab-M 32 460.93B 21.62M 80.04
Auto-DeepLab-L 48 695.03B 44.42M 80.33
FRRN-A [204] - - 17.76M 65.7
FRRN-B [204] - - 24.78M -
DeepLabv3+ [32] ✓ - 1551.05B 43.48M 79.55
Table 3.2. Cityscapes validation set results with different Auto-DeepLab model variants. F: the
filter multiplier controlling the model capacity. All our models are trained from scratch and with
single-scale input during inference.
is rarely found to be useful in cells for image classification1.
3.5.2 Semantic Segmentation Results
We evaluate the performance of our found best architecture (Figure 3.4) on Cityscapes [42],
PASCAL VOC 2012 [60], and ADE20K [294] datasets.
We follow the same training protocol in [31], [32]. In brief, during training we adopt a
polynomial learning rate schedule [159] with initial learning rate 0.05, and large crop size
(e.g., 769× 769 on Cityscapes, and 513× 513 on PASCAL VOC 2012 and resized ADE20K
images). Batch normalization parameters [111] are fine-tuned during training. The models
are trained from scratch with 1.5M iterations on Cityscapes, 1.5M iterations on PASCAL
VOC 2012, and 4M iterations on ADE20K, respectively.
We adopt the simple encoder-decoder structure similar to DeepLabv3+ [32]. Specifically,
our encoder consists of our found best network architecture augmented with the ASPP
module [30], [31], and our decoder is the same as the one in DeepLabv3+ which recovers
the boundary information by exploiting the low-level features that have downsample rate
4. Additionally, we redesign the “stem” structure with three 3× 3 convolutions (with
1 Among NASNet-{A, B, C}, PNASNet-{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, AmoebaNet-{A, B, C}, ENAS, DARTS, atrous
convolution was used only once in AmoebaNet-B reduction cell.
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Auto-DeepLab-S ✓ ✓ 79.74
Table 3.3. Cityscapes validation set results. We experiment with the effect of adopting different
training iterations (500K, 1M, and 1.5M iterations) and the Scheduled Drop Path method (SDP).
All models are trained from scratch.
stride 2 in the first and third convolutions). The first two convolutions have 64 filters
while the third convolution has 128 filters. This “stem” has been shown to be effective for
segmentation in [255], [292].
3.5.2.1 Cityscapes
Cityscapes [42] contains high quality pixel-level annotations of 5000 images with size
1024× 2048 (2975, 500, and 1525 for the training, validation, and test sets respectively) and
about 20000 coarsely annotated training images. Following the evaluation protocol [42], 19
semantic labels are used for evaluation without considering the void label.
In Table 3.2, we report the Cityscapes validation set results. Similar to MobileNets
[95], [215], we adjust the model capacity by changing the filter multiplier F. As shown in
the table, higher model capacity leads to better performance at the cost of slower speed
(indicated by larger Multi-Adds).
In Table 3.3, we show that increasing the training iterations from 500K to 1.5M iterations
improves the performance by 2.8%, when employing our light-weight model variant, Auto-
DeepLab-S. Additionally, adopting the Scheduled Drop Path [140], [298] further improves
the performance by 1.74%, reaching 79.74% on Cityscapes validation set.
We then report the test set results in Table 3.4. Without any pretraining, our best model
(Auto-DeepLab-L) significantly outperforms FRNN-B [204] by 8.6% and GridNet [67] by
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ResNet-38 [264] ✓ ✓ 80.6
PSPNet [292] ✓ ✓ 81.2
Mapillary [19] ✓ ✓ 82.0
DeepLabv3+ [32] ✓ ✓ 82.1
DPC [28] ✓ ✓ 82.7
DRN_CRL_Coarse [296] ✓ ✓ 82.8
Table 3.4. Cityscapes test set results with multi-scale inputs during inference. ImageNet: Models
pretrained on ImageNet. Coarse: Models exploit coarse annotations.
10.9%. With extra coarse annotations, our model Auto-DeepLab-L, without pretraining
on ImageNet [214], achieves the test set performance of 82.1%, outperforming PSPNet
[292] and Mapillary [19], and attains the same performance as DeepLabv3+ [32] while
requiring 55.2% fewer Mutli-Adds computations. Notably, our light-weight model variant,
Auto-DeepLab-S, attains 80.9% on the test set, comparable to PSPNet, while using merely
10.15M parameters and 333.25B Multi-Adds.
3.5.2.2 PASCAL VOC 2012
PASCAL VOC 2012 [60] contains 20 foreground object classes and one background class.
We augment the original dataset with the extra annotations provided by [85], resulting in
10582 (train_aug) training images.
In Table 3.5, we report our validation set results. Our best model, Auto-DeepLab-L,
with single scale inference significantly outperforms [73] by 20.36%. Additionally, for all
our model variants, adopting multi-scale inference improves the performance by about 1%.
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Auto-DeepLab-S ✓ ✓ 80.27
Auto-DeepLab-M ✓ 79.78
Auto-DeepLab-M ✓ ✓ 80.73
Auto-DeepLab-L ✓ 80.75
Auto-DeepLab-L ✓ ✓ 82.04
Table 3.5. PASCAL VOC 2012 validation set results. We experiment with the effect of adopting
multi-scale inference (MS) and COCO-pretrained checkpoints (COCO). Without any pretraining,
our best model (Auto-DeepLab-L) outperforms DropBlock by 20.36%. All our models are not
pretrained with ImageNet images.
Further pretraining our models on COCO [148] for 4M iterations improves the performance
significantly.
Finally, we report the PASCAL VOC 2012 test set result with our COCO-pretrained
model variants in Table 3.6. As shown in the table, our best model attains the performance
of 85.6% on the test set, outperforming RefineNet [146] and PSPNet [292]. Our model is
lagged behind the top-performing DeepLabv3+ [32] with Xception-65 as network backbone
by 2.2%. We think that PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset is too small to train models from scratch
and pretraining on ImageNet is still beneficial in this case.
3.5.2.3 ADE20K
ADE20K [294] has 150 semantic classes and high quality annotations of 20000 training
images and 2000 validation images. In our experiments, the images are all resized so that
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RefineNet [146] ✓ ✓ 84.2
ResNet-38 [264] ✓ ✓ 84.9
PSPNet [292] ✓ ✓ 85.4
DeepLabv3+ [32] ✓ ✓ 87.8
MSCI [145] ✓ ✓ 88.0
Table 3.6. PASCAL VOC 2012 test set results. Our Auto-DeepLab-L attains comparable performance
with many state-of-the-art models which are pretrained on both ImageNet and COCO datasets.
We refer readers to the official leader-board for other state-of-the-art models.
Method ImageNet mIOU (%) Pixel-Acc (%) Avg (%)
Auto-DeepLab-S 40.69 80.60 60.65
Auto-DeepLab-M 42.19 81.09 61.64
Auto-DeepLab-L 43.98 81.72 62.85
CascadeNet (VGG-16) [294] ✓ 34.90 74.52 54.71
RefineNet (ResNet-152) [146] ✓ 40.70 - -
UPerNet (ResNet-101) [266] † ✓ 42.66 81.01 61.84
PSPNet (ResNet-152) [292] ✓ 43.51 81.38 62.45
PSPNet (ResNet-269) [292] ✓ 44.94 81.69 63.32
DeepLabv3+ (Xception-65) [32] † ✓ 45.65 82.52 64.09
Table 3.7. ADE20K validation set results. We employ multi-scale inputs during inference. †: Results
are obtained from their up-to-date model zoo websites respectively. ImageNet: Models pretrained
on ImageNet. Avg: Average of mIOU and Pixel-Accuracy.
the longer side is 513 during training.
In Table 3.7, we report our validation set results. Our models outperform some state-of-
the-art models, including RefineNet [146], UPerNet [266], and PSPNet (ResNet-152) [292];
however, without any ImageNet [214] pretraining, our performance is lagged behind the
latest work of [32].
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3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we present one of the first attempts to extend Neural Architecture Search
beyond image classification to dense image prediction problems. Instead of fixating on the
cell level, we acknowledge the importance of spatial resolution changes, and embrace the
architectural variations by incorporating the network level into the search space. We also
develop a differentiable formulation that allows efficient (about 1000× faster than DPC [28])
architecture search over our two-level hierarchical search space. The result of the search,
Auto-DeepLab, is evaluated by training on benchmark semantic segmentation datasets
from scratch. On Cityscapes, Auto-DeepLab significantly outperforms the previous state-
of-the-art by 8.6%, and performs comparably with ImageNet-pretrained top models when
exploiting the coarse annotations. On PASCAL VOC 2012 and ADE20K, Auto-DeepLab
also outperforms several ImageNet-pretrained state-of-the-art models.
For future work, within the current framework, related applications such as object
detection should be plausible; we could also try untying the cell architecture α across
different layers (c.f . [247]) with little computation overhead. Beyond the current framework,
a more general network level search space should be beneficial (c.f . Section 3.3.2).
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Chapter 4
Are Labels Necessary for Neural
Architecture Search?
This chapter extends Neural Architecture Search from the supervised regime to the unsu-
pervised regime.
4.1 Introduction
Neural architecture search (NAS) has emerged as a research problem of searching for
architectures that perform well on target data and tasks. A key mystery surrounding NAS
is what factors contribute to the success of the search. Intuitively, using the target data
and tasks during the search will result in the least domain gap, and this is indeed the
strategy adopted in early NAS attempts [210], [297]. Later, researchers [298] started to
utilize the transferability of architectures, which enabled the search to be performed on
different data and labels (e.g., CIFAR-10) than the target (e.g., ImageNet). However, what
has not changed is that both the images and the (semantic) labels provided in the dataset need
to be used in order to search for an architecture. In other words, existing NAS approaches
perform search in the supervised learning regime.
In this chapter, we take a step towards understanding what role supervision plays in the
success of NAS. We ask the question: How indispensable are labels in neural architecture
search? Is it possible to find high-quality architectures using images only? This corresponds
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to the important yet underexplored unsupervised setup of neural architecture search, which
we formalize in Section 4.3.
With the absence of labels, the quality of the architecture needs to be estimated in
an unsupervised fashion during the search phase. In the present work, we conduct two
sets of experiments using three unsupervised training methods [75], [194], [289] from the
recent self-supervised learning literature.1 These two sets of experiments approach the
question from complementary perspectives. In sample-based experiments, we randomly
sample 500 architectures from a search space, train and evaluate them using supervised vs.
self-supervised objectives, and then examine the rank correlation (when sorting models
by accuracy) between the two training methodologies. In search-based experiments, we
take a well-established NAS algorithm, replace the supervised search objective with a
self-supervised one, and examine the quality of the searched architecture on tasks such as
ImageNet classification and Cityscapes semantic segmentation. Our findings include:
• The architecture rankings produced by supervised and self-supervised pretext tasks
are highly correlated. This finding is consistent across two datasets, two search spaces,
and three pretext tasks.
• The architectures searched without human annotations are comparable in performance
to their supervised counterparts. This result is consistent across three pretext tasks,
three pretext datasets, and two target tasks. There are even cases where unsupervised
search outperforms supervised search.
• Existing NAS approaches typically use labeled images from a smaller dataset to learn
transferable architectures. We present evidence that using unlabeled images from a
large dataset may be a more promising approach.
We conclude that labels are not necessary for neural architecture search, and the
1 Self-supervised learning is a form of unsupervised learning. The term “unsupervised learning” in
general emphasizes “without human-annotated labels”, while the term “self-supervised learning” emphasizes
“producing labels from data”.
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deciding factor for architecture quality may hide within the image pixels.
4.2 Related Work
Neural Architecture Search. Research on the NAS problem involves designing the
search space [279], [298] and the search algorithm [208], [297]. There are special focuses
on reducing the overall time cost of the search process [154], [157], [202], or on extending
to a larger variety of tasks [28], [74], [150], [234]. Existing works on NAS all use human-
annotated labels during the search phase. Our work is orthogonal to existing NAS research,
and advances in the existing NAS literature may also be applicable in our unsupervised
setup.
Architecture Transferability. In early NAS attempts [210], [297], the search phase and the
evaluation phase typically operate on the same dataset and task. Later, researchers realized
that it is possible to relax this constraint. In these situations, the dataset and task used in
the search phase are typically referred as the proxy to the target dataset and task, reflecting
a notion of architecture transferability. [298] demonstrated that CIFAR-10 classification is
a good proxy for ImageNet classification. [154] measured the rank correlation between
these two tasks using a small number of architectures. [129] studied the transferability
of 16 architectures (together with trained weights) between more supervised tasks. Part
of our work studies architecture transferability at a larger scale, across supervised and
unsupervised tasks.
Unsupervised Learning. There is a large literature on unsupervised learning, e.g., [50],
[55], [75], [86], [194], [195], [249], [258], [263], [289]. In the existing literature, methods are
generally developed to learn the weights (parameters) of a fixed architecture without using
labels, and these weights are evaluated by transferring to a target supervised task. In our
study, we explore the possibility of using such methods to learn the architecture without
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using labels, rather than the weights. Therefore, our subject of study is simultaneously
the unsupervised generalization of NAS, and the architecture level generalization of
unsupervised learning.
4.3 Unsupervised Neural Architecture Search
The goal of this chapter is to provide an answer to the question asked in the title: are labels
necessary for neural architecture search? To formalize this question, in this section, we
define a new setup called Unsupervised Neural Architecture Search (UnNAS). Note that
UnNAS represents a general problem setup instead of any specific algorithm for solving
this problem. We instantiate UnNAS with specific algorithms and experiments to explore
the importance of labels in neural architecture search.
4.3.1 Search Phase
The traditional NAS problem includes a search phase: given a pre-defined search space,
the search algorithm explores this space and estimates the performance (e.g. accuracy)
of the architectures sampled from the space. The accuracy estimation can involve full or
partial training of an architecture. Estimating the accuracy requires access to the labels of
the dataset. So the traditional NAS problem is essentially a supervised learning problem.
We define UnNAS as the counterpart unsupervised learning problem. It follows the
definition of the NAS problem, only except that there are no human-annotated labels
provided for estimating the performance of the architectures. An algorithm for the UnNAS
problem still explores a pre-defined search space,2 but it requires other criteria to estimate
how good a sampled architecture is.




Generally speaking, the goal of the NAS problem is to find an architecture. The weights
of the found architecture are not necessarily the output of a NAS algorithm. Instead, the
weights are optimized after the search phase in an evaluation phase of the NAS problem: it
includes training the found architecture on a target dataset’s training split, and validating
the accuracy on the target dataset’s validation split. We note that “training the architecture
weights" is part of the NAS evaluation phase—the labels in the target dataset, both training
and validation splits, play a role of evaluating an architecture.
Based on this context, we define the evaluation phase of UnNAS in the same way: training
the weights of the architecture (found by an UnNAS algorithm) on a target dataset’s
training split, and validating the accuracy on the target dataset’s validation split, both
using the labels of the target dataset. We remark that using labels during the evaluation
phase does not conflict with the definition of UnNAS: the search phase is unsupervised,
while the evaluation phase requires labels to examine how good the architecture is.
4.3.3 Analogy to Unsupervised Learning
Our definition of UnNAS is analogous to unsupervised weight learning in existing literature
[75], [194], [289]. While the unsupervised learning phase has no labels for training weights,
the quality of the learned weights is evaluated by transferring them to a target task,
supervised by labels. We emphasize that in the UnNAS setup, labels play an analogous
role during evaluation. See Figure 4.1 for an illustration and elaboration on this analogy.
Similar to unsupervised weight learning, in principle, the search dataset should be
different than the evaluation (target) dataset in UnNAS in order to more accurately reflect
real application scenarios.
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Figure 4.1. Unsupervised neural architecture search, or UnNAS, is a new problem setup that
helps answer the question “are labels necessary for neural architecture search?” In traditional
unsupervised learning (top panel), the training phase learns the weights of a fixed architecture;
then the evaluation phase measures the quality of the weights by training a classifier (either by
fine-tuning the weights or using them as a fixed feature extractor) using supervision from the
target dataset. Analogously, in UnNAS (bottom panel), the search phase searches for an architecture
without using labels; and the evaluation phase measures the quality of the architecture found by an
UnNAS algorithm by training the architecture’s weights using supervision from the target dataset.
4.4 Experiments Overview
As Section 4.3 describes, an architecture discovered in an unsupervised fashion will be
evaluated by its performance in a supervised setting. Therefore, we are essentially looking
for some type of architecture level correlation that can reach across the unsupervised vs.
supervised boundary, so that the unsupervisedly discovered architecture could be reliably
transferred to the supervised target task. We investigate whether several existing self-
supervised pretext tasks (described in Section 4.4.1) can serve this purpose, through two
sets of experiments of complementary nature: sample-based (Section 4.5) and search-based
(Section 4.6). In sample-based, each network is trained and evaluated individually, but the
downside is that we can only consider a small, random subset of the search space. In
search-based, the focus is to find a top architecture from the entire search space, but the
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downside is that the training dynamics during the search phase does not exactly match
that of the evaluation phase.
4.4.1 Pretext Tasks
We explore three unsupervised training methods (typically referred to as pretext tasks in
self-supervised learning literature): rotation prediction, colorization, and solving jigsaw
puzzles. We briefly describe them for completeness.
• Rotation prediction [75] (Rot): the input image undergoes one of four preset rota-
tions (0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees), and the pretext task is formulated as a 4-way
classification problem that predicts the rotation.
• Colorization [289] (Color): the input is a grayscale image, and the pretext task is
formulated as a pixel-wise classification problem with a set of pre-defined color
classes (313 in [289]).
• Solving jigsaw puzzles [194] (Jigsaw): the input image is divided into patches and
randomly shuffled. The pretext task is formulated as an image-wise classification
problem that chooses from one out of K preset permutations.3
All three pretext tasks are image or pixel-wise classification problems. Therefore, we
can compute the classification accuracy of the pretext task (on a validation set). Based on
this pretext task accuracy, we can analyze its correlation with the supervised classification
accuracy (also on a validation set), as in our sample-based experiments (Section 4.5).
Also, since these pretext tasks all use cross entropy loss, it is also straightforward to use
them as the training objective in standard NAS algorithms, as done in our search-based
experiments (Section 4.6).
3 On ImageNet, each image is divided into 3×3=9 patches and K is 1000 selected from 9!=362,880





In sample-based experiments, we first randomly sample 500 architectures from a certain
search space. We train each architecture from scratch on the pretext task and get its pretext
task accuracy (e.g., the 4-way classification accuracy in the rotation task), and also train
the same architecture from scratch on the supervised classification task (e.g., 1000-way
classification on ImageNet).4
With these data collected, we perform two types of analysis. For the rank correlation
analysis, we empirically study the statistical rank correlations between the pretext task
accuracy and the supervised accuracy, by measuring the Spearman’s Rank Correlation
[236], denoted as ρ. For the random experiment analysis, we follow the setup proposed in
[15] and recently adopted in [206]. Specifically, for each experiment size m, we sample m
architectures from our pool of n = 500 architectures. For each pretext task, we select the
architecture with the highest pretext task accuracy among the m. This process is repeated
⌈n/m⌉ times, to compute the mean and error bands (± 2 standard deviations) of the top-1
accuracy of these ⌈n/m⌉ architectures on the target dataset/task.
These two studies provide complementary views. The rank correlation analysis aims to
provide a global picture for all architectures sampled from a search space, while the random
experiment analysis focuses on the top architectures in a random experiment of varying
size.
We study two search spaces: the DARTS search space [157], and the NAS-Bench-101
search space [279]. The latter search space was built for benchmarking NAS algorithms, so
we expect it to be less biased towards the search space for a certain algorithm. The experi-
ments are conducted on two commonly used datasets: CIFAR-10 [133] and ImageNet [47].
4 These architectures only have small, necessary differences when trained towards these different tasks
(i.e., having 4 neurons or 1000 neurons at the output layer).
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CIFAR-10 supervised classification accuracy (DARTS search space)
































































CIFAR-10 supervised classification accuracy (NAS-Bench-101 search space)
Figure 4.2. Correlation between supervised classification accuracy vs. pretext task accuracy on
CIFAR-10 (“C10”). Top panel: DARTS search space. Bottom panel: NAS-Bench-101 search space.
The straight lines are fit with robust linear regression [105] (same for Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4).
4.5.2 Implementation Details
In the DARTS search space, regardless of the task, each network is trained for 5 epochs with
width 32 and depth 22 on ImageNet; 100 epochs with width 16 and depth 20 on CIFAR-10.
In the NAS-Bench-101 search space, regardless of the task, each network is trained for 10
epochs with width 128 and depth 12 on ImageNet; 100 epochs with width 128 and depth 9
on CIFAR-10. Please refer to [157], [279] for details on the overall network specifications in
DARTS and NAS-Bench-101 search space, as well as the respective definitions of width and
depth. The performance of each network on CIFAR-10 is the average of 3 independent runs
to reduce variance.
We remark that the small-scale of CIFAR-10 dataset and the short training epochs on
ImageNet are the compromises we make to allow for more diverse architectures (i.e. 500).
4.5.3 Results
High rank correlation between supervised accuracy and pretext accuracy on the same
dataset. In Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, we show the scatter plots of the 500 architectures’
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ImageNet supervised classification accuracy (NAS-Bench-101 search space)
Figure 4.3. Correlation between supervised classification accuracy vs. pretext task accuracy on
ImageNet (“IN”). Top panel: DARTS search space. Bottom panel: NAS-Bench-101 search space.
supervised classification accuracy (horizontal axis) and pretext task accuracy (vertical axis)
on CIFAR-10 and ImageNet, respectively. We see that this rank correlation is typically
higher than 0.8, regardless of the dataset, the search space, and the pretext task. This type
of consistency and robustness indicates that this phenomenon is general, as opposed to
dataset/search space specific.
The same experiment is performed on both the DARTS and the NAS-Bench-101 search
spaces. The rank correlations on the NAS-Bench-101 search space are generally higher
than those on the DARTS search space. A possible explanation is that the architectures in
NAS-Bench-101 are more diverse, and consequently their accuracies have larger gaps, i.e.,
are less affected by training noise.
Interestingly, we observe that among the three pretext tasks, colorization consistently
has the lowest correlation on CIFAR-10, but the highest correlation on ImageNet. We
suspect this is because the small images in CIFAR-10 make the learning of per-pixel
colorization difficult, and consequently the performance after training is noisy.
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ImageNet supervised classification accuracy (NAS-Bench-101 search space)
Figure 4.4. Correlation between ImageNet supervised classification accuracy vs. CIFAR-10
(“C10”) pretext task accuracy. Rankings of architectures are highly correlated between super-
vised classification and three unsupervised tasks, as measured by Spearman’s rank correlation (ρ).
We also show rank correlation using CIFAR-10 supervised proxy in the rightmost panel. Top panel:
DARTS search space. Bottom panel: NAS-Bench-101 search space.
High rank correlation between supervised accuracy and pretext accuracy across datasets.
In Figure 4.4 we show the across dataset rank correlation analysis, where the pretext task
accuracy is measured on CIFAR-10, but the supervised classification accuracy is measured
on ImageNet.
On the DARTS search space (top panel), despite the image distribution shift brought
by different datasets, for each of the three pretext tasks (left three plots), the correlation
remains consistently high (∼0.8). This shows that across the entire search space, the relative
ranking of an architecture is likely to be similar, whether under the unsupervised pretext
task accuracy or under the supervised target task accuracy. In the rightmost panel, we
compare with a scenario where instead of using an unsupervised pretext task, we use a
proxy task of CIFAR-10 supervised classification. The correlation is ρ = 0.90 in this case.
As the CIFAR-10 supervised classification is a commonly used proxy task in existing NAS
literature [298], it gives a reference on ρ’s value.
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Figure 4.5. Random experiment efficiency curves. Left panel: DARTS search space. Right panel:
NAS-Bench-101 search space. We show the range of ImageNet classification accuracies of top
architectures identified by the three pretext tasks and the supervised task under various experiment
sizes. See text for more details.
In the bottom panel we show more analysis of this kind by replacing the search space
with NAS-Bench-101. Although the architectures are quite different, the observations are
similar. In all cases, the self-supervised pretext task accuracy is highly correlated to the
supervised classification accuracy.
Better pretext accuracy translates to better supervised accuracy. In addition to the rank
correlation analysis, we also perform the random experiment analysis. Figure 4.5 shows the
random experiment efficiency curve for DARTS and NAS-Bench-101 search spaces. Again, the
pretext accuracies are obtained on CIFAR-10, and the target accuracies are from ImageNet.
By design of this experiment, as the experiment size m increases, the pretext accuracies
of the ⌈n/m⌉ architectures should increase. Figure 4.5 shows that the target accuracies
of these ⌈n/m⌉ architectures also increase with m. In addition, at each experiment size,
most unsupervised pretext objectives perform similarly compared to the commonly used
supervised CIFAR-10 proxy. The overall trends are also comparable. This shows that the
architecture rankings produced with and without labels are not only correlated across the





In search-based experiments, the idea is to run a well-established NAS algorithm, except that
we make the minimal modification of replacing its supervised search objective with an
unsupervised one. Following the UnNAS setup, we then examine (by training from scratch)
how well these unsupervisedly discovered architectures perform on supervised target
tasks. Since all other variables are controlled to be the same, search-based experiments
can easily compare between the supervised and unsupervised counterparts of a NAS
algorithm, which can help reveal the importance of labels.
The NAS algorithm we adopt is DARTS [157] (short for “differentiable architecture
search") for its simplicity. DARTS formulates the activation tensor selection and operation
selection as a categorical choice, implemented as a softmax function on a set of continuous
parameters (named α). These parameters are trained in a similar fashion as the architecture
weights, by backpropagation from a loss function. After this training, the softmax outputs
are discretized and produce an architecture.
The self-supervised objectives that we consider are, still, those described in Section 4.4.1:
rotation prediction (Rot), colorization (Color), and solving jigsaw puzzles (Jigsaw). For
comparison, we also perform NAS search with supervised objectives, e.g. classification
(Supv.Cls) or semantic segmentation (Supv.Seg). To help distinguish, we name the
method NAS-DARTS if the search objective is supervised, and UnNAS-DARTS if the search
objective is unsupervised.
4.6.2 Implementation Details
Search phase. We use three different datasets for architecture search: ImageNet-1K
(IN1K) [47], ImageNet-22K (IN22K) [47], and Cityscapes [42]. IN1K is the standard
ImageNet benchmark dataset with 1.2M images from 1K categories. IN22K is the full
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ImageNet dataset that has ∼14M images from 22K categories. Cityscapes is a dataset of
street scenes that has drastically different image statistics. Note that UnNAS-DARTS will
only access the images provided in the dataset, while NAS-DARTS will additionally access
the (semantic) labels provided in the respective dataset. The search phase will operate only
within the training split, without accessing the true validation or test split.
We report in Appendix B the hyper-parameters we used. One major difference between
our experiments and DARTS [157] is that the images in the search datasets that we consider
are much larger in size. We use 224×224 random crops for search on IN1K/IN22K, and
312×312 for search on Cityscapes following [150]. To enable DARTS training with large
input images, we use 3 stride-2 convolution layers at the beginning of the network to
reduce spatial resolution. This design, together with appropriately chosen number of
search epochs (see Appendix B), allows UnNAS search to be efficient (∼2 GPU days on
IN1K/Cityscapes, ∼10 GPU days on IN22K, regardless of task) despite running on larger
images.
Evaluation phase. We use two distinct datasets and tasks for UnNAS evaluation: (1)
ImageNet-1K (IN1K) for image classification. The performance metric is top-1 accu-
racy on the IN1K validation set. (2) Cityscapes for semantic segmentation. We use the
train_fine set (2975 images) for training. The performance metric is mean Intersection
over Union (mIoU) evaluated on the val set (500 images).
For IN1K evaluation, we fix depth to 14 and manually adjust the network width to have
#FLOPs ∈ [500,600]M. Models are trained for 250 epochs with an auxiliary loss weighted
by 0.4, batch size 1024 across 8 GPUs, cosine learning rate schedule [162] with initial value
0.5, and 5 epochs of warmup. For Cityscapes evaluation, we fix depth to 12 and adjust the
network width to have #Params ∈ [9.5,10.5]M. We train the network for 2700 epochs, with
batch size 64 across 8 GPUs, cosine learning rate schedule with initial value 0.1. For both
ImageNet and Cityscapes evaluations, we report the mean and standard deviation of 3
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independent trainings of the same architecture. More implementation details are described
in Appendix B.
We note that under our definition of the UnNAS setup, the same dataset should not be
used for both search and evaluation (because this scenario is unrealistic); We provide the
IN1K→IN1K and Cityscapes→Cityscapes results purely as a reference. Those settings are
analogous to the linear classifier probe for IN1K in conventional unsupervised learning
research.
4.6.3 Results
In search-based experiments, the architectures are evaluated on both ImageNet classifi-
cation, summarized in Table 4.1, and Cityscapes semantic segmentation, summarized in
Table 4.2. We provide visualization of all NAS-DARTS and UnNAS-DARTS cell architectures
in Appendix B.
UnNAS architectures perform competitively to supervised counterparts. We begin by
comparing NAS-DARTS and UnNAS-DARTS when they are performed on the same search
dataset. This would correspond to every four consecutive rows in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2,
grouped together by horizontal lines.
As discussed earlier, strictly speaking the IN1K→IN1K experiment is not valid under
our definition of UnNAS. For reference, we gray out these results in Table 4.1. NAS-
DARTS on IN1K dataset has the highest performance among our experiments, achieving
a top-1 accuracy of 76.3%. However, the UnNAS algorithm variants with Rot, Color,
Jigsaw objectives all perform very well (achieving 75.8%, 75.7% and 75.9% top-1 accuracy,
respectively), closely approaching the results obtained by the supervised counterpart. This
suggests it might be desirable to perform architecture search on the target dataset directly,
as also observed in other work [22].
Two valid UnNAS settings include IN22K→IN1K and Cityscapes→IN1K for archi-
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method search dataset & task top-1 acc. FLOPs (M) params (M)
NAS-DARTS [157] CIFAR-10 Supv.Cls 73.3 574 4.7
NAS-P-DARTS [35] CIFAR-10 Supv.Cls 75.6 557 4.9
NAS-PC-DARTS [274] CIFAR-10 Supv.Cls 74.9 586 5.3
NAS-PC-DARTS [274] IN1K Supv.Cls 75.8 597 5.3
NAS-DARTS† CIFAR-10 Supv.Cls 74.9±0.08 538 4.7
NAS-DARTS IN1K Supv.Cls 76.3±0.06 590 5.3
UnNAS-DARTS IN1K Rot 75.8±0.18 558 5.1
UnNAS-DARTS IN1K Color 75.7±0.12 547 4.9
UnNAS-DARTS IN1K Jigsaw 75.9±0.15 567 5.2
NAS-DARTS IN22K Supv.Cls 75.9±0.09 585 5.2
UnNAS-DARTS IN22K Rot 75.7±0.23 549 5.0
UnNAS-DARTS IN22K Color 75.9±0.21 547 5.0
UnNAS-DARTS IN22K Jigsaw 75.9±0.31 559 5.1
NAS-DARTS Cityscapes Supv.Seg 75.8±0.13 566 5.1
UnNAS-DARTS Cityscapes Rot 75.9±0.19 554 5.1
UnNAS-DARTS Cityscapes Color 75.2±0.15 594 5.1
UnNAS-DARTS Cityscapes Jigsaw 75.5±0.06 566 5.0
Table 4.1. ImageNet-1K classification results of the architectures searched by NAS and UnNAS
algorithms. Rows in gray correspond to invalid UnNAS configurations where the search and
evaluation datasets are the same. † is our training result of the DARTS architecture released in
[157].
tecture search and evaluation. For IN22K→IN1K experiments, NAS and UnNAS results
across the board are comparable. For Cityscapes→IN1K experiments, among the UnNAS
architectures, Rot and Jigsaw perform well, once again achieving results comparable to
the supervised search. However, there is a drop for UnNAS-DARTS search with Color
objective (with a 75.2% top-1 accuracy). We hypothesize that this might be owing to the
fact that the color distribution in Cityscapes images is not as diverse: the majority of the
pixels are from road and ground categories of gray colors.
In general, the variances are higher for Cityscapes semantic segmentation (Table 4.2),
but overall UnNAS-DARTS architectures still perform competitively to NAS-DARTS ar-
chitectures, measured by semantic segmentation mIoU. For the Cityscapes→Cityscapes
experiment, we observe that searching with segmentation objective directly leads to in-
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method search dataset & task mIoU FLOPs (B) params (M)
NAS-DARTS† CIFAR-10 Supv.Cls 72.6±0.55 121 9.6
NAS-DARTS IN1K Supv.Cls 73.6±0.31 127 10.2
UnNAS-DARTS IN1K Rot 73.6±0.29 129 10.4
UnNAS-DARTS IN1K Color 72.2±0.56 122 9.7
UnNAS-DARTS IN1K Jigsaw 73.1±0.17 129 10.4
NAS-DARTS IN22K Supv.Cls 72.4±0.29 126 10.1
UnNAS-DARTS IN22K Rot 72.9±0.23 128 10.3
UnNAS-DARTS IN22K Color 73.6±0.41 128 10.3
UnNAS-DARTS IN22K Jigsaw 73.1±0.59 129 10.4
NAS-DARTS Cityscapes Supv.Seg 72.4±0.15 128 10.3
UnNAS-DARTS Cityscapes Rot 73.0±0.25 128 10.3
UnNAS-DARTS Cityscapes Color 72.5±0.31 122 9.5
UnNAS-DARTS Cityscapes Jigsaw 74.1±0.39 128 10.2
Table 4.2. Cityscapes semantic segmentation results of the architectures searched by NAS and
UnNAS algorithms. These are trained from scratch: there is no fine-tuning from ImageNet
checkpoint. Rows in gray correspond to an illegitimate setup where the search dataset is the same
as the evaluation dataset. † is our training result of the DARTS architecture released in [157].
ferior result (mean 72.4% mIoU), compared to the architectures searched for ImageNet
classification tasks. This is different from what has been observed in Table 4.1. However,
under this setting, our UnNAS algorithm, in particular the one with the Jigsaw objec-
tive shows very promising results (mean 74.1% mIoU). In fact, when the search dataset
is IN22K or Cityscapes, all UnNAS-DARTS architectures perform better than the NAS-
DARTS architecture. This is the opposite of what was observed in IN1K→IN1K. Results
for Cityscapes→Cityscapes are grayed out for the same reason as before (invalid under
UnNAS definition).
NAS and UnNAS results are robust across a large variety of datasets and tasks. The
three search datasets that we consider are of different nature. For example, IN22K is 10
times larger than IN1K, and Cityscapes images have a markedly different distribution
than those in ImageNet. In our experiments, NAS-DARTS/UnNAS-DARTS architectures
searched on IN22K do not significantly outperform those searched on IN1K, meaning that
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they do not seem to be able to enjoy the benefit of having more abundant images. This
reveals new opportunities in designing better algorithms to exploit bigger datasets for
neural architecture search. For Cityscapes→IN1K experiments, it is interesting to see that
after switching to a dataset with markedly distinct search images (urban street scenes),
we are still able to observe decent performance. The same goes for the reverse direction
IN1K/IN22K→Cityscapes, which implies that the search does not severely overfit to the
images from the dataset.
In addition to this robustness to the search dataset distribution, NAS and UnNAS also
exhibit robustness to target dataset and task. Classification on ImageNet and segmentation
on Cityscapes are different in many ways, but among different combinations of search
dataset and task (whether supervised or unsupervised), we do not observe a case where
the same architecture performs well on one but poorly on the other.
UnNAS outperforms previous methods. Finally, we compare our UnNAS-DARTS re-
sults against existing works. We first note that we are able to achieve a better baseline
number with the NAS-DARTS architecture (searched with the CIFAR-10 proxy) compared
to what was reported in [157]. This is mainly due to better hyper-parameter tuning we
adopt from [35] for the evaluation phase model training. This baseline sets up a fair ground
for all the UnNAS experiments; we use the same evaluation phase hyper-parameters across
different settings.
On ImageNet, our UnNAS-DARTS architectures can comfortably outperform this base-
line by up to 1% classification accuracy. In fact, the extremely competitive UnNAS-DARTS
results also outperform the previous best result (75.8%) on this search space, achieved with
a more sophisticated NAS algorithm [274].
On Cityscapes, there have not been many works that use DARTS variants as the
backbone. The closest is Auto-DeepLab [150], but we use a lighter architecture (in that
we do not have the Decoder) and shorter training iterations, so the results are not directly
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comparable. Nonetheless, according to our evaluation, the UnNAS architectures perform
favorably against the DARTS architecture released in [157] (discovered with the CIFAR-10
proxy). The best UnNAS-DARTS variant (Cityscapes Jigsaw) achieves 74.1% mIoU, which
outperforms this baseline by 1.5% on average. Overall, our experiments demonstrate that
exploring neural architecture search with unsupervised/self-supervised objectives to
improve target task performance might be a fruitful direction.
Outperforming previous methods was far from the original goal of our study. Nonethe-
less, the promising results of UnNAS suggest that in addition to developing new algorithms
and finding new tasks, the role of data (in our case, more/larger images) and paradigm
(in our case, no human annotations) is also worth attention in future work on neural
architecture search.
4.7 Discussion
In this chapter, we challenge the common practice in neural architecture search and ask
the question: do we really need labels to successfully perform NAS? We approach this
question with two sets of experiments: sample-based and search-based. In sample-based
experiments, by randomly sampling a large number of architectures, we discover the
phenomenon that the architecture rankings produced with and without labels are highly
correlated. In search-based experiments, by making minimal modifications to a well-
established NAS algorithm, DARTS,5 we show that the architectures learned without
accessing labels perform competitively, not only relative to their supervised counterpart,
but also in terms of absolute performance. In both experiments, the observations are
consistent and robust across various datasets, tasks, and/or search spaces. Overall, the
findings in this chapter indicate that labels are not necessary for neural architecture search.
5 We are aware of the limitations of this algorithm, and do not imply that the search algorithm is a solved
problem. In fact, this is part of the motivation for the sample-based experiments: to complement DARTS
with discrete, individual architectures.
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How to learn and transfer useful representations to subsequent tasks in an unsuper-
vised fashion has been a research topic of extensive interest, but the discovery of neural
network architectures has been driven solely by supervised tasks. As a result, current NAS
products or AutoML APIs typically have the strict prerequisite for users to “put together a
training dataset of labeled images” [79]. An immediate implication of our study is that the job
of the user could potentially be made easier by dropping the labeling effort. In this sense,
UnNAS could be especially beneficial to the many applications where data constantly
comes in at large volume but labeling is costly.
At the same time, we should still ask: if not labels, then what factors are needed to
reveal a good architecture? A meaningful unsupervised task seems to be important, though
the several pretext tasks considered in this chapter do not exhibit significant difference in
either of the two experiments. In the future we plan to investigate even more and even
simpler unsupervised tasks. Another possibility is that the architecture quality is mainly
decided by the image statistics, and since the datasets that we consider are all natural
images, the correlations are high and the results are comparable. This hypothesis would
also suggest an interesting, alternative direction: that instead of performing NAS again
and again for every specific labeled task, it may be more sensible to perform NAS once on
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Chapter 5
Attention Correctness in Neural Image
Captioning
This chapter quantitatively examines the attention mechanism in neural image captioning.
5.1 Introduction
Recently, attention based deep models have been proved effective at handling a variety of
AI problems such as machine translation [10], object detection [9], [182], visual question
answering [27], [271], and image captioning [272]. Inspired by human attention mecha-
nisms, these deep models learn dynamic weightings of the input vectors, which allow for
more flexibility and expressive power.
In this work we focus on attention models for image captioning. The state-of-the-
art image captioning models [53], [120], [127], [171], [253] adopt Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) to extract image features and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) to
decode these features into a sentence description. Within this encoder-decoder framework
[38], the models proposed by [272] apply an attention mechanism, i.e. attending to different
areas of the image when generating words one by one.
Although impressive visualization results of the attention maps for image captioning
are shown in [272], the authors do not provide quantitative evaluations of the attention
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Figure 5.1. Image captioning models [272] can attend to different areas of the image when gen-
erating the words. However, these generated attention maps may not correspond to the region
that the words or phrases describe in the image (e.g. “shovel”). We evaluate such phenomenon
quantitatively by defining attention correctness, and alleviate this inconsistency by introducing
explicit supervision. In addition, we show positive correlation between attention correctness and
caption quality.
maps generated by their models. Since deep network attention can be viewed as a form of
alignment from language space to image space, we argue that these attention maps in fact
carry important information in understanding (and potentially improving) deep networks.
Therefore in this chapter, we study the following two questions:
• How often and to what extent are the attention maps consistent with human percep-
tion/annotation?
• Will more human-like attention maps result in better captioning performance?
Towards these goals, we propose a novel quantitative metric to evaluate the “correct-
ness” of attention maps. We define “correctness” as the consistency between the attention
maps generated by the model and the corresponding region that the words/phrases de-
scribe in the image. More specifically, we use the alignment annotations between image
regions and noun phrase caption entities provided in the Flickr30k Entities dataset [203]
as our ground truth maps. Using this metric, we show that the attention model of [272]
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performs better than the uniform attention baseline, but still has room for improvement in
terms of attention consistency with human annotations.
Based on this observation, we propose a model with explicit supervision of the attention
maps. The model can be used not only when detailed ground truth attention maps are
given (e.g. the Flickr30k Entities dataset [203]) but also when only the semantic labelings
of image regions (which is a much cheaper type of annotations) are available (e.g. MS
COCO dataset [148]). Our experiments show that in both scenarios, our models perform
consistently and significantly better than the implicit attention counterpart in terms of
both attention maps accuracy and the quality of the final generated captions. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first work that quantitatively measures the quality of visual
attention in deep models and shows significant improvement by adding supervision to
the attention module.
5.2 Related Work
Image Captioning Models There has been growing interest in the field of image cap-
tioning, with lots of work demonstrating impressive results [36], [53], [63], [120], [127],
[171], [253], [272]. However, it is uncertain to what extent the captioning models truly
understand and recognize the objects in the image while generating the captions. [272]
proposed an attention model and qualitatively showed that the model can attend to specific
regions of the image by visualizing the attention maps of a few images. Our work takes
a step further by quantitatively measuring the quality of the attention maps. The role
of the attention maps also relates to referring expressions [102], [170], where the goal is
predicting the part of the image that is relevant to the expression.
Deep Attention Models In machine translation, [10] introduced an extra softmax layer in
the RNN/LSTM structure that generates weights of the individual words of the sentence
to be translated. The quality of the attention/alignment was qualitatively visualized
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in [10] and quantitatively evaluated in [166] using the alignment error rate. In image
captioning, [272] used convolutional image features with spatial information as input,
allowing attention on 2D space. [280] targeted attention on a set of concepts extracted from
the image to generate image captions. In visual question answering, [27], [226], [271], [295]
proposed several models which attend to image regions or questions when generating
an answer. But none of these models quantitatively evaluates the quality of the attention
maps or imposes supervision on the attention. Concurrently, [46] analyzed the consistency
between human and deep network attention in visual question answering. Our goal differs
in that we are interested in how attention changes with the progression of the description.
Image Description Datasets For image captioning, Flickr8k [93], Flickr30k [281], and MS
COCO [148] are the most commonly used benchmark datasets. [203] developed the original
caption annotations in Flickr30k by providing the region to phrase correspondences.
Specifically, annotators were first asked to identify the noun phrases in the captions, and
then mark the corresponding regions with bounding boxes. In this work we use this
dataset as ground truth to evaluate the quality of the generated attention maps, as well as
to train our strongly supervised attention model. Our model can also utilize the instance
segmentation annotations in MS COCO to train our weakly supervised version.
5.3 Deep Attention Models for Image Captioning
In this section, we first discuss the attention model that learns the attention weights
implicitly [272], and then introduce our explicit supervised attention model.
5.3.1 Implicit Attention Model
The implicit attention model [272] consists of three parts: the encoder which encodes
the visual information (i.e. a visual feature extractor), the decoder which decodes the
information into words, and the attention module which performs spatial attention.
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The visual feature extractor produces L vectors that correspond to different spatial
locations of the image: a = {a1, . . . , aL}, ai ∈ RD. Given the visual features, the goal of
the decoder is to generate a caption y of length C: y = {y1, . . . , yC}. We use yt ∈ RK to
represent the one-hot encoding of yt, where K is the dictionary size.
In [272], an LSTM network [92] is used as the decoder:
it = σ(WiEyt−1 + Uiht−1 + Zizt + bi) (5.1)
ft = σ(W f Eyt−1 + U f ht−1 + Z f zt + b f ) (5.2)
ct = ftct−1 + ittanh(WcEyt−1 + Ucht−1 + Zczt + bc) (5.3)
ot = σ(WoEyt−1 + Uoht−1 + Zozt + bo) (5.4)
ht = ottanh(ct) (5.5)
where it, ft, ct, ot, ht are input gate, forget gate, memory, output gate, and hidden state
of the LSTM respectively. W, U, Z, b are weight matrices and biases. E ∈ Rm×K is an
embedding matrix, and σ is the sigmoid function. The context vector zt = ∑Li=1 αtiai is a
dynamic vector that represents the relevant part of image feature at time step t, where αti




eti = fattn(ai, ht−1) (5.6)
fattn(ai, ht−1) is a function that determines the amount of attention allocated to image fea-
ture ai, conditioned on the LSTM hidden state ht−1. In [272], this function is implemented
as a multilayer perceptron. Note that by construction ∑Li=1 αti = 1.
The output word probability is determined by the image zt, the previous word yt−1,
and the hidden state ht:
p(yt|a, yt−1) ∝ exp(Go(Eyt−1 + Ghht + Gzzt)) (5.7)
where G are learned parameters. The loss function, ignoring the regularization terms, is
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the negative log probability of the ground truth words w = {w1, . . . , wC}:
Lt,cap = − log p(wt|a, yt−1) (5.8)
5.3.2 Supervised Attention Model
In this work we are interested in the attention map generated by the model αt = {αti}i=1,...,L.
One limitation of the model in [272] is that even if we have some prior knowledge about
the attention map, it will not be able to take advantage of this information to learn a
better attention function fattn(ai, ht−1). We tackle this problem by introducing explicit
supervision.
Concretely, we first consider the case when the ground truth attention map βt =
{βti}i=1,...,L is provided for the ground truth word wt, with ∑Li=1 βti = 1. Since ∑Li=1 βti =
∑Li=1 αti = 1, they can be considered as two probability distributions of attention and it is
natural to use the cross entropy loss. For the words that do not have an alignment with an
image region (e.g. “a”, “is”), we simply set Lt,attn to be 0:
Lt,attn =
{
−∑Li=1 βti log αti if βt exists for wt
0 otherwise
(5.9)
The total loss is the weighted sum of the two loss terms: L = ∑Ct=1 Lt,cap + λ ∑
C
t=1 Lt,attn.
We then discuss two ways of constructing the ground truth attention map βt, depending
on the types of annotations.
5.3.2.1 Strong Supervision with Alignment Annotation
In the simplest case, we have direct annotation that links the ground truth word wt
to a region Rt (in the form of bounding boxes or segmentation masks) in the image
(e.g. Flickr30k Entities). We encourage the model to “attend to” Rt by constructing
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β̂t = {β̂tî}î=1,..,L̂ where:
β̂tî =
{
1 î ∈ Rt
0 otherwise
(5.10)
Note that the resolution of the region R (e.g. 224× 224) and the attention map α, β (e.g.
14× 14) may be different, so L̂ could be different from L. Therefore we need to resize β̂t to
the same resolution as αt and normalize it to get βt.
5.3.2.2 Weak Supervision with Semantic Labeling
Ground truth alignment is expensive to collect and annotate. A much more general and
cheaper annotation is to use bounding boxes or segmentation masks with object class
labels (e.g. MS COCO). In this case, we are provided with a set of regions Rj in the
image with associated object classes cj, j = 1, . . . , M where M is the number of object
bounding boxes or segmentation masks in the image. Although not ideal, these annotations
contain important information to guide the attention of the model. For instance, for the
caption “a boy is playing with a dog”, the model should attend to the region of a person
when generating the word “boy”, and attend to the region of a dog when generating the
word “dog”. This suggests that we can approximate image-to-language (region→ word)
consistency by language-to-language (object class→ word) similarity.
Following this intuition, we set the likelihood that a word wt and a region Rj are aligned
by the similarity of wt and cj in the word embedding space:
β̂tî =
{
sim(Ẽ(wt), Ẽ(cj)) î ∈ Rj
0 otherwise
(5.11)
where Ẽ(wt) and Ẽ(cj) denote the embeddings of the word wt and cj respectively. Ẽ can
be the embedding E learned by the model or any off-the-shelf word embedding (e.g.
pre-trained word2vec). We then resize and normalize β̂t in the same way as the strong
supervision scenario.
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Figure 5.2. Attention correctness is the sum of the weights within ground truth region (red
bounding box), in this illustration 0.12 + 0.20 + 0.10 + 0.12 = 0.54.
5.4 Attention Correctness: Evaluation Metric
At each time step in the implicit attention model, the LSTM not only predicts the next
word yt but also generates an attention map αt ∈ RL across all locations. However, the
attention module is merely an intermediate step, while the error is only backpropagated
from the word-likelihood loss in Equation 5.8. This opens the question of whether this
implicitly-learned attention module is indeed effective.
Therefore in this section we introduce the concept of attention correctness, an evaluation
metric that quantitatively analyzes the quality of the attention maps generated by the
attention-based model.
5.4.1 Definition
For a word yt with generated attention map αt, let Rt be the ground truth attention region,




which is a score between 0 and 1. Intuitively, this value captures the sum of the attention
score that falls within human annotation (see Figure 5.2 for illustration). α̂t = {α̂tî}î=1,...,L̂
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is the resized and normalized αt in order to ensure size consistency.
In some cases a phrase {yt, . . . , yt+l} refers to the same entity, therefore the individual
words share the same attention region Rt. We define the phrase attention correctness as
the maximum of the individual scores1.
AC({yt, . . . , yt+l}) = max(AC(yt), . . . , AC(yt+l)) (5.13)
The intuition is that the phrase may contain some less interesting words whose attention
map is ambiguous, and the attention maps of these words can be ignored by the max
operation. For example, when evaluating the phrase “a group of people”, we are more
interested in the attention correctness for “people” rather than “of”.
We discuss next how to find ground truth attention regions during testing, in order to
apply this evaluation metric.
5.4.2 Ground Truth Attention Region During Testing
In order to compute attention correctness, we need the correspondence between regions in
the image and phrases in the caption. However, in the testing stage, the generated caption
is often different from the ground truth captions. This makes evaluation difficult, because
we only have corresponding image regions for the phrases in the ground truth caption,
but not any phrase. To this end, we propose two strategies.
Ground Truth Caption One option is to enforce the model to output the ground truth
sentence by resetting the input to the ground truth word at each time step. This procedure
to some extent allows us to “decorrelate” the attention module from the captioning com-
ponent, and diagnose if the learned attention module is meaningful. Since the generated
caption exactly matches the ground truth, we compute attention correctness for all noun
1 In the experiments, we found that changing the definition from maximum to average does not affect our
main conclusion.
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phrases in the test set.
Generated Caption Another option is to align the entities in the generated caption to
those in the ground truth caption. For each image, we first extract the noun phrases of
the generated caption using a POS tagger (e.g. Stanford Parser [169]), and see if there
exists a word-by-word match in the set of noun phrases in the ground truth captions. For
example, if the generated caption is “A dog jumping over a hurdle” and one of the ground
truth captions is “A cat jumping over a hurdle”, we match the noun phrase “a hurdle”




Implicit/Supervised Attention Models All implementation details strictly follow [272].
We resize the image such that the shorter side has 256 pixels, and then center crop the
224× 224 image, before extracting the conv5_4 feature of the 19 layer version of VGG
net [232] pretrained on ImageNet [47]. The model is trained using stochastic gradient
descent with the Adam algorithm [125]. Dropout [238] is used as regularization. We use
the hyperparameters provided in the publicly available code2. We set the number of LSTM
units to 1300 for Flickr30k and 1800 for COCO.
Ground Truth Attention for Strong Supervision Model We experiment with our strong
supervision model on the Flickr30k dataset [281]. The Flickr30k Entities dataset [203] is
used for generating the ground truth attention maps. For each entity (noun phrase) in the
caption, the Flickr30k Entities dataset provides the corresponding bounding box of the
entity in the image. Therefore ideally, the model should “attend to” the marked region
2 https://github.com/kelvinxu/arctic-captions
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when predicting the associated words. We evaluate on noun phrases only, because for
other types of words (e.g. determiner, preposition) the attention might be ambiguous and
meaningless.
Ground Truth Attention for Weak Supervision Model The MS COCO dataset [148]
contains instance segmentation masks of 80 classes in addition to the captions, which
makes it suitable for our model with weak supervision. We only construct βt for the nouns
in the captions, which are extracted using the Stanford Parser [169]. The similarity function
in Equation 5.11 is chosen to be the cosine distance between word vectors [180] pretrained
on GoogleNews3, and we set an empirical threshold of 1/3 (i.e. only keep those with
cosine distance greater than the threshold).
The βt generated in this way still contains obvious errors, primarily because word2vec
cannot distinguish well between objects and scenes. For example, the similarity between
the word “kitchen” and the object class “spoon” is above threshold. But when generating
a scene word like “kitchen”, the model should be attending to the whole image instead of
focusing on a small object like “spoon”.
To address this problem, we refer to the supplement of [148], which provides a scene
category list containing key words of scenes used when collecting the dataset. Whenever
some word in this scene category list appears in the caption, we set βt to be uniform, i.e.
equal attention across image. This greatly improves the quality of βt in some cases (see
illustration in Figure 5.3).
Comparison of Metric Designs To show the legitimacy of our attention correctness
metric, we compute the spearsman correlation of our design and three other metrics:
negative L1 distance, negative L2 distance, and KL divergence between β̂t and α̂t. On
the Flickr30k test set with implicit attention and ground truth caption, the spearsman
3 https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
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The huge clock on the wall is near a wooden table. A man is on his laptop while people looking on.
A young girl and a woman preparing food in a
kitchen.
A bicycle parked in a kitchen by the stove.
Figure 5.3. Ground truth attention maps generated for COCO. The first two examples show
successful cases. The third example is a failed case where the proposed method aligns both “girl”
and “woman” to the “person” category. The fourth example shows the necessity of using the scene
category list. If we do not distinguish between object and scene (middle), the algorithm proposes
to align the word “kitchen” with objects like “spoon” and “oven”. We propose to use uniform
attention (right) in these cases.
correlations between any two are all above 0.96, suggesting that all these measurements
are similar. Therefore our metric statistically correlates well with other metrics, while
being the most intuitive.
5.5.2 Evaluation of Attention Correctness
In this subsection, we quantitatively evaluate the attention correctness of both the implicit
and the supervised attention model. All experiments are conducted on the 1000 test images
of Flickr30k. We compare the result with a uniform baseline, which attends equally across
the whole image. Therefore the baseline score is simply the size of the bounding box over
the size of the whole image. The results are summarized in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1. Attention correctness and baseline on Flickr30k test set. Both the implicit and the
(strongly) supervised models outperform the baseline. The supervised model performs better than
the implicit model in both settings.







(a) Ground truth caption result (b) Generated caption result
Figure 5.4. Histograms of attention correctness for the implicit model and the supervised model on
the Flickr30k test set. The more to the right the better.
Ground Truth Caption Result In this setting, both the implicit and supervised models
are forced to produce exactly the same captions, resulting in 14566 noun phrase matches.
We discard those with no attention region or full image attention (as the match score will
be 1 regardless of the attention map). For each of the remaining matches, we resize the
original attention map from 14× 14 to 224× 224 and perform normalization before we
compute the attention correctness for this noun phrase.
Both models are evaluated in Figure 5.4a. The horizontal axis is the improvement
over baseline, therefore a better attention module should result in a distribution further
to the right. On average, both models perform better than the baseline. Specifically, the
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Girl rock climbing on the rock wall. A young smiling child hold his toy alligator up to
the camera.
Two male friends in swimming trunks jump on
the beach while people in the background lay in the
sand.
A black dog swims in water with a colorful ball in
his mouth.
Figure 5.5. Attention correctness using ground truth captions. From left to right: original image,
implicit attention, supervised attention. The red box marks correct attention region (from Flickr30k
Entities). In general the attention maps generated by our supervised model have higher quality.
average gain over uniform attention baseline is 6.22% for the implicit attention model
[272], and 11.14% for the supervised version. Visually, the distribution of the supervised
model is further to the right. This indicates that although the implicit model has captured
some aspects of attention, the model learned with strong supervision has a better attention
module.
In Figure 5.5 we show some examples where the supervised model correctly recovers
the spatial location of the underlined entity, while the implicit model attends to the wrong
region.
Generated Caption Result In this experiment, word-by-word match is able to align 909
noun phrases for the implicit model and 901 for the supervised version. Since this strategy
is rather conservative, these alignments are correct and reliable, as verified by a manual
check. Similarly, we discard those with no attention region or full image attention, and
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Table 5.2. Attention correctness and baseline on the Flickr30k test set (generated caption, same
matches for implicit and supervised) with respect to bounding box size. The improvement is
greatest for small objects.










perform resize and normalization before we compute the correctness score.
The results are shown in Figure 5.4b. In general the conclusion is the same: the
supervised attention model produces attention maps that are more consistent with human
judgment. The average improvement over the uniform baseline is 12.07% for the implicit
model and 18.19% for the supervised model, which is a 50% relative gain.
In order to diagnose the relationship between object size and attention correctness, we
further split the test set equally with small, medium, and large ground truth bounding box,
and report the baseline and attention correctness individually. We can see from Table 5.2
that the improvement of our supervised model over the implicit model is greatest for small
objects, and pinpointing small objects is stronger evidence of image understanding than
large objects.
In Figure 5.6 we provide some qualitative results. These examples show that for the
same entity, the supervised model produces more human-like attention than the implicit
model.
5.5.3 Evaluation of Captioning Performance
We have shown that supervised attention models achieve higher attention correctness than
implicit attention models. Although this is meaningful in tasks such as region grounding,
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Image Implicit Attention
A man in a red jacket and blue pants
is snowboarding.
Supervised Attention
A man in a red jumpsuit and a black
hat is snowboarding.
A man in a blue shirt and blue pants
is sitting on a wall.
A man in a blue shirt and blue pants
is skateboarding on a ramp.
A man and a woman are walking
down the street.
A man and a woman are walking
down the street.
Figure 5.6. Attention correctness using generated captions. The red box marks correct attention
region (from Flickr30k Entities). We show two attention maps for the two words in a phrase. In
general the attention maps generated by our supervised model have higher quality.
in many tasks attention only serves as an intermediate step. We may be more interested
in whether supervised attention model also has better captioning performance, which is
the end goal. The intuition is that a meaningful dynamic weighting of the input vectors
will allow later components to decode information more easily. In this subsection we give
experimental support.
We report BLEU [198] and METEOR [14] scores to allow comparison with [272]. In
Table 5.3 we show both the scores reported in [272] and our implementation. Note that
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Table 5.3. Comparison of image captioning performance. * indicates our implementation. Caption
quality consistently increases with supervision, whether it is strong or weak.
Dataset Model BLEU-3 BLEU-4 METEOR
Flickr30k
Implicit 28.8 19.1 18.49
Implicit* 29.2 20.1 19.10
Strong Sup 30.2 21.0 19.21
COCO
Implicit 34.4 24.3 23.90
Implicit* 36.4 26.9 24.46
Weak Sup 37.2 27.6 24.78
Table 5.4. Captioning scores on the Flickr30k test set for different attention correctness levels in
the generated caption, implicit attention experiment. Higher attention correctness results in better
captioning performance.
Correctness BLEU-3 BLEU-4 METEOR
High 38.0 28.1 23.01
Middle 36.5 26.1 21.94
Low 35.8 25.4 21.14
our implementation of [272] gives slightly improved result over what they reported. We
observe that BLEU and METEOR scores consistently increase after we introduce supervised
attention for both Flickr30k and COCO. Specifically in terms of BLEU-4, we observe a
significant increase of 0.9 and 0.7 percent respectively.
To show the positive correlation between attention correctness and caption quality, we
further split the Flickr30k test set (excluding those with zero alignment) equally into three
sets with high, middle, and low attention correctness. The BLEU-4 scores are 28.1, 26.1,
25.4, and METEOR are 23.01, 21.94, 21.14 respectively (see Table 5.4). This indicates that
higher attention correctness means better captioning performance.
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5.6 Discussion
In this work we make a first attempt to give a quantitative answer to the question: to what
extent are attention maps consistent with human perceptions? We first define attention
correctness in terms of consistency with human annotation at both the word level and
phrase level. In the context of image captioning, we evaluated the state-of-the-art models
with implicitly trained attention modules. The quantitative results suggest that although
the implicit models outperform the uniform attention baseline, they still have room for
improvement.
We then show that by introducing supervision of attention map, we can improve both
the image captioning performance and attention map quality. In fact, we observe a positive
correlation between attention correctness and captioning quality. Even when the ground
truth attention is unavailable, we are still able to utilize the segmentation masks with object
category as a weak supervision to the attention maps, and significantly boost captioning
performance.
We believe closing the gap between machine attention and human perception is neces-
sary, and expect to see similar efforts in related fields.
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Chapter 6
Recurrent Multimodal Interaction for
Referring Image Segmentation
This chapter describes an improved model for referring expression comprehension, which
also facilitates diagnosis with its intermediate outputs.
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we study the challenging problem of using natural language expressions
to segment an image. Given both an image and a natural language expression, we are
interested in segmenting out the corresponding region referred by the expression. This
problem was only introduced recently, but has great value as it provides new means for
interactive image segmentation. Specifically, people can segment/select image regions of
their interest by typing natural language descriptions or even speaking to the computer
[139].
Given the success of convolutional neural networks in semantic segmentation [29],
[30], [161], an immediate way to tackle this problem is to augment the convolutional
semantic segmentation networks with a LSTM [92] sentence encoder [100], so that the
image features and sentence representation can be combined to produce the desired mask.
In fact, this sentence-to-image interaction scheme has been also adopted by recent methods
on referring object localization [295] and visual question answering tasks [5].
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. . .standing . . .someone . . .bat
Man in a vest and blue jeans standing watching someone swing a bat.
Figure 6.1. Given the image and the referring expression, we are interested in segmenting out
the referred region. Each column shows segmentation result until after reading the underlined
word. Our model (second row) explicitly learns the progression of multimodal interaction with
convolutional LSTM, which helps long-term memorization and correctly segments out the referred
region compared with the baseline model (first row) which uses language-only LSTM.
However, this sentence-to-image scheme does not reflect how humans tackle this
problem. In sentence-picture verification, it is found through eye tracking that when
pictures and sentences are presented together, people either follow a image-sentence-
image reading sequence, or go back-and-forth between sentence and picture a number of
times before making the decision [251]. In other words, the interaction between image
and sentence should prevail from the beginning to the end of the sentence, instead of
only happening at the end of the sentence. Presumably this is because the semantic
information is more concrete and therefore more easily remembered when grounded onto
the image. For example, consider the expression “the man on the right wearing blue”.
Without seeing an actual image, all information in the sentence needs to be remembered,
meaning the sentence embedding needs to encode IS_MAN, ON_RIGHT, WEAR_BLUE
jointly. However, with the actual image available, the reasoning process can be decomposed
as a sequential process, where the model first identifies all pixels that agree with IS_MAN,
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then prunes out those that do not correspond with ON_RIGHT, and finally suppresses
those that do not agree with WEAR_BLUE.
Motivated by this sequential decision making theory, we propose a two-layered con-
volutional multimodal LSTM network that explicitly models word-to-image interaction.
Different from the language-only LSTM encoder in previous works [100], the convolu-
tional multimodal LSTM takes both visual feature and language representation as input to
generate the hidden state that retains both the spatial and semantic information in memory.
Therefore its hidden state models how the multimodal feature progresses over time or
word-reading order. After seeing the last word, we use a convolution layer to generate the
image segmentation result.
In summary, the contribution of this chapter is three-fold:
• We propose a novel model, namely convolutional multimodal LSTM, to encode the
sequential interactions between individual semantic, visual, and spatial information.
• We demonstrate the superior performance of the word-to-image multimodal LSTM
approach on benchmark datasets over the baseline model.
• We analyze the intermediate output of the proposed multimodal LSTM approach
and empirically explain how this approach enforces a more effective word-to-image
interaction.
6.2 Related Work
In this section, we review recent studies that are tightly related to our work in the following
three areas: semantic segmentation, referring expression localization, and multimodal
interaction representation.
Semantic Segmentation Many state-of-the-art semantic segmentation models employ a
fully convolutional network [161] architecture. FCN converts the fully connected layers in
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VGG network [232] into convolutional layers, thereby allowing dense (although down-
sampled) per-pixel labeling. However, too much downsampling (caused by pooling layers
in the VGG architecture) prohibits the network from generating high quality segmentation
results. DeepLab [29] alleviates this issue by discarding two pooling operations with atrous
convolution. With Residual network [89] as its backbone architecture, DeepLab [30] is one
of the leading models on Pascal VOC [61]. We use both ResNet-101 (with atrous convolu-
tion) and DeepLab ResNet-101 to extract image features in a fully convolutional manner.
Following [29], [30], we also report the result of using DenseCRF [130] for refinement.
Referring Expression Localization More and more interest arise recently in the problem
of localizing objects based on a natural language expression. In [170] and [102], image
captioning models [53], [171] are modified to score the region proposals, and the one with
the highest score is considered as the localization result. In [212], the alignment between
the description and image region is learned by reconstruction with attention mechanism.
[283] improved upon [170] by explicitly handling objects of the same class within the same
image, while [185] focused on discovering interactions between the object and its context
using multiple-instance learning. However all these works aim at finding a bounding
box of the target object instead of segmentation mask. Perhaps the most relevant work to
ours is [100], which studies the same problem of image segmentation based on referring
expressions. Our approach differs in that we model the sequential property of interaction
between natural language, visual, and spatial information. In particular, we update the
segmentation belief after seeing each word.
Multimodal Interaction Representation Our work is also related to multimodal feature
fusion in visual question answering [69], [124], [168] and image captioning [53]. In [53]
the input to LSTM is the image feature and the previous word’s embedding, whereas in
[168] the input to LSTM is the image feature and individual question word’s embedding.
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Attention mechanism [149], [153], [272], [277], [278] may also be applied, mostly to improve
the relevance of image features. In both tasks the goal is to generate a textual sequence.
Here instead, we use the LSTM hidden states to generate segmentation, which is not
commonly considered a sequential task and requires preservation of spatial location. We
achieve this by applying LSTM in a convolutional manner [40], [65], [225], unlike prior
work on recurrent attention [136], [182].
6.3 Models
In this section, we first introduce our notation for this problem (Section 6.3.1), and then
describe the baseline model based on the sentence-to-image scheme [100] (Section 6.3.2),
which only models the progression of semantics. In Section 6.3.3 we propose convolutional
multimodal LSTM for fusing both modalities and model the progression of multimodal
features in addition to the progression of semantics.
6.3.1 Notation
In the referring image segmentation problem, we are given both an image I and a natural
language description S = {w1, w2, . . . , wT}, where wt (t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T}) are individual
words in the sentence. The goal is to segment out the corresponding region in the image.
We will use R for prediction and R̂ for ground truth. Rij ∈ (0, 1) represents the foreground
probability of a pixel, where i and j are spatial coordinates. R̂ij ∈ {0, 1}, where 1 means
the pixel is referred to by S and 0 otherwise.
6.3.2 Baseline Model
Our model is based on the model proposed in [100]. In [100], given an image of size
W × H, an FCN-32s [161] is used to extract image features with size W ′ × H′ × DI , where
W ′ = W/32 and H′ = H/32. The image features are then concatenated with spatial
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coordinates to produce a W ′ × H′ × (DI + 8) tensor. The 8 spatial coordinate dimensions
follow the implementation of [100]. The normalized horizontal/vertical position uses 3
dimensions each. The remaining 2 dimensions are 1/W ′ and 1/H′. We use vij ∈ RDI+8 to
represent the image-spatial feature at a specific spatial location.
As for the referring expression, every word wt is one-hot encoded and mapped to a
word embedding wt. The entire sentence is then encoded with an LSTM into a vector hT
of size DS, where ht represents the hidden state of LSTM at time step t:











⎞⎟⎟⎠ M4n,DS+n ( wtht−1
)
(6.2)
ct = f⊙ ct−1 + i⊙ g (6.3)
ht = o⊙ tanh(ct) (6.4)
where n is the size of the LSTM cell. i, f, o, g are the input gates, forget gates, output gets,
and memory gates respectively. ct are the memory states at time step t.
The vector hT is then concatenated with the image features and spatial coordinates at all
locations to produce a W ′×H′× (DI +DS + 8) tensor. Two additional convolutional layers
and one deconvolution layer are attached to the tensor to produce the final segmentation
mask R ∈ RW×H.











R̂ij ∗ − log(Rij)
+ (1− R̂ij) ∗ − log(1− Rij)
)
(6.5)
The whole network is trained with standard back-propagation.























Figure 6.2. Network architecture of the baseline model described in Section 6.3.2. In this model,
the entire sentence is encoded into a fixed vector with language-only LSTM without using visual
information.
of FCN-32s to extract image features. One limitation of FCN-32s is that downsampling by
32 makes W ′ and H′ too small. Therefore similar to the treatment of DeepLab [29], [30],
we reduce the stride of conv4_1 and conv5_1 in ResNet-101 from 2 to 1, and use atrous
convolution of rate 2 and 4 to compensate for the change. This operation reduces the
downsampling rate from 32 to 8, which is relatively dense and allows loss to be computed
at the feature resolution (W ′ = W/8, H′ = H/8) instead of the image resolution. Therefore











R̂ij ∗ − log(Rij)
+ (1− R̂ij) ∗ − log(1− Rij)
)
(6.6)
We use bilinear interpolation to upsample R ∈ RW ′×H′ at test time.
We are going to show in the experimental section that combining ResNet with atrous
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convolution results in a more competitive baseline model and easier training procedure.
6.3.3 Recurrent Multimodal Interaction Model
In the baseline model described above, segmentation is performed once, after the model
has seen and memorized the entire referring expression. The memorization is the process
of updating LSTM hidden states while scanning the words in the expression one by one.
However, as discussed earlier, this requires the model to memorize all the attributes in the
sentence jointly. We instead utilize the sequential property of natural language and turn
referring image segmentation into a sequential process. This requires the language model
to have access to the image from the beginning of the expression, allowing the semantics to
be grounded onto the image early on. Therefore we consider modeling of the multimodal
interaction, i.e. a scheme that can memorize the multimodal information (language, image,
spatial information, and their interaction), which has direct influence on the segmentation
prediction.
We use a multimodal LSTM to capture the progression of rich multimodal information
through time as shown in Figure 6.3. Specifically, a multimodal LSTM (mLSTM) uses the
concatenation of the language representation lt ∈ RDS and the visual feature at a specific













The same mLSTM operation is shared for all image locations. This is equivalent to
treating the mLSTM as a 1× 1 convolution over the feature map of size W ′ × H′ × (DI +
DS + 8). In other words, this is a convolutional LSTM that shares weights both across
spatial location and time step.
The baseline model uses language-only LSTM (Equation 6.1) to encode the referring
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Figure 6.3. Network architecture of the RMI model described in Section 6.3.3. By using the
convolutional multimodal LSTM, our model allows multimodal interaction between language,
image, and spatial information at each word. The mLSTM is applied to all location in the image
and implemented as a 1× 1 convolution.
M in multimodal LSTM will be of size 4n× (DS + DI + 8 + n). If M1:4n,DS+1:DS+DI+8 = 0,
then the mLSTM will essentially ignore the visual part of the input, and encode only the
semantic information. On the other hand, if the mLSTM ignores the language representa-
tion, the mLSTM will see the same input vij at all time steps, therefore very likely to retain
that information.
From another perspective, multimodal LSTM forces word-visual interaction and gener-
ates multimodal feature at every recurrent step, which is key to good segmentation. In the
baseline model, in order for the language representation to reach the multimodal level, it








Conv−−→ multimodal feature (6.8)
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mLSTM−−−−→ multimodal feature (6.9)
Note that the visual feature still only needs one weight layer to become multimodal.
In our Recurrent Multimodal Interaction (RMI) model, we take the language represen-






. This forms a two-layer LSTM structure, where the lower LSTM
only encodes the semantic information, while the upper LSTM generates the multimodal
feature. The lower language-only LSTM is spatial-agnostic, while the upper multimodal
LSTM preserves feature resolution H′ ×W ′.
6.4 Experiments
6.4.1 Datasets
We use four datasets to evaluate our model: Google-Ref [170], UNC [283], UNC+ [283],
and ReferItGame [123].
Google-Ref contains 104560 expressions referring to 54822 objects from 26711 images
selected from MS COCO [148]. These images all contain 2 to 4 objects of the same type. In
general the expressions are longer and with richer descriptions, with an average length of
8.43 words. Although the dataset has primarily been used for referring object detection
[170], [185], [283], where the goal is to return a bounding box of the referred object, it is
also suitable for referring image segmentation, since the original MS COCO annotation
contains segmentation masks. We use the same data split as [170].
UNC and UNC+ are also based on MS COCO images. Different from Google-Ref, these
two datasets are collected interactively in a two-player game [123]. The difference between
the two datasets is in UNC no restrictions are enforced on the referring expression, while
in UNC+ no location words are allowed in the expression, meaning the annotator has to
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describe the object purely by its appearance. UNC consists of 142209 referring expressions
for 50000 objects in 19994 images, and UNC+ consists of 141564 expressions for 49856
objects in 19992 images. We use the same data split as [283].
ReferItGame contains 130525 expressions referring to 96654 distinct objects in 19894
natural images. Different from the other three datasets, ReferItGame contains “stuff”
segmentation masks, such as “sky” and “water”, in addition to objects. In general the
expressions are shorter and more concise, probably due to the collection process as a
two-player game. We use the same data split as [100].
6.4.2 Implementation Details
[100], [101] both use the VGG network [232] pretrained on ImageNet [47] as visual fea-
ture extractor. We instead experiment with two alternatives: ResNet-101 pretrained on
ImageNet, and DeepLab-101 finetuned on Pascal VOC [61].
In our experiments, we resize (while keeping aspect ratio) and pad (with zero) all
images and ground truth segmentation to W×H, and in all our experiments W = H = 320.
As for the feature resolution W ′ = H′ = 40. The image feature has dimension DI = 1000,
and the sentence vector has dimension DS = 1000. We choose the cell size of mLSTM to be
500. For referring expressions of length more than 20, we only keep the first 20 words. All
architecture details are in Figure 6.2 6.3, where sizes of blobs are marked.
In [100] a three-stage training strategy is used. A detection network is first trained,
which is used to initialize the low resolution version of the model. After training the low
resolution version with W ′ = H′ = 16, it is again used to initialize the high resolution
version, where a deconvolution layer is learned. We instead only train once using the loss
function defined in Equation 6.6, and observe fast convergence. This is probably due to the
higher spatial resolution allowed by atrous convolution. We use the Adam [125] optimizer
with a fixed learning rate of 0.00025. We set the batch size to 1 and weight decay to 0.0005.
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Table 6.1. Comparison of segmentation performance (IOU). In the first column, R means ResNet
weights, D means DeepLab weights, and DCRF means DenseCRF.
Google-Ref UNC UNC+ ReferItGame
val val testA testB val testA testB test
[100], [101] 28.14 - - - - - - 48.03
R+LSTM 28.60 38.74 39.18 39.01 26.25 26.95 24.57 54.01
R+RMI 32.06 39.74 39.99 40.44 27.85 28.69 26.65 54.55
R+LSTM+DCRF 28.94 39.88 40.44 40.07 26.29 27.03 24.44 55.90
R+RMI+DCRF 32.85 41.17 41.35 41.87 28.26 29.16 26.86 56.61
D+LSTM 33.08 43.27 43.60 43.31 28.42 28.57 27.70 56.83
D+RMI 34.40 44.33 44.74 44.63 29.91 30.37 29.43 57.34
D+LSTM+DCRF 33.11 43.97 44.25 44.07 28.07 28.29 27.44 58.20
D+RMI+DCRF 34.52 45.18 45.69 45.57 29.86 30.48 29.50 58.73
We evaluate using two metrics: Precision@X (X ∈ {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}) and Intersec-
tion over Union (IOU), where Precision@X means the percentage of images with IOU
higher than X. This is consistent with previous work [100], [101] to allow for comparison.
Here we report the most indicative IOU.
In addition to evaluating the direct segmentation output, we also report results after
applying DenseCRF [130] for refinement. We use the same hyperparameters used in [30].
6.4.3 Quantitative Results
The segmentation performance (IOU) on all datasets are summarized in Table 6.1.
We first observe that the performance consistently increases by replacing the VGG-
based FCN-32s with ResNet. This indicates that ResNet can provide better image features
for segmentation purpose, which likely comes from both stronger network and higher
spatial resolution. DeepLab delivers even higher baseline since its weights have been
finetuned on segmentation datasets, which makes the knowledge transfer easier.
We then study the effect of mLSTM. Our RMI models with mLSTM consistently out-
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Figure 6.4. The distribution of referring expression length in the Google-Ref and ReferItGame test
set. Most of the referring expressions in ReferItGame are short, with over 25 percent single word
description. The distributions of UNC and UNC+ are very similar to that of ReferItGame since the
data collection method is the same.
perform those with language-only LSTM by a large margin regardless of the image feature
extractor and dataset. This shows that mLSTM can successfully generate multimodal
features that improve segmentation. Specifically, on the Google-Ref dataset using ResNet
weights, we observe an IOU increase of nearly 3.5% over the baseline model.
By comparison, the performance increase using mLSTM is not as high on ReferItGame.
One reason is that the dataset is easier as indicated by the metrics (over 20 percent higher
IOU than Google-Ref), and the baseline model already performs well. Another reason is
that the descriptions in this dataset are in general much shorter (see Figure 6.4), and as a
result sequential modeling does not have as much effect. In fact, over 25 percent images in
the ReferItGame test set only has one word as its description.
Another interesting observation is that the performance is considerably worse on UNC+
than on UNC (over 10 percent IOU difference). As aforementioned, the only difference
between the two datasets is in UNC+ there is no spatial/location indicator words that the
model can utilize, and the model must understand the semantics in order to output correct
segmentation. This suggests that the LSTM language encoder may be the main barrier in
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Table 6.2. IOU performance break-down on Google-Ref.
Length 1-5 6-7 8-10 11-20
R + LSTM 32.29 28.27 27.33 26.61
R + RMI 35.34 31.76 30.66 30.56
Relative Gain 9.44% 12.37% 12.17% 14.81%
Table 6.3. IOU performance break-down on UNC.
Length 1-2 3 4-5 6-20
R + LSTM 43.66 40.60 33.98 24.91
R + RMI 44.51 41.86 35.05 25.95
Relative Gain 1.94% 3.10% 3.15% 4.19%
referring image segmentation performance.
We further show the advantage of our mLSTM model in sequential modeling by
breaking down the IOU performance. Specifically, we want to study the relationship
between IOU and referring expression length. To this end, we split the test set into 4
groups of increasing referring expression length with roughly equal size, and report the
individual IOU on these groups. The results are summarized in Table 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.5. Our
RMI model outperforms the baseline model in every group. More interestingly, the relative
gain of our RMI model over the baseline model in general increases with the length of the
referring expression. This suggests that mLSTM is better at fusing features over longer
sequences, which we will also verify visually.
Finally, by applying the DenseCRF, we observe consistent improvement in terms of
IOU. In addition, the IOU improvement on our RMI model is usually greater than the IOU
improvement on the baseline model, suggesting that our model has better localization
ability.
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Table 6.4. IOU performance break-down on UNC+.
Length 1-2 3 4-5 6-20
R + LSTM 34.40 24.04 19.31 12.30
R + RMI 35.72 25.41 21.73 14.37
Relative Gain 3.84% 5.67% 12.55% 16.85%
Table 6.5. IOU performance break-down on ReferItGame.
Length 1 2 3-4 5-20
R + LSTM 67.64 52.26 44.87 33.81
R + RMI 68.11 52.73 45.69 34.53
Relative Gain 0.69% 0.90% 1.82% 2.10%
6.4.4 Qualitative Results
As aforementioned, our RMI model is better than the baseline model in modeling long
sequences. We can see from the examples in Figure 6.5 that the language-only LSTM is
more easily distracted by words at the end of the sentence, resulting in unsatisfactory
segmentation, while our model remains unaffected.
We suspect the reason is because our model can turn segmentation into a sequential
process, saving the burden on the LSTM hidden state to encode the entire sentence. We are
therefore interested in visualizing how the multimodal LSTM hidden state progresses over
time. Each mLSTM hidden state is a feature tensor of size H′ ×W ′ × 500. We visualize this
tensor by first doing bilinear interpolation and then collapsing the feature dimension via
meanpooling, generating a H×W response map. We provide three examples in Figure 6.6.
In the first example, after reading only “The bottom”, the model is not sure about what
objects is to be referred, and pays general attention to the bottom half of the image. As
soon as it reads “luggage”, the response map pinpoints the objects, and remembers the
information until the end of the sentence to generate the correct segmentation output. In
the second example, in the beginning after reading “The”, the model appears unsure. After
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. . .girl . . .white . . .Wii . . .remote
A girl in white holding a Wii remote.
. . .train . . .right . . .driving . . .trains
Blue train on the far right trail driving ahead of two other trains.
Dog . . .close . . .tall . . .table
Dog close to the tall table.
Figure 6.5. Comparison of D+LSTM+DCRF (first row) and D+RMI+DCRF (second row). Each
column shows segmentation result until after reading the underlined word.
reading “The small vase”, it discards the largest vase and focuses on the other two. As
soon as the language mentions “middle”, the response in the middle is enhanced, and
retained till the end of the expression. In the third example there is no location words, but
the response around the correct region gradually enhances with “leather” and “chair”,
and the response on people is gradually suppressed after reading more words. We can see
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The bottom two luggage cases being rolled.
The small vase in the middle of the other vases.
An empty leather chair with a cup holder built in.
Figure 6.6. Visualizing and understanding convolutional multimodal LSTM in our RMI model.
The first column is the original image, and the last column is the final segmentation output of
D+RMI+DCRF. The middle columns visualize the output of mLSTM at underlined words by
meanpooling the 500-dimensional feature.
that the mLSTM is successful at learning meaningful multimodal feature interaction in
a sequential fashion that is consistent with our intuition in the introduction section. The
meaningful multimodal features make it easier for the last convolution layer to do binary
segmentation.
In Figure 6.7 we provide some qualitative results of referring image segmentation on
the four datasets. For Google-Ref, the language understanding is more challenging. In
addition to handling longer sequences, it also needs to cope with all kinds of high level
reasoning, e.g. “turning around a corner”, and potentially redundant information, e.g.
“listening to his music”. For UNC, the expression is much shorter, and spatial words are
allowed, e.g. “on left”. For UNC+, the expression is more challenging. The image region
could have just been described as “boy on right”, but instead the model needs to reason
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Image GT D+LSTM D+LSTM+DCRF D+RMI D+RMI+DCRF
A skateboarder skateboarding in a city listening to his music while turning around a corner.
Silver car on left.
Strip shirt boy eyes closed.
Giant cloud.
Figure 6.7. Qualitative results of referring image segmentation. From top down are images from
Google-Ref, UNC, UNC+, ReferItGame respectively.
from attributes like “strip shirt” and “eyes closed”. For ReferItGame, the segmentation
target is more flexible as it contains “stuff” segments in addition to objects. We show that
by propagating the multimodal feature, our RMI model can better keep the intermediate
belief, usually resulting in a more complete segmentation result. The effect of DenseCRF is
also clearly demonstrated. For example, for the first image, DenseCRF can better refine the
D+RMI result to align the prediction to the edges, and for the third image, DenseCRF can
suppress the scattered wrong prediction in the D+LSTM result.
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6.5 Conclusion
In this work we study the challenging problem of referring image segmentation. Learning a
good multimodal representation is essential in this problem, since segmentation represents
the correspondence or consistency between images and language. Unlike previous work,
which encodes the referring expression and image into vector representation independently,
we build on the observation that referring image segmentation is a sequential process, and
perform multimodal feature fusion after seeing every word in the referring expression.
To this end we propose the Recurrent Multimodal Interaction model, a novel two-layer
recurrent architecture that encodes the sequential interactions between individual words,
visual information, and spatial information as its hidden state.
We show the advantage of our word-to-image scheme over the sentence-to-image
scheme. Our model achieves the new state-of-the-art on all large-scale benchmark datasets.
In addition, we visualize the mLSTM hidden state and show that the learned multimodal
feature is human-interpretable and facilitates segmentation. In the future we plan to




Reasoning with Referring Expressions
This chapter describes a diagnostic dataset for referring expressions, as well as a high-
performing model which can naturally reveal its visual reasoning process.
7.1 Introduction
There has been significant research interest in the joint understanding of vision and natural
language. While image captioning [53], [120], [153], [171] focuses on generating a sentence
with image being the only input, visual question answering (VQA) [5], [71], [295] and
referring expressions (REF) [102], [170] require comprehending both an image and a
sentence, before generating an output. In this chapter, we focus on referring expressions,
which is to identify the particular objects (in the form of segmentation mask or bounding
box) in a given scene from natural language.
In order to study referring expressions, various datasets have been proposed [123], [170],
[283]. These are real-world images annotated by crowdsource workers. The advantage of
these datasets is that they, to a certain extent, reflect the complexity and nuances of the real
world. Yet inevitably, they also have limitations. First, they usually exhibit strong biases
that may be exploited by the models [41]. Roughly speaking, this means simply selecting
the salient foreground object (i.e., discarding the referring expression) will yield a much
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The big thing(s) that are behind the second one of the
big thing(s) from front and to the right of the first one
of the large sphere(s) from left
Any other things that are the same size as the fifth one
of the thing(s) from right
Figure 7.1. Examples from our CLEVR-Ref+ dataset. We use the same scenes as those provided
in CLEVR [112]. Instead of asking questions about the scene, we ask the model to either return
one bounding box (as illustrated on the left) or return a segmentation mask (could potentially be
multiple objects; illustrated on the right) based on the given referring expression.
higher baseline than random. This casts doubts on the true level of understanding within
current REF models. Second, evaluation can only be conducted on the final segmentation
mask or bounding box, but not the intermediate step-by-step reasoning process. For
example, for the referring expression “Woman to the left of the red suitcase”, a reasonable
reasoning process should be first find all suitcases in the image, then identify the red one
among them, finally segment the woman to its left. Clearly this requires significantly more
high-quality annotations, which are currently unavailable and hard to collect.
To address these concerns and echo similar efforts in visual question answering (i.e.,
CLEVR [112]), we propose CLEVR-Ref+, a synthetic diagnostic dataset for referring ex-
pressions. The advantage of using a synthetic dataset is that we have full control over
the scene, and dataset bias can be minimized by employing a uniform sampling strategy.
Also, the referring expressions are now automatically annotated with the true underlying
reasoning process, so a step-by-step analysis becomes much more plausible.
We make much effort in constructing CLEVR-Ref+ to make sure it is well adapted
and applicable to the referring expression task. First, we turn the original questions in
CLEVR into their corresponding referring expression format. Second, we change the
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output space from textual answers (in the form of a word) to referred objects (in the form
of segmentation mask or bounding box). Third, we analyzed statistics from real-world REF
datasets and found that there are some common types of referring expressions (e.g., “The
second sphere from left”) that are not included in CLEVR templates. In our CLEVR-Ref+,
we add support for these types of expressions to better match the variety of referring
expressions used in real world.
We tested several state-of-the-art referring expression models on our CLEVR-Ref+
dataset. This includes both those designed for referring segmentation [152] and detection
[282], [284]. In addition to evaluating the overall IoU and accuracy as previous datasets,
we can now do a more detailed breakdown and analysis in terms of sub-categories. For
example, we found that it is especially hard for the models to understand ordinality. This
could point to important research directions in the future.
Besides diagnosing these existing models, we also propose IEP-Ref, a Neural Mod-
ule Network [4] solution based on IEP [113]. Experiments show that the IEP-Ref model
achieved excellent performance on CLEVR-Ref+ with its explicit, step-by-step functional
program and module network execution engine, suggesting the importance of composition-
ality. Very interestingly, we found that the module trained on translating the last module
output to segmentation mask is general, and can produce excellent human-interpretable
segmentation masks when attached to intermediate module outputs, revealing the entire
reasoning process. We believe ours is the first to show clean visualization of the visual
reasoning process carried out by neural module networks, as opposed to gradient norms
[113] or soft attention maps [97], [174].
In sum, this chapter makes the following contributions:
• We construct CLEVR-Ref+, a synthetic diagnostic dataset for referring expression
tasks that complements existing real-world datasets.
• We test and diagnose several state-of-the-art referring expression models on CLEVR-
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Ref+, including our proposed IEP-Ref that explicitly captures compositionality.
• The segmentation module trained in IEP-Ref can be trivially plugged in all interme-
diate steps in the module network to produce excellent segmentation masks that
clearly reveal the network’s reasoning process.
7.2 Related Works
7.2.1 Referring Expressions
Referring expressions are sentences that refer to specific objects in an image. Understand-
ing referring expressions has important applications in robotics and human-computer
interaction. In recent years, many deep learning models have been developed for this task.
Several works focused on detection, i.e. returning one bounding box containing the re-
ferred object. [102], [170] adapted image captioning for this task by scoring each bounding
box proposal with a generative captioning model. [212] learned the alignment between
the description and image region by reconstructing the description using an attention
mechanism. [185], [283] studied the importance of context for referring expressions. [165]
used a discriminative comprehension model to improve referring expression generation.
[284] showed additional gain by incorporating reinforcement learning. [99], [282] used
learned parser and module networks to better match the structured semantics.
There are also works focusing on segmentation, i.e. returning the segmentation mask.
[100] used FCN feature concatenated with LSTM feature to produce pixel-wise binary
segmentation. [152] used a convolutional LSTM in addition to the language-only LSTM to
facilitate propagation of intermediate segmentation beliefs. [143], [173] improved upon
[152] by making more architectural improvements.
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7.2.2 Dataset Bias and Diagnostic Datasets
In visual question answering, despite exciting models being proposed and accuracy on
benchmark datasets being steadily improved, there has been serious concern over the
dataset bias problem [80], [288], meaning that models may be heavily exploiting the
imbalanced distribution in the training/testing data. More recently, [41] showed that
dataset bias also exists in referring expression datasets [123], [170], [283]. For example, [41]
reported that the performance when discarding the referring expression and basing solely
on the image is significantly higher than random. Ideally the dataset should be unbiased
so that the performance faithfully reflect the model’s true level of understanding. But
this is very hard to control when working with real-world images and human-annotated
referring expressions.
A possible solution is to use synthetic datasets. Indeed this is the path taken by CLEVR
[112], a diagnostic dataset for VQA. There, objects are placed on a 2D plane and only have
a small number of choices in terms of shape, color, size, and material. The question-answer
pairs are also synthesized using carefully designed templates. Together with a uniform
sampling strategy, this design can mitigate dataset bias and reveal the model’s ability
to understand compositionality. We construct our CLEVR-Ref+ dataset by re-purposing
CLEVR towards the referring expression task.
Several approaches now achieve near-perfect accuracy on CLEVR [97], [98], [106],
[113], [174], [201], [216]. In addition to reporting the VQA accuracy, they typically try to
interpret the visual reasoning process through visualization. However, the quality of these
visualizations does not match the high VQA accuracy. We suspect the primary reason is
that the domain these models are trained for (i.e. a textual answer) is different from the
domain these models are diagnosed on (i.e. attention over the image). Fortunately, in
referring expressions these two domains are very much interchangeable.
Note that CLEVR was also adapted towards referring expression in [97], but they
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focused on facilitating VQA, instead of introducing extensions (Section 7.3.3), evaluating
state-of-the-art models (Section 7.4.1), and directly facilitating the diagnosis of visual
reasoning (Section 7.4.3).
7.3 The CLEVR-Ref+ Dataset
CLEVR-Ref+ uses the exact same scenes as CLEVR (70K images in train set, 15K images in
validation and test set), and every image is associated with 10 referring expressions. Since
CLEVR is a VQA dataset, we began by changing the questions to referring expressions
(Section 7.3.1), and the answers to referred objects (Section 7.3.2). We then made important
additions to the set of modules (Section 7.3.3) as well as necessary changes to the sampling
procedure (Section 7.3.4). Finally, we made the distinction whether more than one object is
being referred (Section 7.3.5).
7.3.1 From Question to Referring Expression
Templates are provided in CLEVR so that questions and the functional programs asso-
ciated with them can be generated at the same time. We notice that in many cases, part
of the question is indeed a referring expression, as we need to first identify objects of
interest before asking about their property (e.g. color or number). In Table 7.1 we provide
examples of how we change question templates into their corresponding referring expres-
sion templates, usually by selecting a subset. The associated functional programs are also
adjusted accordingly. For example, for “How many” questions, we simply remove the
Count module at the end.
The original categories “Compare Integer” and “Comparison” were about comparing
properties of two groups of referred objects, so they do not contribute additional referring











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7.3.2 From Answer to Referred Objects
In referring expressions, the output is no longer a textual answer, but a bounding box or
segmentation mask.
Since we know the exact 3D locations and properties of objects in the scene, we can
follow the ground truth functional program associated with the referring expression to
identify which objects are being referred. In fact we can do this not only at the end (also
available in real-world datasets), but also at every intermediate step (not available in
real-world datasets). This will become useful later when we do step-by-step inspection
and evaluation of the visual reasoning process.
After finding the referred objects, we project them back to the image plane to get the
ground truth bounding box and segmentation mask. This automatic annotation was done
through rendering with the software Blender. For occluded objects, only the visible part is
treated as ground truth.
7.3.3 Module Additions
We hope the referring expressions that we generate are representative of those used in
the real world. However, since the task is no longer the same, we suspect that there
may be some frequent referring patterns missing in the templates directly inherited from
CLEVR. To this end, we analyzed statistics from a real-world referring expression dataset,
RefCOCO+ [283], as shown in Table 7.2.
We began by sorting the words in these referring expressions by their frequency. Then,
starting with the most frequent word, we empirically cluster these words into categories.
Not surprisingly, nouns that represent object or human are the most common. However,
going down the list, we found that the “ordinal” (e.g. “The second woman from left”) and
“visible” (e.g. “The barely seen backpack”) categories recall more than 10% of all sentences,
but are not included in the existing templates. Moreover, it is indeed possible to define
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Table 7.2. Frequent category and words in RefCOCO+ [283].










visible fully visible,barely seen 4.639%
them using a computer program, because there is no ambiguity in meaning. We add these
two new modules into the CLEVR-Ref+ function catalog.
In a functional program, these two modules may be inserted whenever color, material,
size, or shape is being described. As an example, “the red sphere” may be equivalently
described as “the third sphere from left” or “the partially visible red object”. In our dataset,
we define an object to be partially visible if foreground objects’ mask occupies more than
20% of its bounding box area. For an object to be fully visible, this value must be exactly 0.
We do not describe visibility when there is an ambiguous case (i.e. this value is between 0
and 0.2) in the scene.
7.3.4 Generation Procedure
Generating a referring expression for a scene is conceptually simple and intuitive. The
process may be summarized as the following few steps:
1. Randomly choose a referring expression family1.
2. Randomly choose a text template from this family.
1 A referring expression family contains a template for constructing functional programs and several text
templates that provide multiple ways of expressing these programs in natural language.
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3. Follow the functional program and select random values when encountering tem-
plate parameters2.
4. Reject when certain criteria fail, that is, the sampled referring expression is inap-
propriate for the given scene; return when the entire functional program follows
through.
We largely follow the generation procedure of CLEVR, with a few important changes:
• To balance the number of referring expressions across different categories (those
listed in Table 7.1), we double the probability of being sampled in categories with a
small number of referring expression families.
• When describing the attributes for a set of objects, we do not use Ordinal and
Visible at the same time. This is because referring an object as “The second
partially visible object from left” seems too peculiar and rare, and there usually exists
more natural alternatives.
• Originally when describing the attributes for a set of objects, four fair coins were
flipped to determine whether color, material, size, shape will be included. As a result,
usually multiple attributes are selected, and a very small number of objects survive
these filters. We empirically found that this makes it quite easy for the system to
select the correct object simply from the attributes that directly describe the target
object(s).
To remedy this, we first enumerate all possible combinations of these attributes, and
calculate how many objects will survive for each possibility. We then uniformly
sample from these possible number of survivors, before doing another uniform
sampling to find the combination of attributes. This will ensure a larger variance in
terms of number of objects after each set of filtering, and prevent near-degenerate
solutions.
2 For instance, left/right/front/behind; big/small; metal/rubber.
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• At the end of the functional program, we verify if at least one object is being referred;
reject otherwise.
7.3.5 Multi-Object and Single-Object Referring
As explained in Section 7.3.4, each referring expression in CLEVR-Ref+ may refer to one or
more objects in the scene. We believe this is the more general setting, and models should
have the flexibility to handle various number of objects being referred. This is already
handled and supported by referring image segmentation systems. However, we notice that
detection based systems are usually designed to return a single object instead of multiple
objects, presumably because this was how the detection datasets [170], [283] were created.
As a result, for detection based methods, we evaluate on the subset of CLEVR-Ref+ where
only a single object is referred. This subset contains a total of 222,569 referring expressions
(32% of the entire dataset).
7.4 Experiments
7.4.1 Models and Implementation Details
In all models we resize the input image to 320× 320 to set up a fair comparison. Publicly
available code for these models are used with minimum change to adapt to our CLEVR-
Ref+ dataset. The following referring expression models are studied and tested:
Speaker-Listener-Reinforcer (SLR) [284] This is a detection model that includes a gen-
erative model (speaker), a discriminative model (listener), as well as a reinforcement
learning component that makes further improvement. Before training the main model,
the visual-language similarity model needs to be trained first. We use Adam optimizer
[125], learning rate 4e-4, batch size 32 for both the visual-language similarity model and
the main model.
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MAttNet [282] This is also a detection model, that uses three modular networks to
capture the subject, location, and relationship features respectively. A soft attention
mechanism is used to return the overall score of a candidate region. We use learning rate
4e-4 and batch size 15.
Recurrent Multimodal Interaction (RMI) [152] This is a segmentation model. In addi-
tion to concatenating the referring expression LSTM embedding with the image features,
RMI also used a convolutional LSTM to facilitate propagation of segmentation beliefs
when reading in the referring expression word-by-word. We use Adam optimizer, learning
rate 2.5e-4, batch size 3, and weight decay 5e-4.
IEP-Ref This is a segmentation model that we adapt from IEP [113], which was designed
for VQA. The idea is to use a LSTM program generator to translate the referring expression
into a structured series of modules, each of which is parameterized by a small CNN. By
executing this dynamically constructed neural network (with a special Segment module
at the end; see Appendix C for its architecture), IEP-Ref imitates the underlying visual
reasoning process. For input visual features, we use the last layer of the conv4 stage of
ResNet101 [89] pretrained on ImageNet [47], which is of size 1024× 20× 20. Following
[113], this part is not finetuned. We tried three settings that use 9K/18K/700K ground
truth programs to train the LSTM program generator (Adam optimizer, learning rate 5e-4,
batch size 64; 20,000 iterations for the 9K setting, 32,000 iterations for the 18K and 700K
setting). The accuracies of the predicted programs are 0.873, 0.971, 0.993 respectively. For
the fourth setting, we simply use the ground truth program3. The execution engine is
trained for 30 epochs using learning rate 1e-4 and Adam optimizer.
3 This is our default IEP-Ref setting unless otherwise specified.
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7.4.2 Results and Analysis
7.4.2.1 Overall Evaluation
The experimental results are summarized in Table 7.3. Detection models are evaluated
by accuracy (i.e. whether the prediction selects the correct bounding box among given
candidates), where MAttNet performs favorably against SLR. Segmentation models are
evaluated by Intersection over Union (IoU), where IEP-Ref performs significantly better
than RMI. This suggests the importance to model compositionality within the referring
expression. We now present a more detailed analysis of various aspects.
7.4.2.2 Basic Referring Ability
Here we start with the easiest form: referring by direct description of object attributes (e.g.,
“The big blue sphere”). Concretely, this corresponds to the “0-Relate” subset.
In CLEVR-Ref+, there are totally 6 types of attributes that may help us locate specific
objects: color, size, shape, material, ordinality, and visibility. In Figure 7.2 we show the
average detection accuracy/segmentation IoU of various methods on “0-Relate” referring
expressions that either contain or not contain a specific type of module.
Among detection models, we found that accuracy is higher when the referring expres-
sion contains descriptions of color, shape, and visibility. A reasonable conjecture is that
these concepts are easier to learn compared with the others. However, for segmentation,
the performance gaps between “exclude” and “include” are not as significant.
Though it is unclear which concept is the easiest to learn, there seems little dispute
that ordinality is the hardest. In particular, for RMI, IoU is 0.91 if the expression does
not require ordinality and 0.27 when it does. Other models do not suffer as much, but
also experience significant drops. We suspect this is because ordinality requires the global










































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 7.2. Analyzing the basic referring ability of different models. “Include” means the average
performance if a module is involved in the referring process. “Exclude” means otherwise. As a
result, high “exclude” and low “include” performance suggests that this module is more challenging
to learn, and vice versa.
7.4.2.3 Spatial Reasoning Ability
Other than directly describing the attributes, it is also common to refer to an object by its
spatial location. Here we diagnose whether referring expression models can understand
(potentially multiple steps of) relative spatial relationship, for example “The object that
is left to the red cube”. In Table 7.3, this corresponds to the “{0, 1, 2, 3}-Relate” columns.
Results are shown in Figure 7.3.
In general, we observe a small drop when referring expressions start to include spatial
reasoning. However, there does not seem to be significant difference among referring
expressions that require 1, 2, 3 steps of spatial reasoning. This seems to suggest that once
the model has grasped spatial reasoning, there is little trouble in successfully applying it
multiple times.
7.4.2.4 Different Reasoning Topologies
There are two referring expression topologies in CLEVR-Ref+: chain-structured and tree-
structured. Intuitively, a chain structure has a single reasoning path to follow, whereas a
tree structure requires following two such paths before merging. In Figure 7.4 we compare
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Figure 7.3. Analyzing the spatial reasoning ability of different models. Horizontal axis is the




















Figure 7.4. Effect of reasoning topology (Chain vs. Tree) on referring detection or segmentation
performance.
performance on referring expressions with two sequential spatial relationships vs. one on
each branch joined with AND. These two templates have roughly the same length and
complexity, so the comparison focuses on topology.
Though not consistent among the four models, tree-structured referring expressions
are generally harder than chain-structured ones. This agrees with the findings in [112].
7.4.2.5 Different Relation Types
There are two kinds of relationships in CLEVR-Ref+. One is spatial relationship that in-
cludes phrases like “left of”, “right of”, “in front of”, “behind” (discussed in Section 7.4.2.3).
The other is same-attribute relationship that requires recognizing and memorizing partic-
ular attributes of another object, e.g. “The large block(s) that have the same color as the
metal sphere”.


























Figure 7.5. Effect of relation type (Spatial vs. Same) on referring detection or segmentation
performance.
We compare the “2-Relate” column with the “Same” column in Table 7.3, again because
they have roughly the same length and complexity. All models perform much worse on
the same-attribute relationship type, suggesting that this is a hard concept to grasp. Similar
to ordinality, same-attribute requires global context.
7.4.3 Step-By-Step Inspection of Visual Reasoning
All the results discussed in Section 7.4.2 are about the endpoint of the visual reasoning
process. We argue that in order to trust the predictions made by the referring expression
system, it is also important to make sure that the intermediate reasoning steps make
sense. CLEVR-Ref+ is suitable because: (1) the semantics of the referring expressions is
modularized, and (2) the referring ground truth at all intermediate steps can be obtained
automatically (i.e. no human annotators needed).
In training our IEP-Ref model, there is always a Segment module at the end, trans-
forming the 128-channel feature map into a 1-channel segmentation mask. When testing,
we simply attach the trained Segment module to the output of all intermediate modules.
This is possible because all modules have the same number of input channels and output
channels (128). This technique would not help in the VQA setting, because there the ending
modules (e.g. Count, Equal) discard the spatial dimensions needed for visualization.
We found that this technique works quite well. In Figure 7.6 we provide four qualitative
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Figure 7.7. Average IoU going into/out of each IEP-Ref module on CLEVR-Ref+ validation set.
Note that here IoU is not only computed at the end, but also all intermediate steps. This shows that
IoU remains high throughout visual reasoning. The large differences in modules marked in dark
red are discussed in text.
their intended functionality, except the Unique module4. Yet after one more module,
4 It is supposed to simply carry over the previously referred object, yet from what we observe, its behavior
























Figure 7.8. Our IEP-Ref model can correctly handle false-premise referring expressions even if they
do not appear during training.
the segmentation mask becomes normal again. The quantitative analysis in Figure 7.7
confirms this observation: on average, IoU drops by 0.66 after each Unique module; but
IoU significantly increases after each Same or Relate module, and these are the only
modules that may come after Unique according to the templates. We conjecture that the
network has learned some mechanism to treat Unique as the “preprocessing” step of the
Same and Relate functionalities.
7.4.4 False-Premise Referring Expressions
In reality, referring expression systems may face all kinds of textual input, and not all
of them will make sense. When presented with a referring expression that makes false
assumptions (e.g. “The red sphere” when there is no sphere in the scene), the system
should follow through as much as it can, and be robust enough to return zero foreground
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at the end. We test IEP-Ref’s ability to deal with these false-premise referring expressions
(c.f. [207]). Note that no such expressions appear during training.
We generate 10,000 referring expressions that refer to zero object at the end. Qualita-
tively (see Figure 7.8), it is reassuring to see that intermediate modules are correctly doing
their jobs, and a no-foreground prediction is made at the final step. Quantitatively, IEP-Ref
predicts 0 foreground pixel more than 1/4 of the time, and ≤ 8 foreground pixels more
than 1/3 of the time.
7.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we build the CLEVR-Ref+ dataset to complement existing ones for referring
expressions. By choosing a synthetic setup, the advantage is that dataset bias can be mini-
mized, and the ground truth visual reasoning process is readily available. We evaluated
several state-of-the-art referring object detection and referring image segmentation models
on CLEVR-Ref+. In addition, we propose the IEP-Ref model, which uses a module network
approach and outperforms competing methods by a large margin. Detailed analysis are
conducted to identify the strengths and weaknesses of these models. In particular, we
found that ordinality and the same-attribute relationship seem to be the most difficult
concepts to grasp.
Besides the correctness of the final segmentation mask, the correctness of the reasoning
process is also important. We discovered that IEP-Ref provides an easy and natural way of
revealing this process: simply attach the Segment module to each intermediate step. Our
quantitative evaluation shows a high IoU at intermediate steps as well, proving that the
neural modules have indeed learned the job they are supposed to do. Another evidence is
that IEP-Ref can correctly handle false-premise referring expressions.
Going forward, we are interested to see whether these findings will transfer and inspire
better models on real data.
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Chapter 8
Scene Graph Parsing as Dependency
Parsing
This chapter presents a streamlined method for parsing a sentence into a scene graph, a
representation that is easily interpretable and could benefit vision applications.
8.1 Introduction
Recent years have witnessed the rise of interest in many tasks at the intersection of
computer vision and natural language processing, including semantic image retrieval
[114], [252], image captioning [53], [120], [153], [171], visual question answering [4], [5],
[295], and referring expressions [102], [152], [170]. The pursuit for these tasks is in line
with people’s desire for high level understanding of visual content, in particular, using
textual descriptions or questions to help understand or express images and scenes.
What is shared among all these tasks is the need for a common representation to establish
connection between the two different modalities. The majority of recent works handle
the vision side with convolutional neural networks, and the language side with recurrent
neural networks [38], [92] or word embeddings [179], [200]. In either case, neural networks
map original sources into a semantically meaningful [52], [179] vector representation that
can be aligned through end-to-end training [68]. This suggests that the vector embed-
ding space is an appropriate choice as the common representation connecting different
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a young boy in front of a soccer goal
a soccer ball in the air
a man standing with hands behind back
a woman wearing a purple shirt
a young boy wearing a black uniform
the roof is brown
the ball is white
a soccer ball on the ground
a man wearing a red and white shirt
people behind the net
goal keeper watching the ball
a white ball on the ground
goal keeper is wearing gloves
a kid is sitting on the ground
the man is standing
the uniform is black
a red and black backpack sitting on the ground
trees outside the fence









Figure 8.1. Each image in the Visual Genome [131] dataset contains tens of region descriptions
and the region scene graphs associated with them. In this chapter, we study how to generate
high quality scene graphs (two such examples are shown in the figure) from textual descriptions,
without using image information.
modalities (see e.g. [117]).
While the dense vector representation yields impressive performance, it has an unfor-
tunate limitation of being less intuitive and hard to interpret. Scene graphs [114], on the
other hand, proposed a type of directed graph to encode information in terms of objects,
attributes of objects, and relationships between objects (see Figure 8.1 for visualization).
This is a more structured and explainable way of expressing the knowledge from either
modality, and is able to serve as an alternative form of common representation. In fact,
the value of scene graph representation has already been proven in a wide range of visual
tasks, including semantic image retrieval [114], caption quality evaluation [3], etc. In this
chapter, we focus on scene graph generation from textual descriptions.
Previous attempts at this problem [3], [219] follow the same spirit. They first use a
dependency parser to obtain the dependency relationship for all words in a sentence, and
then use either a rule-based or a learned classifier as post-processing to generate the scene
graph. However, the rule-based classifier cannot learn from data, and the learned classifier
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is rather simple with hand-engineered features. In addition, the dependency parser was
trained on linguistics data to produce complete dependency trees, some parts of which
may be redundant and hence confuse the scene graph generation process.
Therefore, our model abandons the two-stage pipeline, and uses a single, customized
dependency parser instead. The customization is necessary for two reasons. First is the
difference in label space. Standard dependency parsing has tens of edge labels to represent
rich relationships between words in a sentence, but in scene graphs we are only interested
in three types, namely objects, attributes, and relations. Second is whether every word
needs a head. In some sense, the scene graph represents the “skeleton” of the sentence,
which suggests that empty words are unlikely to be included in the scene graph. We argue
that in scene graph generation, it is unnecessary to require a parent word for every single
word.
We build our model on top of a neural dependency parser implementation [126] that is
among the state-of-the-art. We show that our carefully customized dependency parser is
able to generate high quality scene graphs by learning from data. Specifically, we use the
Visual Genome dataset [131], which provides rich amounts of region description - region
graph pairs. We first align nodes in region graphs with words in the region descriptions
using simple rules, and then use this alignment to train our customized dependency parser.
We evaluate our parser by computing the F-score between the parsed scene graphs and




The scene graph representation was proposed in [114] as a way to represent the rich,
structured knowledge within an image. The nodes in a scene graph represent either an
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object, an attribute for an object, or a relationship between two objects. The edges depict
the connection and association between two nodes. This representation is later adopted
in the Visual Genome dataset [131], where a large number of scene graphs are annotated
through crowd-sourcing.
The scene graph representation has been proved useful in various problems including
semantic image retrieval [114], visual question answering [248], 3D scene synthesis [25],
and visual relationship detection [163]. Excluding [114] which used ground truth, scene
graphs are obtained either from images [45], [144], [270] or from textual descriptions [3],
[219]. In this chapter we focus on the latter.
In particular, parsed scene graphs are used in [219] for image retrieval. We show
that with our more accurate scene graph parser, performance on this task can be further
improved.
8.2.2 Parsing to Graph Representations
The goal of dependency parsing [135] is to assign a parent word to every word in a sentence,
and every such connection is associated with a label. Dependency parsing is particularly
suitable for scene graph generation because it directly models the relationship between
individual words without introducing extra nonterminals. In fact, all previous work [3],
[219] on scene graph generation run dependency parsing on the textual description as a
first step, followed by either heuristic rules or simple classifiers. Instead of running two
separate stages, our work proposed to use a single dependency parser that is end-to-end.
In other words, our customized dependency parser generates the scene graph in an online
fashion as it reads the textual description once from left to right.
In recent years, dependency parsing with neural network features [26], [44], [56], [57],
[126], [224] has shown impressive performance. In particular, [126] used bidirectional
LSTMs to generate features for individual words, which are then used to predict parsing
actions. We base our model on [126] for both its simplicity and good performance.
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Apart from dependency parsing, Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) parsing [66],
[128], [254], [259] may also benefit scene graph generation. However, as first pointed out
in [3], the use of dependency trees still appears to be a common theme in the literature,
and we leave the exploration of AMR parsing for scene graph generation as future work.
More broadly, our task also relates to entity and relation extraction, e.g. [121], but there
object attributes are not handled. Neural module networks [4] also use dependency parses,
but they translate questions into a series of actions, whereas we parse descriptions into
their graph form. Finally, [132] connected parsing and grounding by training the parser in
a weakly supervised fashion.
8.3 Task Description
In this section, we begin by reviewing the scene graph representation, and show how its
nodes and edges relate to the words and arcs in dependency parsing. We then describe
simple yet reliable rules to align nodes in scene graphs with words in textual descriptions,
such that customized dependency parsing, described in the next section, may be trained
and applied.
8.3.1 Scene Graph Definition
There are three types of nodes in a scene graph: object, attribute, and relation. Let O be
the set of object classes, A be the set of attribute types, andR be the set of relation types.
Given a sentence s, our goal in this chapter is to parse s into a scene graph:
G(s) = ⟨O(s), A(s), R(s)⟩ (8.1)
where O(s) = {o1(s), . . . , om(s)}, oi(s) ∈ O is the set of object instances mentioned in
s, A(s) ⊆ O(s)×A is the set of attributes associated with object instances, and R(s) ⊆
O(s)×R×O(s) is the set of relations between object instances.
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G(s) is a graph because we can first create an object node for every element in O(s); then
for every (o, a) pair in A(s), we create an attribute node and add an unlabeled edge o → a;
finally for every (o1, r, o2) triplet in R(s), we create a relation node and add two unlabeled
edges o1 → r and r → o2. The resulting directed graph exactly encodes information in
G(s). We call this the node-centric graph representation of a scene graph.
We realize that a scene graph can be equivalently represented by no longer distinguish-
ing between the three types of nodes, yet assigning labels to the edges instead. Concretely,
this means there is now only one type of node, but we assign a ATTR label for every o → a
edge, a SUBJ label for every o1 → r edge, and a OBJT label for every r → o2 edge. We call
this the edge-centric graph representation of a scene graph.
We can now establish a connection between scene graphs and dependency trees. Here
we only consider scene graphs that are acyclic1. The edge-centric view of a scene graph
is very similar to a dependency tree: they are both directed acyclic graphs where the
edges/arcs have labels. The difference is that in a scene graph, the nodes are the ob-
jects/attributes/relations and the edges have label space {ATTR, SUBJ, OBJT}, whereas
in a dependency tree, the nodes are individual words in a sentence and the edges have a
much larger label space.
8.3.2 Sentence-Graph Alignment
We have shown the connection between nodes in scene graphs and words in dependency
parsing. With alignment between nodes in scene graphs and words in the textual de-
scription, scene graph generation and dependency parsing becomes equivalent: we can
construct the generated scene graph from the set of labeled edges returned by the depen-
dency parser. Unfortunately, such alignment is not provided between the region graphs
and region descriptions in the Visual Genome [131] dataset. Here we describe how we use
simple yet reliable rules to do sentence-graph (word-node) alignment.
1 In Visual Genome, only 4.8% region graphs have cyclic structures.
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Algorithm 8.1: First cycle of the alignment procedure.
1 Input: Sentence s; Scene graph G(s)
2 Initialize aligned nodes N as empty set
3 Initialize aligned words W as empty set
4 for o in object nodes of G(s) \ N do
5 for w in s \W do
6 if o ↔ w according to WBW then
7 Add (o, w); N = N ∪ {o}; W = W ∪ {w}
8 for a in attribute nodes of G(s) \ N do
9 for w in s \W do
10 if a↔ w according to WBW or SYN and a’s object node is in N then
11 Add (a, w); N = N ∪ {a}; W = W ∪ {w}
12 for r in relation nodes of G(s) \ N do
13 for w in s \W do
14 if r ↔ w according to WBW or SYN and r’s subject and object nodes are both
in N then
15 Add (r, w); N = N ∪ {r}; W = W ∪ {w}
There are two strategies that we could use in deciding whether to align a scene graph
node d (whose label space is O ∪A∪R) with a word/phrase w in the sentence:
• Word-by-word match (WBW): d ↔ w only when d’s label and w match word-for-
word.
• Synonym match (SYN)2: d↔ w when the wordnet synonyms of d’s label contain w.
Obviously WBW is a more conservative strategy than SYN.
We propose to use two cycles and each cycle further consists of three steps, where we
try to align objects, attributes, relations in that order. The pseudocode for the first cycle is
in Algorithm 8.1. The second cycle repeats line 4-15 immediately afterwards, except that
in line 6 we also allow SYN. Intuitively, in the first cycle we use a conservative strategy
to find “safe” objects, and then scan for their attributes and relations. In the second cycle
2 This strategy is also used in [48] and [3].
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we relax and allow synonyms in aligning object nodes, also followed by the alignment of
attribute and relation nodes.
The ablation study of the alignment procedure is reported in the experimental section.
8.4 Customized Dependency Parsing
In the previous section, we have established the connection between scene graph genera-
tion and dependency parsing, which assigns a parent word for every word in a sentence,
as well as a label for this directed arc. We start by describing our base dependency parsing
model, which is neural network based and performs among the state-of-the-art. We then
show why and how we do customization, such that scene graph generation is achieved
with a single, end-to-end model.
8.4.1 Neural Dependency Parsing Base Model
We base our model on the transition-based parser of [126]. Here we describe its key com-
ponents: the arc-hybrid system that defines the transition actions, the neural architecture
for feature extractor and scoring function, and the loss function.
The Arc-Hybrid System In the arc-hybrid system, a configuration consists of a stack σ,
a buffer β, and a set T of dependency arcs. Given a sentence s = w1, . . . , wn, the system is
initialized with an empty stack σ, an empty arc set T, and β = 1, . . . , n,ROOT, where ROOT
is a special index. The system terminates when σ is empty and β contains only ROOT. The
dependency tree is given by the arc set T upon termination.
The arc-hybrid system allows three transition actions, SHIFT, LEFTl, RIGHTl, described
in Table 8.1. The SHIFT transition moves the first element of the buffer to the stack. The
LEFT(l) transition yields an arc from the first element of the buffer to the top element of
the stack, and then removes the top element from the stack. The RIGHT(l) transition yields
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Stack σt Buffer βt Arc set Tt Action Stack σt+1 Buffer βt+1 Arc set Tt+1
σ b0|β T SHIFT σ|b0 β T
σ|s1|s0 b0|β T LEFT(l) σ|s1 b0|β T ∪ {(b0, s0, l)}
σ|s1|s0 β T RIGHT(l) σ|s1 β T ∪ {(s1, s0, l)}
σ|s0 β T REDUCE σ β T
Table 8.1. Transition actions under the arc-hybrid system. The first three actions are from depen-
dency parsing; the last one is introduced for scene graph parsing.
an arc from the second top element of the stack to the top element of the stack, and then
also removes the top element from the stack.
The following paragraphs describe how to select the correct transition action (and label
l) in each step in order to generate a correct dependency tree.
BiLSTM Feature Extractor Let the word embeddings of a sentence s be w1, . . . , wn. An
LSTM cell is a parameterized function that takes as input wt, and updates its hidden states:
LSTM cell : (wt, ht−1)→ ht (8.2)
As a result, an LSTM network, which simply applies the LSTM cell t times, is a parameter-
ized function mapping a sequence of input vectors w1:t to a sequence of output vectors h1:t.
In our notation, we drop the intermediate vectors h1:t−1 and let LSTM(w1:t) represent ht.
A bidirectional LSTM, or BiLSTM for short, consists of two LSTMs: LSTMF which
reads the input sequence in the original order, and LSTMB which reads it in reverse. Then
BILSTM(w1:n, i) =
LSTMF(w1:i) ◦ LSTMB(wn:i) (8.3)
where ◦ denotes concatenation. Intuitively, the forward LSTM encodes information from
the left side of the i-th word and the backward LSTM encodes information to its right, such
that the vector vi = BILSTM(w1:n, i) has the full sentence as context.
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When predicting the transition action, the feature function ϕ(c) that summarizes the
current configuration c = (σ, β, T) is simply the concatenated BiLSTM vectors of the top
three elements in the stack and the first element in the buffer:
ϕ(c) = vs2 ◦ vs1 ◦ vs0 ◦ vb0 (8.4)
MLP Scoring Function The score of transition action y under the current configuration c
is determined by a multi-layer perceptron with one hidden layer:
f (c, y) = MLP(ϕ(c))[y] (8.5)
where
MLP(x) = W2 · tanh(W1 · x + b1) + b2 (8.6)
Hinge Loss Function The training objective is to raise the scores of correct transitions
above scores of incorrect ones. Therefore, at each step, we use a hinge loss defined as:





f (c, y−)) (8.7)
where Y is the set of possible transitions and Y+ is the set of correct transitions at the
current step. In each training step, the parser scores all possible transitions using Equa-
tion 8.5, incurs a loss using Equation 8.7, selects a following transition, and updates the
configuration. Losses at individual steps are summed throughout the parsing of a sentence,
and then parameters are updated using backpropagation.




In order to generate scene graphs with dependency parsing, modification is necessary for
at least two reasons. First, we need to redefine the label space of arcs so as to reflect the
edge-centric representation of a scene graph. Second, not every word in the sentence will
be (part of) a node in the scene graph (see Figure 8.2 for an example). In other words, some
words in the sentence may not have a parent word, which violates the dependency parsing
setting. We tackle these two challenges by redesigning the edge labels and expanding the
set of transition actions.
Redesigning Edge Labels We define a total of five edge labels, so as to faithfully bridge
the edge-centric view of scene graphs with dependency parsing models:
• CONT: This label is created for nodes whose label is a phrase. For example, the phrase
“in front of” is a single relation node in the scene graph. By introducing the CONT
label, we expect the parsing result to be either
in CONT−−−→ front CONT−−−→ of (8.8)
or
in CONT←−−− front CONT←−−− of (8.9)
where the direction of the arcs (left or right) is predefined by hand.
The leftmost word under the right arc rule or the rightmost word under the left arc
rule is called the head of the phrase. A single-word node does not need this CONT
label, and the head is itself.
• ATTR: The arc label from the head of an object node to the head of an attribute node.
• SUBJ: The arc label from the head of an object node (subject) to the head of a relation
node.
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• OBJT: The arc label from the head of a relation node to the head of an object node
(object).
• BEGN: The arc label from the ROOT index to all heads of object nodes without a parent.
Expanding Transition Actions With the three transition actions SHIFT, LEFT(l), RIGHT(l),
we only drop an element (from the top of the stack) after it has already been associated
with an arc. This design ensures that an arc is associated with every word. However, in our
setting for scene graph generation, there may be no arc for some of the words, especially
empty words.
Our solution is to augment the action set with a REDUCE action, that pops the stack
without adding to the arc set (see Table 8.1). This action is often used in other transition-
based dependency parsing systems (e.g. arc-eager [192]). More recently, [90] and [20] also
included this action when parsing sentences to graph structures.
We still minimize the loss function defined in Equation 8.7, except that now |Y| increases
from 3 to 4. During training, we impose the oracle to select the REDUCE action when it is in
Y+. In terms of loss function, we increment by 1 the loss incurred by the other 3 transition
actions if REDUCE incurs zero loss.
8.5 Experiments
8.5.1 Implementation Details
We train and evaluate our scene graph parsing model on (a subset of) the Visual Genome
[131] dataset. Each image in Visual Genome contains a number of regions, and each region
is annotated with both a region description and a region scene graph. Our training set is
the intersection of Visual Genome and MS COCO [148] train2014 set, which contains a
total of 34027 images/ 1070145 regions. We evaluate on the intersection of Visual Genome





Ours (left arc rule) 0.4967
Ours (right arc rule) 0.4952
Ours (all SYN) 0.4877
Ours (no SYN) 0.4538
Oracle 0.6985
Table 8.2. The F-scores (i.e. SPICE metric) between scene graphs parsed from region descriptions
and ground truth region graphs on the intersection of Visual Genome [131] and MS COCO [148]
validation set.
In our experiments, the number of hidden units in BiLSTM is 256; the number of layers
in BiLSTM is 2; the word embedding dimension is 200; the number of hidden units in
MLP is 100. We use fixed learning rate 0.001 and Adam optimizer [125] with epsilon 0.01.
Training usually converges within 4 epochs.
8.5.2 Quality of Parsed Scene Graphs
We use a slightly modified version of SPICE score [3] to evaluate the quality of scene graph
parsing. Specifically, for every region, we parse its description using a parser (e.g. the
one used in SPICE or our customized dependency parser), and then calculate the F-score
between the parsed graph and the ground truth region graph (see Section 3.2 of [3] for
more details). Note that when SPICE calculates the F-score, a node in one graph could
be matched to several nodes in the other, which is problematic. We fix this and enforce
one-to-one matching when calculating the F-score. Finally, we report the average F-score
across all regions.
Table 8.2 summarizes our results. We see that our customized dependency parsing
model achieves an average F-score of 49.67%, which significantly outperforms the parser
used in SPICE by 5 percent. This result shows that our customized dependency parser is
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very effective at learning from data, and generates more accurate scene graphs than the
best previous approach.
Ablation Studies First, we study how the sentence-graph alignment procedure affects
the final performance. Recall that our procedure involves two cycles, each with three steps.
Of the six steps, synonym match (SYN) is only not used in the first step. We tried two
more settings, where SYN is either used in all six steps or none of the six steps. We can see
from Table 8.2 that the final F-score drops in both cases, hence supporting the procedure
that we chose.
Second, we study whether changing the direction of CONT arcs from pointing left to
pointing right will make much difference. Table 8.2 shows that the two choices give very
similar performance, suggesting that our dependency parser is robust to this design choice.
Finally, we report the oracle score, which is the similarity between the aligned graphs
that we use during training and the ground truth graphs. The F-score is relatively high
at 69.85%. This shows that improving the parser (about 20% margin) and improving the
sentence-graph alignment (about 30% margin) are both promising directions for future
research.
Qualitative Examples We provide one parsing example in Figure 8.2 and Figure 8.3. This
is a sentence that is relatively simple, and the underlying scene graph includes two object
nodes, one attribute node, and one compound word relation node. In parsing this sentence,
all four actions listed in Table 8.1 are used (see Figure 8.3) to produce the edge-centric
scene graph (bottom left of Figure 8.2), which is then trivially converted to the node-centric
scene graph (bottom right of Figure 8.2).
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black         barrier         in   front   of         person
Ground truth (node-centric)
black         barrier         in         front
SPICE (node-centric): F-score 0.6








black         barrier         in   front   of         person
Figure 8.2. Scene graph parsing result of the sentence “black barrier in front of the person”. In the
node-centric graphs, orange represents object node, green represents attribute node, blue represents
relation node.
Stack Buffer Action
0 black barrier in front of the person ROOT SHIFT
1 black barrier in front of the person ROOT LEFT(ATTR)
2 barrier in front of the person ROOT SHIFT
3 barrier in front of the person ROOT SHIFT
4 barrier in front of the person ROOT LEFT(CONT)
5 barrier front of the person ROOT SHIFT
6 barrier front of the person ROOT LEFT(CONT)
7 barrier of the person ROOT SHIFT
8 barrier of the person ROOT SHIFT
9 barrier of the person ROOT REDUCE
10 barrier of person ROOT SHIFT
11 barrier of person ROOT RIGHT(OBJT)
12 barrier of ROOT RIGHT(SUBJ)
13 barrier ROOT LEFT(BEGN)
14 ROOT
Figure 8.3. Intermediate actions taken by the trained dependency parser when parsing the sentence
“black barrier in front of the person”.
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Development set Test set
R@5 R@10 Med. rank R@5 R@10 Med. rank
[219] 33.82% 45.58% 6 34.96% 45.68% 5
Ours 36.69% 49.41% 4 36.70% 49.37% 5
Table 8.3. Image retrieval results. We follow the same experiment setup as [219], except using a
different scoring function when ranking images. Our parser consistently outperforms the Stanford
Scene Graph Parser across evaluation metrics.
8.5.3 Application in Image Retrieval
We test if the advantage of our parser can be propagated to computer vision tasks, such
as image retrieval. We directly compare our parser with the Stanford Scene Graph Parser
[219] on the development set and test set of the image retrieval dataset used in [219] (not
Visual Genome).
For every region in an image, there is a human-annotated region description and region
scene graph. The queries are the region descriptions. If the region graph corresponding
to the query is a subgraph of the complete graph of another image, then that image is
added to the ground truth set for this query. All these are strictly following [219]. However,
since we did not obtain nor reproduce the CRF model used in [114] and [219], we used
F-score similarity instead of the likelihood of the maximum a posteriori CRF solution when
ranking the images based on the region descriptions. Therefore the numbers we report in
Table 8.3 are not directly comparable with those reported in [219].
Our parser delivers better retrieval performance across all three evaluation metrics:
recall@5, recall@10, and median rank. We also notice that the numbers in our retrieval
setting are higher than those (even with oracle) in [219]’s retrieval setting. This strongly
suggests that generating accurate scene graphs from images is a very promising research
direction in image retrieval, and grounding parsed scene graphs to bounding box proposals
without considering visual attributes/relationships [114] is suboptimal.
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8.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we offer a new perspective and solution to the task of parsing scene graphs
from textual descriptions. We begin by moving the labels/types from the nodes to the
edges and introducing the edge-centric view of scene graphs. We further show that the
gap between edge-centric scene graphs and dependency parses can be filled with a careful
redesign of label and action space. This motivates us to train a single, customized, end-
to-end neural dependency parser for this task, as opposed to prior approaches that used
generic dependency parsing followed by heuristics or simple classifier. We directly train
our parser on a subset of Visual Genome [131], without transferring any knowledge from
Penn Treebank [172] as previous works did. The quality of our trained parser is validated
in terms of both SPICE similarity to the ground truth graphs and recall rate/median rank
when performing image retrieval.
We hope this chapter can lead to more thoughts on the creative uses and extensions of
existing NLP tools to tasks and datasets in other domains. In the future, we plan to tackle
more computer vision tasks with this improved scene graph parsing technique in hand,
such as image region grounding. We also plan to investigate parsing scene graph with








Adversarial Attacks Beyond the Image
Space
This chapter studies the robustness of 2D image recognition models against perturbations
in 3D physical properties.
9.1 Introduction
Recent years have witnessed a rapid development in the area of deep learning, in which
deep neural networks have been applied to a wide range of computer vision tasks, such
as image classification [134][89], object detection [211], semantic segmentation [223][30],
visual question answering [5][112], etc. Despite the great success of deep learning, there
still lacks an effective method to understand the working mechanism of deep neural
networks. An interesting effort is to generate so-called adversarial perturbations. They are
visually imperceptible noise [78] which, after being added to an input image, changes the
prediction results completely, sometimes ridiculously. These examples can be constructed
in a wide range of vision problems, including image classification [189], object detection
and semantic segmentation [267]. Researchers believed that the existence of adversaries
implies unknown properties in the feature space [243].
Our work is motivated by the fact that conventional 2D adversaries were often gener-
ated by modifying each image pixel individually. We instead consider perturbations of the
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3D Object 2D Image
Round #1: car 
Round #2: car 




modifying 2D imagemodifying 3D scene
Beyond the Image Space In the Image Space
Attack Success!
Figure 9.1. The vast majority of existing works on adversarial attacks focus on modifying pixel
values in 2D images to cause wrong CNN predictions. In our work, we consider the more complete
vision pipeline, where 2D images are in fact projections of the underlying 3D scene. This suggests
that adversarial attacks can go beyond the image space, and directly change physically meaningful
properties that define the 3D scene. We suspect that these adversarial examples are more physically
plausible and thus pose more serious security concerns.
3D scene that are often non-local and correspond to physical properties of the object. We
notice that previous work found adversarial examples “in the physical world” by taking
photos on the printed perturbed images [137]. But our work is different and more essential,
as we are attacking the intrinsic parameters that define the 3D scene/object, whereas [137]
is still limited to attacking 2D image pixels. For this respect, we plug 3D rendering as
a network module into the state-of-the-art neural networks for object classification and
visual question answering. In this way, we build a mapping function from the physical
space (a set of physical parameters, including surface normals, illumination and material),
via the image space (a rendered 2D image), to the output space (the object class or the answer
to a question). See Figure 9.1 which illustrates this framework.
The per-pixel image-space attack can be explained in terms of per-pixel changes of
albedo, but it is highly unlikely that these individual perturbations happen to correspond
to, e.g., a simple rotation of the object in 3D. Using our pipeline with rendering, we
indeed found it almost impossible to approximate the 2D image adversaries using the 3D
physically meaningful perturbations. At the same time, this suggests a natural mechanism
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𝑝 = 3.7 × 10−3 conf = 89.9%







R: helmet Physical SpaceOriginal Input Image
Physical-Space Attack Details
Rotating the object by −2.9, 9.4 and 2.5
(× 10−3 rad) by 𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝑧 axes; then 
moving it by 2.0, 0.0 and 0.2 (× 10−3 unit 
length) along 𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝑧 axes; tuning its 
color by 9.1, 5.4 and −4.8 (× 10−2 max 
intensity) in the RGB space; adjusting the 
light source by −0.3 unit; and change the 
light angle by 9.5, 5.4 and 0.6 (× 10−2
unit).
Q: What size is the other red block that
is the same material as the blue cube?
A: large
A: 0
𝑝 = 2.4 × 10−3 conf = 64.3%





Q:Howmanyother purple objects have the
sameshape as thepurplematteobject?
A: 0
A: 1 Physical Space
Part of Physical-Space Attack Details
• Illumination
Δ𝐋key = 0.0,1.3, −1.9, −2.5 /100, …
•Object 2
Δ𝑟, Δ𝜃 = 1.1,3.6 /100, …
•Object 3
Δ𝑥, Δ𝑦 = −2.9, 5.9 /100, …
•Object 9
Δ𝐜 = −4.2, 0.5,2.2 /100, …
•……
Figure 9.2. Adversarial examples for 3D object classification and visual question answering, under
either a differentiable or a non-differentiable renderer. The top row shows that while it is of
course possible to produce adversarial examples by attacking the image space, it is also possible
to successfully attack on the physical space by changing factors such as surface normal, material,
lighting condition (see Section 9.3.1). The bottom row demonstrates the same using a more realistic
non-differentiable renderer, with descriptions of how to carry out the attack. p and conf are the
perceptibility (see Section 9.3.2) and the confidence (post-softmax output) on the predicted class.
for defending adversaries – finding an approximate solution in the physical space and
re-rendering will make most image-space adversaries fail. This analysis-by-synthesis
process offers new direction in dealing with adversarial examples and occlusion cases.
This chapter mainly tries to answer the following question: can neural networks still
be fooled if we do not perturb 2D image pixels, but instead perturb 3D physical prop-
erties? This is about directly generating perturbations in the physical space (i.e., modifying
basic physical parameters) that cause the neural network predictions to fail. Specifically,
we compute the difference between the current output and the desired output, and use
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gradient descent to update parameters in the physical space (i.e., beyond the image space,
which contains physical parameters such as surface normals and illumination conditions).
This attack is implemented by either iterative Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) [78]
(for differentiable rendering) or the Zeroth-Order Optimization approach [33] (for non-
differentiable rendering). We constrain the change in the image intensities to guarantee
the perturbations to be visually imperceptible. Our major finding is that attacking the
physical space is more difficult than attacking the image space. Although it is possible to
find adversaries in this way (see Figure 9.2 for a few of these examples), the success rate is
lower and the perceptibility of perturbations becomes much larger than required in the
image space. This is expected, as the rendering process couples changes in pixel values,
i.e., modifying one physical parameter (e.g., illumination) may cause many pixels to be
changed at the same time.
9.2 Related Work
Deep learning is the state-of-the-art machine learning technique to learn visual representa-
tions from labeled data. Yet despite the success of deep learning, it remains challenging to
explain what is learned by these complicated models. One of the most interesting evidence
is adversaries [78]: small noise that is (i) imperceptible to humans, and (ii) able to cause
deep neural networks make wrong predictions after being added to the input image. Early
studies were mainly focused on image classification [189][184]. But soon, researchers
were able to attack deep networks for detection and segmentation [267], and also visual
question answering [273]. Efforts were also made in finding universal perturbations which
can transfer across images [183], as well as adversarial examples in the physical world
produced by taking photos on the printed perturbed images [137].
Attacking a known network (both network architecture and weights are given, a.k.a, a
white box) started with setting a goal. There were generally two types of goals. The first
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one (a non-targeted attack) aimed at reducing the probability of the true class [189], and the
second one (a targeted attack) defined a specific class that the network should predict [160].
After that, the error between the current and the target predictions was computed, and
gradients back-propagated to the image layer. This idea was developed into a set of
algorithms, including the Steepest Gradient Descent Method (SGDM) [184] and the Fast
Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) [78]. The difference lies in that SGDM computed accurate
gradients, while FGSM merely kept the sign in every dimension. The iterative version
of these two algorithms were also studied [137]. In comparison, attacking an unknown
network (a.k.a., a black box) is much more challenging [160], and an effective way is to
sum up perturbations from a set of white-box attacks [267]. In opposite, there exist efforts
in protecting deep networks from adversarial attacks [197][138][250]. People also designed
algorithms to hack these defenders [23] as well as to detect whether adversarial attacks
are present [177]. This competition has boosted both attackers and defenders to a higher
level [6].
More recently, there is increasing interest in adversarial attacks other than modifying
pixel values. [137] showed that the adversarial effect still exists if we print the digitally-
perturbed 2D image on paper. [59][199] fooled vision systems by rotating the 2D image or
changing its brightness. [62][7] created real-world 3D objects, either by 3D printing or ap-
plying stickers, that consistently cause perception failure. However, these adversaries have
high perceptibility and must involve sophisticated change in object appearance. To find
adversarial examples in 3D, we use a renderer, either differentiable or non-differentiable,
to map a 3D scene to a 2D image and then to the output. In this way it is possible, though
challenging, to generate interpretable and physically plausible adversarial perturbations
in the 3D scene.
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9.3 Approach
9.3.1 From Physical Parameters to Prediction
As the basis of this work, we extend deep neural networks to receive the physical param-
eters of a 3D scene, render them into a 2D image, and output prediction, e.g., the class
of an object, or the answer to a visual question. Note that our research involves 3D to
2D rendering as part of the pipeline, which stands out from previous work which either
worked on rendered 2D images [241][113], or directly processed 3D data without rendering
them into 2D images [205][221].
We denote the physical space, image space and output space by X , Y and Z , respec-
tively. Given a 3D scene X ∈ X , the first step is to render it into a 2D image Y ∈ Y , and
the second step is to predict the output of Y, denoted by Z ∈ Z . The overall framework
is denoted by Z = f[r(X) ; θ], where r(·) is the renderer, f[·; θ] is the target deep network
with θ being parameters.
There are different models for the 3D rendering function r(·). One of them is differ-
entiable [155], which considers three sets of physical parameters, i.e., surface normals N,
illumination L, and material m1. By giving these parameters, we assume that the camera
geometries, e.g., position, rotation, field-of-view, etc., are known beforehand and will
remain unchanged in each case. The rendering module is denoted by Y = r(N, L, m). In
practice, the rendering process is implemented as a network layer, which is differentiable
to input parameters N, L and m. Another option is to use a non-differentiable renderer
which often provides much higher quality [16][175]. In practice we choose an open-source
software named Blender [16]. Not assuming differentiability makes it possible to work on
1 In this model, N is a 2-channel image of spatial size WN × HN, where each pixel is encoded by the
azimuth and polar angles of the normal vector at this position; L is defined by an HDR environment map of
dimension WL × HL, with each pixel storing the intensity of the light coming from this direction (a spherical
coordinate system is used); and m impacts image rendering with a set of bidirectional reflectance distribution
functions (BRDFs) which describe the point-wise light reflection for both diffuse and specular surfaces [190].
The material parameters used in this chapter come from the directional statistics BRDF model [191], which
represents a BRDF as a combination of Dm distributions with Pm parameters in each. Mathematically, we
have N ∈ RWN×HN×2, L ∈ RWL×HL and m ∈ RDm×Pm .
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a wider range of parameters, such as color (C), translation (T), rotation (R) and lighting (L)
considered in this work, in which translation and rotation cannot be implemented by a
differentiable renderer2.
We consider two popular object understanding tasks, namely, 3D object classification
and 3D visual question answering, both of which are straightforward based on the rendered
2D images. Object classification is built upon standard deep networks, and visual question
answering, when both the input image Y and question q are given, is also a variant of
image classification (the goal is to choose the correct answer from a pre-defined set of
choices).
In the adversary generation stage, given pre-trained networks, the goal is to attack a
model Z = f[r(X) ; θ] = f ◦ r(X; θ). For object classification, θ is fixed network weights,
denoted by θC. For visual question answering, it is weights from an assembled network
determined by the question q, denoted by θV(q). Z ∈ [0, 1]K is the output, with K being
the number of object classes or choices.
9.3.2 Attacks Beyond the Image Space
Attacking the physical parameters starts with setting a goal, which is what we hope the
network to predict. This is done by minimizing a loss function L(Z), which determines
how far the current output is from the desired status. An adversarial attack may either
be targeted or non-targeted, and in this work we focus on the non-targeted attack, which
specifies a class c′ (usually the original true class) as which the image should not be
classified, and the goal is to minimize the c′-th dimension of the output Z: L(Z) .=
L(Z; c′) = Zc′ .
2 For 3D object classification, we follow [241] to configure the 3D scene. L is a 5-dimensional vector, where
the first two dimensions indicate the magnitudes of the environment and point light sources, and the last
three the position of the point light source. C, T, R are all 3-dimensional properties of the single object. For
3D visual question answering we follow [112]. L is a 12-dimensional vector that represents the energy and
position of 3 point light sources. For every object in the scene, C is 3-dimensional, corresponding to RGB; T
is 2-dimensional which is the object’s 2D location on the plane; R is a scalar rotation angle.
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An obvious way to attack the physical space works by expanding the loss function
L(Z), i.e., L(Z) = L ◦ f ◦ r(X; θ), and minimizing this function with respect to the physical
parameters X. The optimization starts with an initial (unperturbed) state X0
.
= X. A total
of Tmax iterations are performed. In the t-th round, we compute the gradient vectors with
respect to Xt−1, i.e., ∆Xt = ∇Xt−1L ◦ f ◦ r(Xt−1, θ), and update Xt−1 along this direction:
Xt = Xt−1 + η · ∆Xt−1, where η is the learning rate. This iterative process is terminated if
the goal of attacking is achieved or the maximal number of iterations Tmax is reached. The
accumulated perturbation over all T iterations is denoted by ∆X = η ·∑Tt=1∆Xt.
The way of computing gradients ∆Xt depends on whether r(·) is differentiable. If so,
this can be simply back-propagate gradients from the output space to the physical space.
We follow the Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) [78] to only preserve the sign in each
dimension of the gradient vector. Otherwise, we apply zeroth-order optimization. To
attack the d-th dimension in X, we set a small value δ and approximate the gradient of
Z by ∂L(Z)∂Xd ≈
L◦f◦r(X+δ·ed)−L◦f◦r(X−δ·ed)
2×δ , where ed is a D-dimensional vector with the d-th
dimension set to be 1 and all the others to be 0. In general, every step of such update
may randomly select a subset of all D dimensions for efficiency considerations, so our
optimization algorithm is a form of stochastic coordinate descent. This is reminiscent
of [33], where each step updates the values of a random subset of pixel values. Also
following [33], we use the Adam optimizer [125] instead of standard gradient descent for
its faster convergence.
9.3.3 Perceptibility
The goal of an adversarial attack is to produce a visually imperceptible perturbation, so
that the network makes incorrect predictions after it is added to the original image. Given
a rendering model Y = r(X) and an added perturbation ∆X, the perturbation added to the
rendered image is: ∆Y = r(X + ∆X)− r(X).
There are in general two ways of computing perceptibility. One of them works directly
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, where yw,h is a 3-dimensional vector representing the
RGB intensities (normalized in [0, 1]) of a pixel. Similarly, we can also define the perceptibil-












We take p(∆Y) as the major criterion of visual imperceptibility. Because of continuity,
this can guarantee that all physical perturbations are sufficiently small as well. An advan-
tage of placing the perceptibility constraint on pixels is that it allows a fair comparison
of the attack success rates between image space attacks and physical space attacks. It
also allows a direct comparison between attacks on different physical parameters. One
potential disadvantage of placing the perceptibility constraint on physical parameters is
that different physical parameters have different units and ranges. For example, the value
range of RGB is [0, 255], whereas that of spatial translation is (−∞, ∞). It is not directly
obvious how to find a common threshold for different physical parameters.
When using the differentiable renderer, in order to guarantee imperceptibility, we
constrain the RGB intensity changes on the image layer. In each iteration, after a new set
of physical perturbations are generated, we check all pixels on the re-rendered image, and
any perturbations exceeding a fixed threshold U = 18 from the original image is truncated.
Truncations cause the inconsistency between the physical parameters and the rendered
image and risk failures in attacking. To avoid frequent truncations, we set the learning
rate η to be small, which consequently increases the number of iterations needed to attack
the network.
When using the non-differentiable renderer, we pursue an alternative approach by
adding another term ∥∆Y∥22 into the loss function (weighted by λ) [23], [33], such that
optimization can balance between attack success and perceptibility.
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9.3.4 Interpreting Image Space Adversaries in Physical Space
We do a reality check to confirm that image-space adversaries are almost never consis-
tent with the non-local physical perturbations according to our (admittedly imperfect)
rendering model. They are, of course, consistent with per-pixel changes of albedo.
We first find a perturbation ∆Y in the image space, and then compute a perturbation in
the physical space, ∆X, that corresponds to ∆Y. This is to set the optimization goal in the
image space instead of the output space, though the optimization process is barely changed.
Note that we are indeed pursuing interpreting ∆Y in the physical space. Not surprisingly,
as we will show in experiments, the reconstruction loss ∥Y + ∆Y− r(X + ∆X)∥1 does not
go down, suggesting that approximations of ∆Y in the physical space either do not exist,
or cannot be found by the currently available optimization methods such as FGSM.
9.4 Experiments
9.4.1 3D Object Classification
3D object recognition experiments are conducted on the ShapeNetCore-v2 dataset [24],
which contains 55 rigid object categories, each with various 3D models. Two popular
deep neural networks are used: an 8-layer AlexNet [134] and a 34-layer deep residual
network [89]. Both networks are pre-trained on the ILSVRC2012 dataset [214], and fine-
tuned in our training set for 40 epochs using batch size 256. The learning rate is 0.001 for
AlexNet and 0.005 for ResNet-34.
We experiment with both a differentiable renderer [155] and a non-differentiable ren-
derer [16], and as a result there are some small differences in the experimental setup,
despite the shared settings described above.
For the differentiable renderer, we randomly sample 125 3D models from each class,
and select 4 fixed viewpoints for each object, so that each category has 500 training
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images. Similarly, another randomly chosen 50× 4 images for each class are used for
testing. AlexNet and ResNet-34 achieve 73.59% and 79.35% top-1 classification accuracies,
respectively. These numbers are comparable to the single-view baseline accuracy reported
in [241]. For each class, from the correctly classified testing samples, we choose 5 images
with the highest classification probabilities on ResNet-34, and filter out 22 of them which
are incorrectly classified by AlexNet, resulting in a target set of 233 images. The attack
algorithm is the iterative version of FGSM [78]. We use the SGD optimizer with momentum
0.9 and weight decay 10−4, and the maximal number of iterations is 120. Learning rate is
0.002 for attacking image space, 0.003 for attacking illumination and material, and 0.004
for attacking surface normal.
For the non-differentiable renderer, we render images with an azimuth angle uni-
formly sampled from [0, π), a fixed elevation angle of π/9 and a fixed distance of 1.8.
AlexNet gives a 65.89% top-1 testing set classification accuracy, and ResNet-34 achieves
an even higher number of 68.88%. Among 55 classes, we find 51 with at least two images
correctly classified. From each of them, we choose the two correct testing cases with
the highest confidence score and thus compose a target set with 102 images. The attack
algorithm is ZOO [33] with δ = 10−4, η = 2× 10−3 and λ = 0.1. The maximal number of
iterations is 500 for AlexNet and 200 for ResNet-34.
9.4.1.1 Differentiable Renderer Results
First, we demonstrate in Table 9.1 that adversaries widely exist in the image space – as
researchers have explored before [243][184], it is easy to confuse the network with small
perturbations. In our case, the success rate is at or close to 100% and the perceptibility does
not exceed 10−2.
The next study is to find the correspondence of these image-space perturbations in
the physical space. We tried the combination of 3 learning rates (10−3, 10−4, 10−5) and
2 optimizers (SGD, Adam). However, for AlexNet, the objective (ℓ1-distance) remains
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Attacking Image Surface N. Illumination Material Combined
Perturbations Succ. p Succ. p Succ. p Succ. p Succ. p
On AlexNet 100.00 5.7 89.27 10.8 29.61 25.8 18.88 25.8 94.42 18.1
On ResNet-34 99.57 5.1 88.41 9.3 14.16 29.3 3.43 55.2 94.85 16.4
Table 9.1. Effect of white-box adversarial attacks on ShapeNet object classification. By combined, we
allow the three sets of physical parameters to be perturbed jointly. Succ. denotes the success rate
of attacks (%, higher is better), and p is the perceptibility value (unit: 10−3, lower is better). All p
values are measured in the image space, i.e., they are directly comparable.
mostly constant; the malicious label after image-space attack is kept in only 8 cases, and in
the vast majority cases, the original true label of the object is recovered. Therefore, using
the current optimization method and rendering model, it is very difficult to find physical
parameters that are approximately rendered into these image-space adversaries. This is
expected, as physical parameters often have a non-local effect on the image.
Finally we turn to directly generating adversaries in the physical space. As shown in
Table 9.1, this is much more difficult than in the image space – the success rate becomes
lower and large perceptibility values are often observed on the successful cases. Typical
adversarial examples generated in the physical space are shown in Figure 9.3. Allowing
all physical parameters to be jointly optimized (i.e., the combined strategy) produces the
highest success rate. Among the three sets of physical parameters, attacking surface
normals is more effective than the other two. This is expected, as using local perturbations
is often easier in attacking deep neural networks [78]. The surface normal matrix shares the
same dimensionality with the image lattice, and changing an element in the matrix only
has very local impact on the rendered image. In comparison, illumination and material are
both global properties of the 3D scene or the object, so tuning each parameter will cause a
number of pixels to be modified, hence less effective in adversarial attacks.
We also examined truncation during the attack. For ResNet-34, on average, only 6.3,
1.6, 0 pixels were ever truncated for normal, illumination, material throughout the 120
iterations of attack. This number of truncation is relatively small comparing to the size of
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GT: car
Attacking AlexNet (A) & ResNet (R)
A: car 
R: car 
A: pillow  R: helmet
𝑝 = 7.9 × 10−3 𝑝 = 6.7 × 10−3
conf = 93.5% conf = 60.9%
Attacking AlexNet (A) & ResNet (R)
A: train 
R: train 
A: vessel  R: vessel 
GT: train
𝑝 = 9.7 × 10−3 𝑝 = 4.4 × 10−3
conf = 95.0% conf = 76.6%
Figure 9.3. Examples of physical-space adversaries in 3D object classification on ShapeNet (using
a differentiable renderer). In each example, the top row shows the original testing image, which
is correctly classified by both AlexNet (A) and ResNet (R). The following two rows show the
perturbations and the attacked image, respectively. All perturbations are magnified by a factor of 5
and shifted by 128. p is the perceptibility value, and conf is the confidence (post-softmax output)
of the prediction.
the rendered image (448× 448). Therefore, the truncation is unlikely to contribute much to
the attack.
9.4.1.2 Non-differentiable Renderer Results
We first report quantitative results with two settings, i.e., attacking the image space and
the physical space. Similarly, image-space adversaries are relatively easy to find. Among
all 102 cases, 99 of them are successfully attacked within 500 steps on AlexNet, and all of
them within 200 steps on ResNet-34. On the other hand, physical-space adversaries are
much more difficult to construct. Using the same numbers of steps (500 on AlexNet and
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✬ ✮ ✟✂☎✍✡☎ ✪✫
✬ ✮ ✡✂✟✟✟✟ ✪✫
✬ ✮ ✟✂☎✄✠✎
Figure 9.4. Examples of image-space and physical-space adversaries in 3D object classification
on ShapeNet (using a non-differentiable renderer). In each example, the top row contains the
original testing image and the detailed description of mid-level physical operations that can cause
classification to fail. In the bottom row, we show the perturbations and attacked images in both
attacks. Z′c is the confidence (post-softmax output) of the true class. For each case, we also show
results with different combinations of physical attacks in a table (a Y indicates the corresponding
attack is on).
We show several successful cases of image-space and physical-space attacks in Fig-
ure 9.4. One can see quite different perturbation patterns from these two scenarios. An
image-space perturbation is the sum of pixel-level differences, e.g., even the intensities
of two adjacent pixels can be modified individually, thus it is unclear if these images can
really appear in the real world, nor can we diagnose the reason of failure. On the other
hand, a physical-space perturbation is generated using a few mid-level operations such as
slight rotation, translation and minor lighting changes. In theory, these adversaries can be
instantiated in the physical world using a fine-level robotic controlling system.
Another benefit of generating physical-dimension adversaries lies in the ability of
diagnosing vision algorithms. We use the cases shown in Figure 9.4 as examples. There
are 14 changeable physical parameters, and we partition them into 4 groups, i.e., the
environment illumination (5 parameters), object rotation, position and color (3 parameters
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each). We enumerate all 24 subsets of these parameters, and thus generate 24 perturbations
by only applying the perturbations in the subsets. It is interesting to see that in the first
case, the effects of different perturbations are almost additive, e.g., the joint attack on color
and rotation has roughly the same effect as the sum of individual attacks. However, this is
not always guaranteed. In the second case, for example, we find that attacking rotation
alone produces little effect, but adding it to color attack causes a dramatic accuracy drop of
26%. On the other hand, the second case is especially sensitive to color, and the third one to
rotation, suggesting that different images are susceptible to attacks in different subspaces.
It is the interpretability of the physical-dimension attacks that provides the possibility to
diagnose these cases at a finer level.
9.4.2 Visual Question Answering
We extend our experiments to a more challenging vision task – visual question answering.
Experiments are performed on the recently released CLEVR dataset [112]. This is an
engine that can generate an arbitrary number of 3D scenes with meta-information (object
configuration). Each scene is also equipped with multiple generated questions, e.g., asking
for the number of specified objects in the scene, or if the object has a specified property.
The baseline algorithm is named Inferring and Executing Programs (IEP) [113]. It
applies an LSTM to parse each question into a tree-structure program, which is then
converted into a neural module network [4] that queries the visual features. We use the
released model without training it by ourselves. We randomly pick up 100 testing images,
on which all associated questions are correctly answered, as the target images.
The settings for generating adversarial perturbations are the same as in the object
classification experiments: when using the differentiable renderer, the iterative FGSM
is used, and three sets of physical parameters are attacked either individually or jointly;
when using the non-differentiable renderer, the ZOO algorithm [33] is used with δ = 10−3,
η = 10−2, λ = 0.5.
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Attacking Image Surface N. Illumination Material Combined
Perturbations Succ. p Succ. p Succ. p Succ. p Succ. p
On IEP [113] 96.33 2.1 83.67 6.8 48.67 9.5 8.33 12.3 90.67 8.8
Table 9.2. Effect of white-box adversarial attacks on CLEVR visual question answering. By combined,
we allow the three sets of physical parameters to be perturbed jointly. Succ. denotes the success
rate of attacks (%, higher is better) of giving a correct answer, and p is the perceptibility value
(unit: 10−3, lower is better). All p values are measured in the image space, i.e., they are directly
comparable.
9.4.2.1 Differentiable Renderer Results
Results are shown in Table 9.2. We observe similar phenomena as in the classification
experiments. This is expected, since after the question is parsed and a neural module net-
work is generated, attacking either the image or the physical space is essentially equivalent
to that in the classification task. Some typical examples are shown in Figure 9.5.
A side note comes from perturbing the material parameters. Although some visual
questions are asking about the material (e.g., metal or rubber) of an object, the success rate
of this type of questions does not differ from that in attacking other questions significantly.
This is because we are constraining perceptibility, which does not allow the material
parameters to be modified by a large value.
A significant difference of visual question answering comes from the so called language
prior. With a language parser, the network is able to clinch a small subset of answers
without looking at the image, e.g., when asked about the color of an object, it is very
unlikely for the network to answer yes or three. Yet we find that sometimes the network
can make such ridiculous errors. For instance, in the rightmost column of Figure 9.5, when
asked about the shape of an object, the network answers no after a non-targeted attack.
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Attacking Q1 Attacking Q2
A1: large  A2: yes 
Q1: What size is the other blue matte thing that is the same
shape as the yellow rubber thing?
Q2: Are there fewer cyan matte objects than tiny green shiny
blocks?
𝑝 = 6.6 × 10−3 𝑝 = 5.5 × 10−3
conf = 57.2% conf = 58.1%
A1: small  A2: no  A3: cube 




𝑝 = 5.2 × 10−3
conf = 44.6%
Figure 9.5. An example of physical-space adversaries in 3D visual question answering on CLEVR
(using a differentiable renderer). In each example, the top row shows a testing image and three
questions, all of which are correctly answered. The following two rows show the perturbations and
the attacked image, respectively. All perturbations are magnified by a factor of 5 and shifted by
128. p is the perceptibility value, and conf is the confidence (post-softmax output) of choosing this
answer.
9.4.2.2 Non-differentiable Renderer Results
We observe quite similar results as in ShapeNet experiments. It is relatively easy to find
image-space adversaries, as our baseline successfully attacks 66 out of 100 targets within
500 steps, and 93 within 1,200 steps. Due to computational considerations, we set 500 to be
the maximal step in our attack experiment, but only find 22 physical-space adversaries.
This is expected, since visual question answering becomes quite similar to classification
after the question is fixed.
We show two successfully attacked examples in Figure 9.6. Unlike ShapeNet ex-
periments, color plays an important role in CLEVR, as many questions are related to
filtering/counting objects with specified colors. We find that in many cases, our algorithm
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Physical-dimension Attack on Q1
A1: small 
Part of Physical Attack Details
• Illumination
Δ𝐋key = 0.0,4.4, −5.8, −4.4 /100, …
• Object 1
Δ𝑟, Δ𝜃 = −0.1, 5.3 /100, …
• Object 4
Δ𝑥, Δ𝑦 = 3.7, −2.0 /100, …
• Object 6
Δ𝐜 = −1.5, −3.7, −0.2 /100, …
• ……
Physical-dimension Attack on Q2
A2: 0 
Part of Physical Attack Details
• Illumination
Δ𝐋key = 0.0, −11.3, −9.0,6.0 /100, …
• Object 1
Δ𝑟, Δ𝜃 = 0.7, −1.5 /100, …
• Object 4
Δ𝑥, Δ𝑦 = 0.4,0.1 /100, …
• Object 6
Δ𝐜 = 2.5, −1.1, −0.9 /100, …
• ……
Q1: There is a 
rubber thing that is 
left of the small cyan 
block and behind 
the tiny cyan ball; 
what is its size?
A1: large  A2: 1 
Q2: How many 
other tiny purple 
objects have the 
same shape as the 
large green object?
Figure 9.6. Examples of physical-space adversaries in 3D visual question answering on CLEVR
(using a non-differentiable renderer). In each example, the top row contains a testing image and
three questions. In the bottom row, we show the perturbations and attacked images. Detailed
description of physical attacks on selective dimensions are also provided. All units of physical
parameters follow the default setting in Blender.
achieves success by mainly attacking the color of the key object (i.e. that asked in the
question). This could seem problematic, as generated adversaries may threaten the original
correct answer. But according to our inspection, the relatively big λ we chose ensured
otherwise. Nevertheless, this observation is interesting because our algorithm does not
know the question (i.e., IEP is a black-box) or the answer (i.e., each answer is simply a class
ID), but it automatically tries to attack the weakness (e.g., color) of the vision system.
9.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we generalize adversarial examples beyond the 2D image pixel intensities to
3D physical parameters. We are mainly interested to know: are neural networks vulnerable
to perturbation on these intrinsic parameters that define a 3D scene, just like they are
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vulnerable to artificial noise added to the image pixels?
To study this, we plug a rendering module in front of the state-of-the-art deep networks,
in order to connect the underlying 3D scene with the perceived 2D image. We are then
able to conduct gradient based attacks on this more complete vision pipeline. Extensive
experiments in object classification and visual question answering show that directly
constructing adversaries in the physical space is effective, but the success rate is lower than
that in the image space, and much heavier perturbations are required for successful attacks.
To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work to study imperceptible adversarial
examples in 3D, where each dimension of the adversarial perturbation has clear meaning
in the physical world.
Going forward, we see three potential directions for further research. First, as a side
benefit, our study may provide practical tools to diagnose vision algorithms, especially
evaluating the robustness in some interpretable dimensions such as color, lighting and
object movements. Second, in 3D vision scenarios, we show the promise to defend the deep
neural networks against 2D adversaries by interpreting an image in the physical space, so
that the adversarial effects are weakened or removed after re-rendering. Third, while our
pipeline will continue to benefit from higher quality rendering, we also acknowledge the
necessity to test out our findings in real-world scenarios.
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Chapter 10
Identifying Model Weakness with
Adversarial Examiner
This chapter describes an evaluation protocol that takes advantage of the better disentan-
glement in 3D than 2D to identify weaknesses of a trained model.
10.1 Introduction
The field of machine learning is advancing at unprecedented speed, and one evidence often
cited is the reported performance on benchmark datasets. There are usually leaderboards
for these public datasets with specific evaluation metrics, and the entry that achieves the
highest number is regarded as the state-of-the-art. In several cases, it is claimed that the
machine learning model has surpassed human-level performance using this criterion [88],
[257].
However, the common belief is that humans are still superior, which suggests that
the current testing strategy is overly optimistic and does not reflect the true progress
in advancing machine learning. We think an important reason behind this mismatch is
that: the current evaluation protocol uses fixed test data and measures the average case
performance, which does not place enough emphasis on the worst case performance.
To make this point concrete, imagine a model for autonomous driving. Suppose that
in the testing data, there are 1 million images under normal conditions (in which case
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65.6% 28.1% 0%
Figure 10.1. Evaluating a model’s ability to recognize a lamp instance in ShapeNet. If we randomly
sample data, the evaluation will converge to a high percentage (around 80%). However, using our
Adversarial Examiner (AE), the test cases gradually concentrate on the weaknesses of the model,
and the evaluation will not be overly optimistic. In this example, AE has found that the model
appears to be vulnerable to increased lighting (within a reasonable range).
the car should keep driving), and 1 image with a baby in front (in which case the car
should immediately stop). Under the current evaluation protocol, a policy to always keep
driving and give up on the rare case will be highly regarded. However, from the humans’
perspective, this strategy is clearly problematic and alarming. Therefore, at least in some
sensitive domains, placing more emphasis on the worst cases to reveal model weaknesses
may be more important than simply relying on the average case.
Revealing model weaknesses by densely sampling the input data space is clearly
impractical. This is because any input data point is usually determined by a combination
of factors, which makes the space exponentially large. For example, an image is jointly
determined by the rotation angles of the objects, the positions of the objects, the material
properties, the type of lighting, the energy of lighting, the distance to camera, etc. Larger
test set certainly helps, but no matter how large it gets, it will never be able to densely
cover this exponentially large space. Therefore our goal is to efficiently and systematically
identify the model weaknesses within a reasonable number of queries.
Different models have different weaknesses, so it no longer makes sense to have a fixed
test set, rather a dynamic one. In some way, this notion of fixed versus dynamic is very
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similar to giving standardized tests versus conducting interviews. In standardized tests,
the questions are usually designed to have general coverage, since all test takers answer
the same questions. In interviews, the examiner may start with general topics, but also
has the freedom to deep dive into specific ones to challenge the candidate. We also point
out that this notion of dynamic examiner is closer in spirit to Turing test. If the human
evaluator in Turing test always asks the same questions, then its role can be replaced by a
machine. It is also conceivable that the worst answer during the exchange will contribute
most to the human evaluator’s final judgment.
Formalizing the ideas discussed above, we propose adversarial examiner, an alternative
way of evaluating a model. Provided with a model and the space of input data, the
adversarial examiner will dynamically select the next test data to hand out, based on
the testing history so far. The name “adversarial” comes from the fact that its goal is
to minimize the model’s performance. Compared with the standard testing protocol,
adversarial examiner obviously places more emphasis on the worst case scenarios. Because
of its dependence on testing history, the sequence of test data naturally reveals the process
of identifying model weakness. Figure 10.1 offers a demonstration.
Adversarial attack is also a way of showing the weakness of the model. The message of
adversarial attack is that for a particular data point, there exists another data point within
its local neighborhood, such that the model fails. However, both the original data point and
the local neighborhood are microscopic properties. By contrast, our adversarial examiner
starts with the entire input data space, and therefore has the potential of revealing the
global picture. In addition, since the adversarial examiner concerns the global structure, the
testing results are more informative and more easily perceived as “constructive feedback”
that help improve the model in the next iteration.
We conduct experiments on ShapeNet object classification. The input data space is
the Cartesian product of 12 physical parameters that determine the scene, including the
rotation and position of object, the energy and angle of lighting, etc. Through both quanti-
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tative evaluation and qualitative visualization, we show that our adversarial examiner can




We begin by revisiting the evaluation protocol employed in a standard classification task.
The examples x ∈ Rp follow an underlying distribution P . The ground truth label of x is
y(x) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. The label predicted by the model f is f (x) ∈ Rk. Given a loss function
L(·, ·) that measures the compatibility between f (x) and y(x), the evaluation metric is:






L( f (xi), y(xi)) (10.1)
where xi ∼ P .
In applications such as computer vision and natural language processing, the examples
x are usually the surface representation, e.g. 2D images in vision and words in language.
However, there is typically an underlying representation z that generates/determines this
surface representation x. In vision, z would be the 3D object instance. In language, z would
be the semantics/pragmatics that the speaker wishes to communicate. In the following,
we consider evaluation on the underlying representation z, which is more intrinsic.
The examples z ∈ Rq follow an underlying distribution Q, whose support is D. If we
can obtain the ground truth label using the surface form x, then we can certainly obtain
it using the underlying form z. We slightly abuse annotation and use y(z) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}
to represent the ground truth label for instance z. Let g be the function that transforms
the underlying form into surface form x = g(z, s), where s ∈ S represents the remaining
information needed to complete this transformation. For example, in vision, s could
include camera information, lighting condition, etc. In language, s may be a tie-breaker
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between synonyms or sentence templates that express the same meaning.
We use the following evaluation metric in our adversarial examiner:
Eexaminer = Ez∼Q[max
s∈S








L( f (g(zi, si)), y(zi))
(10.2)
where zi ∼ Q. We choose S such that for any instance z ∈ D and any s ∈ S , the surface
form g(z, s) still preserves the label y(z) as judged by humans. The max in (10.2) means
the examiner will consider the worst case within the space S , which differs from (10.1).
It is easy to see that
Eexaminer ≤ max
z∈D,s∈S
L( f (g(z, s)), y(z)) = L( f (g(ẑ, ŝ)), y(ẑ)) (10.3)
where (ẑ, ŝ) is the worst case scenario. We now discuss a special case, where the space S
is so rich, that ∀zi, zj ∈ D, ∃si, sj ∈ S , such that g(zi, si) = g(zj, sj). In this case, the worst
combination (ẑ, ŝ) can always be achieved from any sample zi. Therefore, Eexaminer will
return exactly the worst case performance under model f , which is what we expect and
desire.
Implementing the adversarial examiner according to (10.2) requires solving an opti-
mization problem for every instance zi. Since the landscape of f (g(zi, ·)) on S can be
arbitrary, we address the general case by assuming no closed-form solution and no differ-
entiability. We consider a sequential strategy, where the adversarial examiner will hand out




i , . . . , s
t−1
i . See Algorithm 10.1
for the adversarial examiner procedure.
Relation to Adversarial Attacks We named our examiner “adversarial” to acknowledge
its connection to adversarial attacks. If we conduct adversarial attacks on the samples xi
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Algorithm 10.1: Adversarial Examiner Procedure
Input: N samples zi ∼ Q and their true labels y(zi); Maximum number of
examination steps T; Loss function L; Model f ; Function g; Space S .
1 for i = 1 to N do
2 Initialize examiner with S
3 for t = 1 to T do
4 sti = examiner.generate()
5 lti = L( f (g(zi, s
t
i)), y(zi))
6 examiner.update(sti , l
t
i)














L( f (xi + δi), y(xi)) (10.4)
There are at least two key differences between adversarial attack (AA) and adversarial
examination (AE). First, AE deals with the underlying form whereas AA deals with the
surface form. As a result, the variations considered by AE on the surface form is much
larger than ∆. Second and more importantly, in AA there is a “canonical” starting point
δi = 0, so essentially all attack algorithms perform gradient descent starting from δi = 0. As
a result, the sequence δ1i , δ
2
i , . . . is usually very local. In AE, there is typically no “canonical”
choice for si, so AE is forced to start with the entire space S instead of a specific point. As a
result, the sequence s1i , s
2
i , . . . exhibits large variations. This global picture reveals different
properties of f than AA, and is potentially more useful in representing the weakness
(and/or strength) of the model.
Availability of Underlying Representation While data in the surface form are straight-
forward to collect, there may be concerns whether it is always easy to obtain the underlying
representation z considered by the adversarial examiner. We argue that this problem has
been greatly alleviated in recent years, with either rich annotation on real data [131], [265],
or increasing use of synthetic data [24], [112], or a hybrid between real and synthetic [70],
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[107]. In addition, in related topics such as image caption evaluation, the advantage of
evaluating the underlying representation (e.g. SPICE [3]) over the surface representation
(e.g. BLEU [198]) has been demonstrated.
10.2.2 Model Choices for Examiner
We describe two classes of models as the examiner in Algorithm 10.1. One is based on
Reinforcement Learning (Section 10.2.2.1), and the other is based on Bayesian Optimiza-
tion (Section 10.2.2.2). We conclude by discussing how these two classes of models are
complementary (Section 10.2.2.3), which shows the general applicability of our adversarial
examiner framework.
10.2.2.1 Reinforcement Learning as Examiner
Let space S be the Cartesian product of C factors S = Ψ1 × Ψ2 × · · · × ΨC, where Ψi
represents the parameter range of the i-th factor. Therefore, the candidate sti is com-
posed of ψ1(i,t), ψ
2












(i,t) ). We use a LSTM [92] to parameterize these conditional
probabilities. Concretely, in the first LSTM step, the initial hidden state h1 is followed by a
fully connected layer and softmax to represent P(ψ1(i,t)). We then draw a sample according
to this distribution, which is fed into the second LSTM step. The updated hidden state h2
is followed by a fully connected layer and softmax to represent P(ψ2(i,t)|ψ
1
(i,t)). This process
is repeated until we have drawn a complete sample of C steps.
To train this LSTM using reinforcement learning, we define the reward signal R to be













where B is the batch size to reduce high variance.
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10.2.2.2 Bayesian Optimization as Examiner
We use Gaussian Process (GP) as the model behind Bayesian optimization. The value
that the GP aims to maximize is L( f (g(zi, sti)), y(zi)) from Algorithm 10.1. The example
generated by our examiner is equivalent to the point proposed by the acquisition function
a : S → R+. We use Gaussian Process upper confidence bound (UCB) [237] to construct
our acquisition function.
Let W be the set of points that induce the posterior multivariate Gaussian distribution,




where a is the acquisition function induced by the current W. We then construct its
surface form and test on the model. This newly observed point (sti , L( f (g(zi, s
t
i)), y(zi)))
is then added to set W. In the next iteration, the examiner will induce a new posterior
multivariate Gaussian distribution based on the updated set W. By the end of adversarial
examination, the candidates {sti ∈ S}Tt=1 are the points that induce the most up-to-date
posterior multivariate Gaussian distribution on S .
10.2.2.3 How the Two Examiners Are Complementary
Discrete vs. Continuous In RL, the choices of parameters in Ψ are discrete as we use soft-
max to select amongst them. As for BO, the ranges of parameters are typically continuous
as the underlying assumption is a multivariate Gaussian distribution.
Maintaining Sampling Distribution on S vs. Maintaining Function Value on S The
LSTM model within RL captures the sampling probability P on S , without explicitly
recording the function value L. On the other hand, the GP model within BO relies on the
function values (set W) to fit the acquisition function.
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Longer Iteration Regime vs. Shorter Iteration Regime BO can be quite sample efficient,
and is potentially able to successfully attack the model within a limited number of steps.
However, it becomes costly when the iteration gets long. On the other hand, policy-based
RL can be inefficient, but the computation cost does not go up with more iterations.
10.3 Related Work
We argue that the average case performance does not always reflect human’s level of trust
in a model. The primary design philosophy behind adversarial examiner is to place more
emphasis on the worst case performance, which especially matters in sensitive domains.
Indeed, medical imaging papers typically report the worst performance on the test set in
addition to the average performance. The idea of paying more attention to the worst cases
was recently discussed in [285].
As suggested by its name, adversarial examiner is related to finding adversarial ex-
amples [243]. They were originally found by doing backpropagation and gradient ascent
on the input image. Later researchers started to consider the more challenging but more
general scenario, where the neural network weights are not known to the attacker. This is
called black box adversarial attack, where existing methods [33], [110], [186] still rely on
estimating the gradient. Essentially, black box adversarial attack belongs to derivative-free
optimization, which includes many other families of methods than gradient approximation.
To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work that brings Reinforcement Learning
(RL) and Bayesian Optimization (BO) to black box adversarial attack. Our RL setup is
inspired by work on Neural Architecture Search [297], whereas our BO setup is inspired by
work on hyperparameter selection [233]. Again, both problems are typical derivative-free
optimization.
Recently, researchers have been rethinking the concept of adversarial examples [76]
and generalizing them beyond modifying pixel values. [8], [59], [199] showed that deep
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networks can be attacked simply by 2D rotation, translation, or brightness change. [7],
[62], [137] demonstrated the possibility of generating physical adversarial examples in the
real world. [84] used the minute transformations across video frames to study adversarial
robustness. [18] introduced the concept of unrestricted adversarial examples, and [235]
described a method to generate unrestricted adversarial examples using a differentiable
neural network. More related to our work, [2], [118], [275], [287] incorporated rendering
into the visual recognition pipeline to study how 3D physical parameters may affect model
prediction. However, they were all concerned with creating adversarial examples starting
from a specific configuration, instead of considering the global space.
Finally, there are a couple of works that used synthetic data to iteratively improve the
model, whether in the training stage or the inference stage. [34] proposed to increase the
sampling probability in the underperforming region. [181] used an agent to learn to select
questions in synthetic visual question answering. [276] learned to navigate in a synthetic
scene and select better views for visual recognition. [119] learned the policy to generate
synthetic scenes, whose goal is to best facilitate downstream tasks. Our work is different,
in that we focus on a new paradigm of model evaluation, which systematically explores
the input data space to identify model weaknesses.
10.4 Experiments
10.4.1 Implementation Details
We conduct experiments on visual recognition of objects in the ShapeNet dataset [24],
which contains 55 classes and 51190 instances. Here, the underlying representation z
would be the 3D object, s would be parameters required in rendering (we consider a total
of C = 12 factors, listed in Table 10.1), and surface form x would be the 2D image after
rendering. We use the Blender software for rendering.
Our target models are ResNet34 [89] and AlexNet [134] trained on the 2D image surface
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αo βo ζo Γo Γl rl Al Ul rv Av Uv θv
UB 2π 2π 2π 5 1 20 360 90 5 180 90 360
LB 0 0 0 0 0.3 8 0 -90 1 0 -90 0
Table 10.1. Upper bound (UB) and lower bound (LB) of rendering factors in s: sun rotation angles
(αo, βo, ζo), sun energy (Γo), point light energy (Γl), point light distance (rl), point light location
(Al , Ul), viewpoint distance (rv), viewpoint location (Av, Uv), viewpoint angle (θv).
form x. The ResNet34 model is trained with learning rate of 0.005, and AlexNet model
with 0.001, both with Adam optimizer [125] for 40 epochs.
During training, we randomly select a value for each of the 12 factors, and render
m = 10 images per 3D object. During adversarial examination, we assume that the
examiners have no control over the location of the sun, so we randomly choose the rotation
angles for the sun and fix them. The remaining 9 factors will be available to and explored
by the examiners. For each class, we choose one 3D object in the validation set that has the
highest post-softmax probability on the true class.
In RL, the 9 continuous factors will be discretized to 100 choices evenly distributed on
their respective ranges. When sampling the factors, the choice made will be mapped to its
corresponding embedding space (embedding size 30), then fed into LSTM (hidden state
size 30). We set the learning rate to 0.001 and batch size to 32, and use Adam optimizer
[125] to update model parameters. In BO, our implementation is based on the Bayesian
Optimization package1 and we allow 2 random examples at the very beginning. Both
examiners operate for T = 500 iterations, and L is the negative post-softmax probability
on the true class.
10.4.2 Evaluating Model Performance with Adversarial Examiners
The evaluation results by our adversarial examiners are shown in Table 10.2. For both
AlexNet and ResNet34, we tried both RL and BO examiners under different number of
1 https://github.com/fmfn/BayesianOptimization
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Model Examiner T = 0 T = 100 T = 300 T = 500
AlexNet RL 63.98% 65.91% 18.92% 2.27%BO 60.05% 43.58% 29.98% 25.43%
ResNet34 RL 69.03% 68.58% 38.86% 13.13%BO 64.19% 54.89% 48.07% 45.55%
Table 10.2. Average model performance under adversarial examination. We report 2× 2× 4 = 16
settings under various model, examiner, and number of iterations combinations. The values are
average post-softmax probability on the true class.






























(a) RL Examiner on AlexNet






























(b) RL Examiner on ResNet34






























(c) BO Examiner on AlexNet






























(d) BO Examiner on ResNet34
Figure 10.2. Per-class model performance under adversarial examination. The four plots corre-
spond to AlexNet (left) vs. ResNet34 (right), RL (upper) vs. BO (lower). Horizontal axis is object
category. AlexNet is more vulnerable than ResNet34, and the RL examiner seems more strict than
BO examiner under the same T.
iterations T. The T = 0 column corresponds to the standard evaluation protocol, which on
average records more than 60% probability on the true class. After a few hundred iterations,
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(a) RL on AlexNet (b) BO on AlexNet (c) RL on ResNet34 (d) BO on ResNet34
Figure 10.3. t-SNE visualization of cap examples under different examiners and target models.
There are 100 examples in each subfigure: 50 randomly sampled ones, and 50 from the very end
of adversarial examination. Transparent cap means correctly classified. Otherwise, incorrectly
classified.
both examiners can find the weakness of the model successfully. In addition, longer
examination results in lower performance, which is expected. But their characteristics are
not entirely the same. BO can find weaknesses relatively faster (larger gap from T = 0
to T = 100), but eventually (T = 300 or T = 500) RL becomes more committed to the
weaknesses and gives a harsher evaluation.
Figure 10.2 shows the per-class post-softmax probability on the true class. We found
that the weaknesses of some classes are easier to find than others. For instance, barrel and
bowl are relatively vulnerable since they look very similar (generic round shape) when
viewing from bottom-up. Classes such as airplane, which contain discriminative visual
cues at all angles, are more robust under adversarial examination.
Figure 10.3 uses t-SNE [167] to visualize 50 randomly sampled examples and 50 exam-
ples selected at the end of adversarial examination of the cap class. Correctly classified
examples are transparent, and incorrectly classified ones are opaque. This visualization
serves to show the global distribution of model weakness on the space S . We can observe
clusters among the incorrectly classified examples, e.g. due to viewpoint or lighting.
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m = 10 m = 5 m = 2 m = 1
RL 63.81% 57.43% 35.05% 18.92%
BO 49.79% 43.06% 22.19% 10.92%
Table 10.3. Average model performance under adversarial examination for varying m: number of
training images per instance. We report m = 1, 2, 5, 10 with iterations T = 200.
10.4.3 Examining Models Trained with Less Data
Intuitively, neural networks trained with less data should be less robust against adversarial
examiners. In this experiment, we put this hypothesis to test. Specifically, we vary m,
the number of images rendered for each 3D object in the training set. We train ResNet34
models with m = 1, 2, 5, 10 (recall that m = 10 is the default) using the same number of
epochs.
Table 10.3 summarizes the results. Under the same iterations T, both RL and BO
examiners report decreased performance as m decreases. In addition to validating the
adversarial examiner framework, this also confirms the importance of the amount and
diversity of training data.
10.4.4 Evaluating Model with Artificial Weaknesses
To further study the properties of adversarial examiner, we consider an artificial scenario,
where we deliberately put in obvious weaknesses. We are interested to see to what extent
can the adversarial examiner recover these obvious weaknesses. Specifically, during
training, we limit the viewpoint elevation Uv to [−30◦,+30◦] instead of [−90◦,+90◦]. This
will create two obvious weaknesses: viewing objects from the top and from the bottom.
Note that the examiner is still allowed to change all 9 factors.
Figure 10.4 shows the t-SNE visualization of 200 can examples. 100 are randomly
sampled, and 100 are from T = 250 during adversarial examination. Among the incorrectly
classified examples (visualized as opaque), there are two large regions, with the bottom
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Figure 10.4. t-SNE visualization of can examples. 100 are randomly sampled, and 100 are from RL
examiner T = 250. Transparent can means correctly classified. Otherwise, incorrectly classified. In
this experiment, training data for ResNet34 did not have top and bottom viewpoints. Adversarial
examiner is able to identify these two artificial weaknesses (circled in green and blue).
left representing viewing from the bottom, and the top right representing viewing from
the top. This observation further confirms the capability of adversarial examiners.
10.4.5 Changing the Order of Factors
As described in Section 10.2.2.1, the RL examiner samples parameters in a sequential
manner. In this experiment, we investigate whether changing the sampling order of factors
will make a difference in adversarial examination.
The default RL examiner samples in the order Γl, Γo, rl , Al, Ul , rv, Av, Uv, θv. We prepare
a second RL examiner with exactly the same setup, but instead samples in the order
rv, Av, Uv, θv, Γl, Γo, rl, Al, Ul. Figure 10.5 shows the t-SNE visualization of the last 50
examples given by the two RL examiners (T = 500). Obviously they have converged to
the same weaknesses, which is evidence that the RL examiner is not sensitive to the order.
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(a) Γl , Γo, rl , Al , Ul , rv, Av, Uv, θv (b) rv, Av, Uv, θv, Γl , Γo, rl , Al , Ul
Figure 10.5. The last 50 lamp examples given by two RL examiners with different order of factors.
10.4.6 Identifying Model Strength
Finally, we show that instead of identifying model weakness, the same setup can also be
used to identify model strength, simply by flipping the max in (10.2) to min. The examiner,
instead of trying to find the worst viewing condition of an object, now tries to find the best
viewing condition.
We show such a trial in Figure 10.6. We indeed observe a curve where the post-
59.4% 75.0% 100%
Figure 10.6. Identifying model strength by negating L. For this piano instance, the examiner
eventually finds a condition under which the model can correctly classify with 100% confidence.
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softmax probability on the true class goes up throughout evaluation, which is symmetric
to Figure 10.1. The final image reveals what the model considers to be the easiest piano to
recognize.
10.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we advocate for a new testing paradigm for machine learning models,
where more emphasis is placed on the worst case instead of reporting the average case
performance. To make this idea concrete, we propose adversarial examiner, whose goal is to
undermine the model’s performance by discovering and concentrating on its weaknesses.
The adversarial examiner will dynamically hand out the next testing data, based on the
testing history so far. As a result, different models will now be evaluated using potentially
different samples from the input data space. We argue that this notion can more effectively
prevent hype, is closer in spirit to human interview/Turing test, and can be especially
important in sensitive domains such as autonomous driving and medical applications.
We conduct experiments on visual recognition of ShapeNet objects. Examiners based
on Reinforcement Learning and Bayesian Optimization both demonstrated effectiveness
in identifying the weaknesses of the target model. However, our adversarial examination
framework is much more general than classification of rendered 3D objects. In the future,
we hope to extend to other domains, including image generation, language generation, and
pose estimation in robotics. Using the examples generated during adversarial examination





In this dissertation, I present a total of nine research projects. Though they are concerned
with various components of the visual intelligence pipeline, they share the common goal
of either improving visual perception, or making this process more interpretable, or both.
Part I aims at designing better models for image recognition, which is a core step
that converts signals to symbols and often benefits a wide range of downstream tasks.
The route I am taking is to let machines do the heavy lifting in this designing process
(typically named AutoML or NAS), as opposed to relying solely on humans. Although
this usually means longer time and more computation, the upside is potentially deeper
understanding and higher ceiling, much like the difference between AlphaGo Zero [231]
and AlphaGo [230]. Each chapter creates a new dimension on top of the previous one.
Chapter 2 presents an effective method to “factorize” the search space and significantly
speed up the designing process. Chapter 3 describes a minimal and elegant way to extend
NAS from image classification to dense image prediction problems. Chapter 4 generalized
NAS from the supervised setting to the unsupervised setting, highlighting the importance
of data over labeling.
Part II considers a superset of image recognition, in the sense that it interrogates AI
models’ ability to perform language-level understanding of the image content. Language,
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much like vision, is highly compositional. In this part, I consider various choices to
reflect this compositionality, via per-word visualization, program-like execution, or graph-
like symbolic representation. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 study per-word visualization for
image captioning and referring expressions, respectively. Chapter 7 brings program-like
execution into referring expression comprehension. Chapter 8 understands sentences as
graphs, whose symbolic nature may be useful for tasks across computer vision and natural
language processing.
Part III extends image recognition in the other direction. It explicitly takes into account
the fact that the 2D images are generated from the 3D world, and I mainly study its
implications for model testing and evaluation. Generating test cases from the 3D world is
advantageous, because of clear physical meanings and better disentanglement. Chapter 9
explains how adversarial examples may be more concerning if generated from the 3D
world, and shows their existence. Chapter 10 formalizes this idea as an evaluation protocol
emphasizing the worst case instead of measuring the average case.
11.2 Future Directions
The two themes of this dissertation are automation (Part I) and diagnosis (Part II and
Part III). I will discuss these two themes separately in terms of future directions that I think
are important.
11.2.1 Automation
The field of AutoML has made big progress over the past few years. However, this
appealing name can be misleading, and it should be acknowledged that existing efforts
still belong to a mixture of human expertise and machine design. For example, the search
space cannot be arbitrarily designed; it still needs to be carefully defined by human experts.
A dream scenario would be to truly remove humans from machines’ self-progression
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towards AI, and hope this process can “start from scratch” and replicate key milestones,
e.g., (re-)discovering gradient descent, stacking layers, (re-)discovering backpropagation,
utilizing invariance and equivariance (by tying weights), etc.
There are at least two challenges in realizing this dream scenario. The first challenge is:
what is the “right amount” of information or knowledge we should give to the machines,
in order to jump start this process? On the one hand, we want it to be “minimal” for
the arguments made earlier. On the other hand, it seems that at the very least, we need
to provide the machines with the equivalence of “incentive” or “curiosity” in order to
start this self-progression and keep it going. The second challenge is: what can we do to
make this process smart and fast? Nesting for loops to do blind enumeration does not
seem to be a good solution. Evolution (used in an ambitious recent effort [209]) is better,
as it is more sample-efficient while still being quite minimal. But can we do better in
mimicking human’s ability to quickly extract rules and attack a problem (whether known
or unknown) in a principled manner?
11.2.2 Diagnosis
The motivation for doing diagnosis is to make sure that the model has “truly understood”
the underlying concept, instead of learning something superficial. In some controlled
environments, it may be possible to cover different combinations equally (e.g., Chapter 7).
However, this approach will inevitably run into two challenges. One, as more factors are
incorporated, the number of possible scenarios will grow exponentially, and this approach
can no longer scale. Two, in real world scenarios, we cannot control the distribution of input
data, which is usually heavily biased as opposed to perfectly balanced. In fact, the latter
can help explain the dilemma where in many applications, a model can achieve impressive
numbers on the test set (e.g., 99% accuracy), but especially in sensitive applications, we
still would rather hand the job to a human with 98% accuracy on the test set.
I think the way to address this is to rethink and revamp the current evaluation protocol,
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which measures the average performance on a fixed test set whose distribution is usually
identical to the training set. In [285], my advisor and I argued a new paradigm along the
line of measuring the worst performance on a dynamic test set whose distribution may not
necessarily be identical to the training set. Chapter 10 is our first attempt to materialize this
idea, but it is not perfect, and we need more efforts to make this idea more principled,
more complete, and easier to implement. We notice that contemporary researchers [72],
[122] are realizing this problem as well.
Finally, from the training perspective, a loss function emphasizing the worst case would
have a better chance of learning the true compositionality (i.e., getting the final 1% right),
as opposed to superficial appearance matching (which may get you all the way to 99%).
But of course, future experiments are needed to back this point up.
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Appendix A
Progressive Neural Architecture Search
A.1 Search Efficiency of PNAS with RNN-ensemble
In Section 2.5.3 of the main chapter, we focused on the performance of MLP-ensemble as
the surrogate model. Here we provide analysis of RNN-ensemble as well.
Again, each method is repeated 5 times to reduce the randomness in neural architecture
search, and both performance mean and the variance are plotted in Figure A.1. A more
quantitative breakdown is given in Table A.1. We see that PNAS with RNN-ensemble is
Figure A.1. Comparing the relative efficiency of PNAS (using RNN-ensemble) with NAS and
random search under the same search space.
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B Top Accuracy # PNAS # NAS Speedup (# models) Speedup (# examples)
5 1 0.9161 1160 2222 1.9 5.1
5 5 0.9148 1160 2489 2.1 5.4
5 25 0.9128 1160 2886 2.5 5.7
Table A.1. Relative efficiency of PNAS (using RNN-ensemble predictor) and NAS under the same
search space.
about twice as efficient than NAS in terms of number of models trained and evaluated,
and five times as efficient by the number of examples. Speedup measured by number
of examples is greater than speedup in terms of number of models, because NAS has
an additional reranking stage, that trains the top 250 models for 300 epochs each before
picking the best one.
A.2 Searching Cells with More Blocks
Using the MLP-ensemble predictor, we tried to continue the progressive search beyond
cells with 5 blocks, all the way till B = 10. The result of this experiment is visualized
in Figure A.2, which extends Figure 2.4 of the main chapter. As can be seen, PNAS is
able to find good performing models over the much larger search spaces of B > 5. Note
that the unconstrained search space size increases by about 4 orders of magnitude for
every B level, reaching ∼ 1033 possible model configurations at B = 10. This is one of
the main advantages of PNAS, to examine a highly focused search space of arbitrary size
progressively. Notice that the NAS curve for comparison is still for B = 5, and if we search
cells with more blocks using NAS, this curve is likely to go down, because of the growth
in search space.
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Figure A.2. Running PNAS (using MLP-ensemble) from cells with 1 block to cells with 10 blocks.
A.3 Intermediate Level PNASNet Models
Our Progressive Neural Architecture Search algorithm explores cells from simple to com-
plex by growing the number of blocks. We choose B = 5, and indeed the best model found
in the final level (PNASNet-5; visualized in the left plot of Figure 2.1) demonstrates state-
of-the-art performance. In this section, however, we are interested in the best models found
in smaller, intermediate levels, namely b = 1, 2, 3, 4. We call these models PNASNet-{1, 2,
3, 4}.
We visualize their cell structures in Figure A.3, and report their performances on CIFAR-
10 in Table A.2. We see that the test set error rate decreases as we progress from b = 1 to
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Figure A.3. Cell structures used in PNASNet-{1, 2, 3, 4}.
Model B N F Error Params M1 E1 M2 E2 Cost
PNASNet-4 4 4 44 3.50±0.10 3.0M 904 0.9M 0 0 0.8B
PNASNet-3 3 6 32 3.70±0.12 1.8M 648 0.9M 0 0 0.6B
PNASNet-2 2 6 32 3.73±0.09 1.7M 392 0.9M 0 0 0.4B
PNASNet-1 1 6 44 4.01±0.11 1.6M 136 0.9M 0 0 0.2B
Table A.2. Image classification performance on CIFAR test set. “Error” is the top-1 misclassification
rate on the CIFAR-10 test set. (Error rates have the form µ± σ, where µ is the average over multiple
trials and σ is the standard deviation. In PNAS we use 15 trials.) “Params” is the number of model
parameters. “Cost” is the total number of examples processed through SGD (M1E1 + M2E2) before
the architecture search terminates.
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A.4 Transferring from CIFAR-10 to ImageNet
Figure A.4 shows that the accuracy on CIFAR-10 (even for models which are only trained
for 20 epochs) is strongly correlated with the accuracy on ImageNet, which proves that
searching for models using CIFAR-10 accuracy as a fast proxy for ImageNet accuracy is a
reasonable thing to do.
Figure A.4. Relationship between performance on CIFAR-10 and ImageNet for different neural
network architectures. The high rank correlation of 0.727 (top-1) suggests that the best architecture
searched on CIFAR-10 is general and transferable to other datasets. (Note, however, that rank
correlation for the higher-value points (with CIFAR score above 0.89) is a bit lower: 0.505 for top-1,
and 0.460 for top-5.)
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Appendix B
Are Labels Necessary for Neural
Architecture Search?
B.1 Additional Details for Search-Based Experiments
B.1.1 Search Phase
Recall that in the search phase of NAS-DARTS/UnNAS-DARTS, we consider 3 datasets:
ImageNet-1K (IN1K), ImageNet-22K (IN22K), Cityscapes.
For IN1K, we follow [35], [150] to postpone updating architecture parameters α for
half of the total search epochs. For IN1K/IN22K, the search phase lasts 2 epochs for
IN1K and 1 epoch for IN22K. Since IN22K is approximately 10 times larger than IN1K
(∼14M vs ∼1.2M), the search on IN22K is approximately 5 times longer than the search on
IN1K. Batch size is 64, learning rate is 0.1 (cosine schedule), weight decay is 0.00003. For
Cityscapes, the search phase lasts 400 epochs. Batch size is 32, learning rate is 0.1 (cosine
schedule), weight decay is 0.0003. Other than those listed here and in the main chapter,
all hyperparameters follow those used in the original DARTS. In a few settings where the
batch size above will exceed 32GB GPU memory, we divide batch size and learning rate
(both for weights and for architecture parameters α) by 2.
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B.1.2 Evaluation Phase
When evaluating an architecture on Cityscapes semantic segmentation, since the task is
pixel-level classification instead of image-level classification, we need to make minimal
but necessary modifications. Different from the network used in IN1K classification, we (1)
replace the last stride 2 layer with stride 1, to increase spatial resolution; and (2) remove
the global average pooling and replace the fully connected classifier with the Atrous
Spatial Pyramid Pooling (ASPP) module [31] followed by bilinear upsampling to produce
per-pixel classification at the original resolution. These are the same modifications the
segmentation framework DeepLabv3 [31] made to a ResNet backbone.
B.2 NAS-DARTS and UnNAS-DARTS Architectures
Here we visualize all the NAS-DARTS and UnNAS-DARTS cell architectures: searched on
ImageNet-1K (Figure B.1), ImageNet-22K (Figure B.2), Cityscapes (Figure B.3).
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Figure B.2. Cell architectures (normal and reduce) searched on ImageNet-22K.
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Reasoning with Referring Expressions
In this appendix, we begin by providing network architecture details of IEP-Ref to supple-
ment Section 7.4.1 of the main chapter. We then provide more analysis of the four models’
performance on CLEVR-Ref+, to supplement Section 7.4.2 of the main chapter. Finally, we
show more qualitative examples (referring expression and ground truth box/mask) from
CLEVR-Ref+.
C.1 Network Architectures in IEP-Ref
In Figure 7.7 of the main chapter, we listed all modules used in our IEP-Ref model (ex-
cept Segment). In IEP-Ref, each of these modules is parameterized with a small fully
convolutional network and belongs to one of the following 4 categories:
• Preprocess: This component maps the image to the feature tensor. Its output is the
input to the Scene module. See Table C.1 for the network architecture.
• Unary: This includes the Scene, Filter_X, Unique, Relate, Same_X modules. It
transforms one feature tensor to another. See Table C.2 for the network architecture.
• Binary: This includes the And and Or modules. It transforms two feature tensors to
one. See Table C.3 for the network architecture.
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Layer Output size
Input image 3× 320× 320
ResNet101 [89] conv4_6 1024× 20× 20
Conv(3× 3, 1024→ 128) 128× 20× 20
ReLU 128× 20× 20
Conv(3× 3, 128→ 128) 128× 20× 20
ReLU 128× 20× 20
Table C.1. Network architecture for the Preprocess module.
Index Layer Output size
(1) Previous module output 128× 20× 20
(2) Conv(3× 3, 128→ 128) 128× 20× 20
(3) ReLU 128× 20× 20
(4) Conv(3× 3, 128→ 128) 128× 20× 20
(5) Residual: Add (1) and (4) 128× 20× 20
(6) ReLU 128× 20× 20
Table C.2. Network architecture for the Unary modules.
• Postprocess: This only includes the Segment module. It transforms the 128-channel
feature tensor to a 1-channel segmentation mask. See Table C.4 for the network
architecture.
Network architectures for Preprocess, Unary, Binary are directly inherited from IEP
[113].
C.2 More Model Analysis on CLEVR-Ref+
C.2.1 Number of Objects in a Scene
We suspect that the more objects in a scene, the harder for the model to carry out the
referring reasoning steps. In Figure C.1 we plot the performance of each model with
respect to the number of objects in a scene. All models drop in performance when the
number of objects increases, suggesting that the models tend to struggle when dealing
with too many objects.
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Index Layer Output size
(1) Previous module output 128× 20× 20
(2) Previous module output 128× 20× 20
(3) Concatenate (1) and (2) 256× 20× 20
(4) Conv(1× 1, 256→ 128) 128× 20× 20
(5) ReLU 128× 20× 20
(6) Conv(3× 3, 128→ 128) 128× 20× 20
(7) ReLU 128× 20× 20
(8) Conv(3× 3, 128→ 128) 128× 20× 20
(9) Residual: Add (5) and (8) 128× 20× 20
(10) ReLU 128× 20× 20
Table C.3. Network architecture for the Binary modules.
Layer Output size
Previous module output 128× 20× 20
Unary module 128× 20× 20
Conv(1× 1, 128→ 128) 128× 20× 20
ReLU 128× 20× 20
Bilinear upsample 128× 320× 320
Conv(1× 1, 128→ 128) 128× 320× 320
ReLU 128× 320× 320
Conv(1× 1, 128→ 32) 32× 320× 320
ReLU 32× 320× 320
Conv(1× 1, 32→ 4) 4× 320× 320
ReLU 4× 320× 320
Conv(1× 1, 4→ 1) 1× 320× 320
Table C.4. Network architecture for the Segment module.
C.2.2 Schedule of Acquiring Reasoning Abilities
We are interested to see if throughout the training process, the network exhibit a schedule
of acquiring various reasoning abilities (e.g. spatial reasoning, logic etc). From Figure C.2,
it seems that no such schedule was developed, and performance steadily increase across
different referring expression categories. This may be due to the random sampling during
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Figure C.2. Performance across different referring expression categories throughout training. We
inspect the performance every 1/6 of the entire training iterations.
C.2.3 Novel Compositions
To further test the models’ generalization ability, we also conducted experiments on the
Compositional Generalization Test (CoGenT) data provided by CLEVR [112]. Here models
are trained on objects with only a subset of all combinations, and then tested on both the
same subset of combinations (valA) and another subset of combinations (valB). Results are
summarized in Figure C.3. We see a very small gap for detection models, suggesting that
they have learned compositionality to generalize well. The gap for segmentation models,






















Figure C.3. Different models’ performance on valA and valB of the CLEVR CoGenT data.
C.3 More Data Examples from CLEVR-Ref+
The remaining pages show random images, referring expressions, and the referring ground
truth from our CLEVR-Ref+ dataset. In particular, we choose at least one example from
each referring expression category (the 7 middle columns in Table 7.3 of the main chap-
ter). We show both detection ground truth (Figure C.4) and segmentation ground truth
(Figure C.5).
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(a) Look at matte thing that is on the left side of
the red object that is behind the second one of the
object(s) from right; The first one of the rubber
thing(s) from front that are right of it
(b) The objects that are the seventh one of the
thing(s) from right that are in front of the nineth
one of the thing(s) from front or the second one
of the thing(s) from front
(c) The big metallic object(s) that are both to the
left of the third one of the large thing(s) from
left and on the right side of the first one of the
object(s) from front
(d) The fully visible yellow ball(s)
(e) Any other things that are the same shape as
the fourth one of the rubber thing(s) from right
(f) Find object that is behind the fifth one of the
object(s) from left; The cylinder(s) that are to the
right of it
(g) Look at partially visible object(s); The second
one of the thing(s) from left that are on the right
side of it
(h) The second one of the shiny cylinder(s) from
right that are to the right of the thing that is
behind the thing that is on the left side of the first
one of the tiny thing(s) from left
Figure C.4. Referring object detection examples from CLEVR-Ref+.
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(a) Any other things that are the same shape as
the seventh one of the object(s) from front
(b) Look at rubber ball that is to the left of the red
ball(s); The thing(s) that are left of it
(c) The rubber object(s) that are to the right of the
sixth one of the rubber thing(s) from right and to
the left of the fifth one of the object(s) from left
(d) The fully visible small thing(s)
(e) Look at tiny rubber cylinder that is behind
the tiny object that is on the right side of the
seventh one of the cylinder(s) from front; The
rubber thing(s) that are in front of it
(f) The big things that are the sixth one of the ob-
ject(s) from left or the seventh one of the object(s)
from right
(g) Find the second one of the red rubber thing(s)
from left; The fully visible rubber cylinder(s) that
are in front of it
(h) Any other tiny object(s) made of the same
material as the second one of the cube(s) from
front
Figure C.5. Referring image segmentation examples from CLEVR-Ref+.
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Appendix D
Adversarial Attacks Beyond the Image
Space
D.1 Attack Curves with Different (Differentiable or Non-
Differentiable) Renderers
In Figure D.1, we plot how the average loss function value (probability of the original
class, after softmax) changes with respect to the number of attack iterations. Image-space
attacks often succeed very quickly, whereas physical-space attacks are much slower yet
more difficult, especially for the factors of illumination and material.






























































Figure D.1. Attack curves for 3D object classification with a differentiable renderer.
In Figure D.2, we plot how the average log-probability advantage (red) and image-
space Euclidean distance (blue) change with respect to the number of attack iterations.
An average log-probability advantage of 0 means that all images have been attacked
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successfully. Physical-space attacks are much more difficult to succeed and also require a
much larger perceptibility.
















































































































Figure D.2. Attack curves for 3D object classification and visual question answering with a non-
differentiable renderer.
From these curves, we can conclude that physical-space attacks especially adding
factors with clear physical meanings are much more difficult. This is arguably because
most of these attacks impact the values of more than one pixels in the image space, which
raises higher difficulties to the optimizers (e.g., gradient-descent-based). We should also
note that, with a more powerful optimizer, it is possible to find more adversarial examples
in the physical world.
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Michelle Shu, Chenxi Liu, Weichao Qiu, and Alan Yuille. 2020. Identifying Model
Weakness with Adversarial Examiner. In Proceedings of the Thirty-Fourth AAAI Con-
ference on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI). AAAI Press, New York, New York, pages
11998-12006.
Siyuan Qiao, Huiyu Wang, Chenxi Liu, Wei Shen, and Alan Yuille. 2019. Rethinking
Normalization and Elimination Singularity in Neural Networks. CoRR, abs/1911.09738.
Zhuotun Zhu, Chenxi Liu, Dong Yang, Alan Yuille, and Daguang Xu. 2019. V-NAS:
Neural Architecture Search for Volumetric Medical Image Segmentation. In Proceedings
of the IEEE International Conference on 3D Vision (3DV). IEEE Computer Society,
Quebec City, Canada, pages 240-248.
Siyuan Qiao, Huiyu Wang, Chenxi Liu, Wei Shen, and Alan Yuille. 2019. Weight
Standardization. CoRR, abs/1903.10520.
Chenxi Liu, Liang-Chieh Chen, Florian Schroff, Hartwig Adam, Wei Hua, Alan Yuille,
and Li Fei-Fei. 2019. Auto-DeepLab: Hierarchical Neural Architecture Search for Se-
mantic Image Segmentation. In Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Computer
Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR). IEEE Computer Society, Long Beach, Cali-
fornia, pages 82-92. (Oral)
Xiaohui Zeng, Chenxi Liu, Yu-Siang Wang, Weichao Qiu, Lingxi Xie, Yu-Wing Tai,
Chi Keung Tang, and Alan Yuille. 2019. Adversarial Attacks Beyond the Image Space.
In Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition
(CVPR). IEEE Computer Society, Long Beach, California, pages 4302-4311. (Oral)
Runtao Liu, Chenxi Liu, Yutong Bai, and Alan Yuille. 2019. CLEVR-Ref+: Di-
agnosing Visual Reasoning with Referring Expressions. In Proceedings of the IEEE
Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR). IEEE Computer
Society, Long Beach, California, pages 4185-4194.
Chenxi Liu, Barret Zoph, Maxim Neumann, Jonathon Shlens, Wei Hua, Li-Jia Li, Li
Fei-Fei, Alan Yuille, Jonathan Huang, and Kevin Murphy. 2018. Progressive Neural
Architecture Search. In Proceedings of European Conference on Computer Vision.
Springer, Munich, Germany, pages 19-35. (Oral)
Alan Yuille and Chenxi Liu. 2018. Deep Nets: What have they ever done for Vision?.
Center for Brains, Minds and Machines (CBMM) Memo No. 088.
Siyuan Qiao, Chenxi Liu, Wei Shen, and Alan Yuille. 2018. Few-Shot Image Recogni-
tion by Predicting Parameters from Activations. In Proceedings of the IEEE Conference
on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR). IEEE Computer Society, Salt
Lake City, Utah, pages 7229-7238. (Spotlight)
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Yu-Siang Wang, Chenxi Liu, Xiaohui Zeng, and Alan Yuille. 2018. Scene Graph
Parsing as Dependency Parsing. In Proceedings of the 2018 Conference of the North
American Chapter of the Association for Computational Linguistics: Human Language
Technologies (NAACL-HLT). Association for Computational Linguistics, New Orleans,
Louisiana, pages 397-407. (Oral)
Chenxi Liu, Zhe Lin, Xiaohui Shen, Jimei Yang, Xin Lu, and Alan Yuille. 2017.
Recurrent Multimodal Interaction for Referring Image Segmentation. In Proceedings
of the IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision (ICCV). IEEE Computer
Society, Venice, Italy, pages 1280-1289.
Yan Wang, Lingxi Xie, Chenxi Liu, Siyuan Qiao, Ya Zhang, Wenjun Zhang, Qi
Tian, and Alan Yuille. 2017. SORT: Second-Order Response Transform for Visual
Recognition. In Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision
(ICCV). IEEE Computer Society, Venice, Italy, pages 1368-1377.
Siyuan Qiao, Wei Shen, Weichao Qiu, Chenxi Liu, and Alan Yuille. 2017. ScaleNet:
Guiding Object Proposal Generation in Supermarkets and Beyond. In Proceedings
of the IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision (ICCV). IEEE Computer
Society, Venice, Italy, pages 1809-1818.
Chenxi Liu, Junhua Mao, Fei Sha, and Alan Yuille. 2017. Attention Correctness
in Neural Image Captioning. In Proceedings of the Thirty-First AAAI Conference on
Artificial Intelligence (AAAI). AAAI Press, San Francisco, California, pages 4176-4182.
Chenxi Liu*, Alexander Schwing*, Kaustav Kundu, Raquel Urtasun, and Sanja Fi-
dler. 2015. Rent3D: Floor-Plan Priors for Monocular Layout Estimation. In Proceed-
ings of the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR).
IEEE Computer Society, Boston, Massachusetts, pages 3413-3421. (Oral)
Jingwen Bai, Chenxi Liu, and Ashutosh Sabharwal. 2014. Increasing Cellular Capac-
ity Using ISM Band Side-channels: A First Study. In Proceedings of the 4th workshop
on All things cellular: operations, applications, & challenges. ACM, Chicago, Illinois,
pages 9-14.
Awards 2019 Google PhD Fellowship 2019
Finalist, 2019 Adobe Research Fellowship 2018
Finalist, 2018 NVIDIA Graduate Fellowship 2018
Honorable Mention, 2017 Snap Research Fellowship 2017
Finalist, 2018 Adobe Research Fellowship 2017
Beijing Outstanding Graduate 2015
Tsinghua University Excellent Graduate 2015
National Southwest Associated University Scholarship, Tsinghua University 2014
Meritorious Winner, Mathematical Contest in Modeling, COMAP 2014
Geru Zheng Scholarship, 1st class, Tsinghua University 2013
National Scholarship, Tsinghua University 2013
3rd Prize, Beijing Universities Physics Competition 2012
EMC Scholarship, Tsinghua University 2012
Freshman Scholarship, 2nd class, Tsinghua University 2011
Invited Talks Neural Architecture Search: Acceleration and Generalization
– Facebook January 2020
– ByteDance February 2020
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– Amazon February 2020
– Waymo February 2020
– Facebook March 2020
Progressive Neural Architecture Search
– Google Research Conference October 2018
– Johns Hopkins University October 2018
– Leiphone Webinar September 2018
– European Conference on Computer Vision September 2018
– Stanford University (Host: Fei-Fei Li, Amir Zamir) July 2018
– Tsinghua University (Host: Jiwen Lu) April 2018
– Valse Webinar (Host: Wei Shen) December 2017
Rent3D: Floor-Plan Priors for Monocular Layout Estimation
– IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition June 2015
Patents Xin Lu, Zhe Lin, Xiaohui Shen, Jimei Yang, Jianming Zhang, Jen-Chan Jeff Chien,
Chenxi Liu. Deep salient content neural networks for efficient digital object segmen-
tation. US Patent 10460214.
Zhe Lin, Xin Lu, Xiaohui Shen, Jimei Yang, Chenxi Liu. Automatically segmenting
images based on natural language phrases. US Patent 10089742.
Chenxi Liu, Tianlin Shi, Xinyi Yang. Method for identifying and correcting piano
rhythms by using intelligent robot. CN Patent 101930680.
Service Co-organizer of LVVU@CVPR 2020.
Invited reviewer for NIPS 2016, CVPR 2019, JMLR, NAACL 2019, PAMI, ICCV
2019, Neurocomputing, ACL 2019, EMNLP 2019, TMM, AAAI 2020, CVPR 2020,
ACL 2020, ECCV 2020, NAS@ICLR 2020, EMNLP 2020, AACL-IJCNLP 2020, Au-
toML@ICML 2020, BMVC 2020, IJCV.
Reviewer for CVPR 2017, ICIP 2017, ICCV 2017, NIPS 2017, AAAI 2018, PRCV 2018,
Pattern Recognition, AAAI 2019, ICML 2019.
Advising Xiaohui Zeng (HKUST) Now MSc student at U of T (Raquel Urtasun, Sanja Fidler)
Yu-Siang Wang (NTU) Now MScAC student at U of T
Runtao Liu (PKU) Now Ph.D. student at UC Berkeley (Stella Yu)
Michelle Shu (JHU) Now Ph.D. student at Cornell University (Ramin Zabih)
Jiteng Mu (JHU) Now Ph.D. student at UC San Diego (Xiaolong Wang)
Miscellaneous Programming Languages Python, Matlab, C++, C, LATEX
Deep Learning Tools PyTorch, Tensorflow, Caffe, Theano
TOEFL 117 (Reading 29, Listening 30, Speaking 29, Writing 29)
GRE 335 (Verbal 160, Quantitative 170, Writing 5.0)
References Alan Yuille (alan.l.yuille@gmail.com), Professor, Johns Hopkins University
Kevin Murphy (kpmurphy@google.com), Research Scientist, Google AI
Fei-Fei Li (feifeili@cs.stanford.edu), Professor, Stanford University
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